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The objective was to e v aluate the Iowa State University 
Harmonic Loadflow Program to determine if it fulfilled the 
pre s e nt need as an analysis tool for evaluating harmonic 
e f fects. 
The material is arranged in the sequence of actual steps 
wh ich occurred to accomplish the research objective. Most of 
the system as shown on the next page was modeled. Actual 
f i eld mea surements from this system were used to evaluate 
t he program. 
Results show the present program is useful for predict-
i ng harmonic effects to an existing system as a result of a 
single new source. Here, the program predictions match very 
close to measured values. The research also shows the pre-
sent program is of very limited value for analyzing multiple 
h a r monic sources on an existing system. Henc e, it is recom-
mended the .program be enhanced to perform this function. 
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There is a general need both from the utility and 
industrial sectors for an analysis tool to evaluate the 
effects of harmonics. From the utility point of view a n 
analysis tool is desired which can handle a multitude of 
harmonic sources all applied simultaneously. The tool 
needs to accept harmonic source inputs in a variety of 
forms. This variety should include various converter 
types, current and voltage waveforms in the form of oscil-
lographs, and spectrum analyzer results in the form of 
photographs or computer recordings. The tool should be 
able to analyze existing as well as new sources. 
Thus, this research focused on evaluating the Iowa 
State University Harmonic Loadflow Program to determine 
how ma.ny of these needs it fulfilled. It also examined 
the program's advantages and disadvantages. One of the 
goals of the research was to answer the management ques-
tion concerning the allocation of manpower to use this 
particular program. 
The program was known to have a lot of flexibility at 
accepting inputs. It appeared that the number of buses it 
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could handle could be easily expanded. It appeared to permit 
more detailed modeling of a system compared to other harmonic 
programs. 
It was originally thought that the loadflow approach 
used by this program could be expanded to permit multiple 
sources on a system. This would permit determining 
harmonics at various buses throughout a system. No major 
documentation existed at the time this research commenced 
noting the actual limitations of the program and its use. 
B. Review of Previous Work 
The harmonics program under study is the Iowa State 
University Harmonic Loadflow Program. The program is a 
continuing refinement of R. D. Schultz's, "Harmonic 
Current Propagation on AC Systems Due to HVDC Links", 
Ph.D. dissertation from Iowa State University, dated 1979; 
K. H. Kuyper's, "Effects of Wind and Solar Converters on 
Utility Distribution Networks", Master's thesis from Iowa 
State University, dated 1980, and modifications to the 
aforementioned by Dr. A. L. Day, beginning June, 1982 to 
the present. 
The program uses the bus impedance loadf low technique 
and the superpos ition principle for analyzing each harmonic 
3 
frequency separately. The types of sources that can be 
entered into the program include $arnpled ha r monic voltage 
or current waveforms, AC-DC converters, and voltage or cur-
rent harmonic magnitudes. The program was originally set 
up to accept up to 130 nodes, 475 elements, and a three 
digit bus number. When this research began, the program 
had only been used for the analysis of small systems (less 
than 20 buses) . 
C. Research Objective 
The research objective was to evaluate the Iowa State 
University Harmonic Loadflow Program to determine if it 
fulfilled the present need as an analysis tool for evalu -
ating the effects of harmonics. 
This was to be accomplished by comparing program output 
from measured voltage harmonic source values to the p rogram 
output from measured current harmonic source values for the 
same harmonic source location . This would indicate if the 
program functioned correctly. 
Following the initial verification, various other mea-
sured harmonic magnitudes, which were obtained throughout 
the system, would be entered into the program. This would 
then be used to determine if the program predicted what was 
4 
actually observed on the system. At this point, comparisons 
and conclusions concerning its use as as analysis tool 
should be possible and the appropriate recommendations 
could be made. 
D. Summary of Chapters 
The material is arranged in the sequence of actual steps 
which occurred to accomplish the research objective. 
The test data that were used for input to the program 
were taken from actual field testing prior to this research. 
The data did have some deficiencies associated with th~m, 
but the majority of the data were quite usable. 
The program was modified to accept up to 500 buses, 
4000 elements, and use up to a four digit bus number. The 
research studies were run on an IBM 3083 Mainframe Computer. 
Several errors that existed in the original program were 
corrected. 
Approximately 350 buses and their associated devices 
were modeled in the electrical system for this research. 
Examples and techniques to handle each device are included. 
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II. HARMONIC MEASUREMENTS AND PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS 
A. Discussion of Measurements 
The test data that were used for input to the program 
were taken from actual field tests (1). These test data 
are included in Appendix A and, a sequence of slides at 
the end of this thesis. A slide listing is also included 
in Appendix B. The slides show harmonics which were mea-
sured by a Hewlett Packard 3580A Spectrum Analyzer at 
various substations throughout the electrical system. 
Appendix A includes a listing of all the test equip-
ment. It also shows the current and voltage probes which 
were used. This same test equipment and probe set-up were 
used for every harmonic measurement taken and recorded via 
the slides. 
The data included in Appendix B differ from those 
shown on the slides because of a scaling factor. The scal-
ing factor resulted from the current probes that convert 
current to voltage. The Appendix B data are scaled cor-
rectly. 
The current harmonic values which were measured and 
recorded in the sequence of slides, have no measurements of 
6 
the line current in amps. Therefore, there is no way to 
scale the line current magnitude to its appropriate per 
unit value. This lack of information limits the value of 
these measurements. The voltage harmonic values which are 
shown in the slides, can be scaled to correct per unit 
values and are quite usable. 
B. Program Modifications 
The harmonic loadflow program was modified to accept 
up to 500 buses, 4000 elements, and four digit bus numbers. 
Two unexpected logic errors in the original program were 
discovered and corrected during this research. These 
errors did not invalidate results obtained in previous re-
search. 
The listing shown in Appendix C is the present oper-
ating program. The first page of Appendix D shows a coded 
letter designator, followed by a corresponding program 
modification type. These letter codes are included in the 
program listing in Appendix D to indicate which lines must 
be changed to complete each type of modification. 
For example, a voltage base modification is assigned 
the code l etter "A" on the first page of Appendix D. 
Every line where the letter "A" occurs in the Appendix D 
7 
listing should be examined to determine if it should be 
changed. 
8 
III. ASSEMBLING THE SYSTEM MODEL 
A. The Electrical System 
The electrical network under study is shown on the next 
page. This encompasses the major generation, transmission, 
and distribution systems and their components in a signif-
icant area in the eastern part of Iowa. A few of the buses 
in both the upper left and right hand corners of the network 
were not included in the harmonic analyses because of their 
remoteness to the harmonic sources. 
Fossil, nuclear, and hydro generation, all at different 
voltage classes, are present on the system as well as com-
bustion turbines. In addition, the system still has some 
two phase which had to be addressed and incorporated. The 
system also includes three-winding transformers, two-winding 
transformers (both regular and auto), grounding transformers, 
reactors (both series and shunt), capacitors, overhead lines, 
underground cables, major interconnections, urban areas, and 
rural areas. 
B. System Bases 
The harmonics program uses a 100 MVA voltampere base. 
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ferred to this base. To aid in base changes, some program-
mable calculator programs were written. Their listings 
appear in Appendix E. These programs were used to save 
time, to eliminate calculation errors, and to double check 
calculations. 
C. Line Data 
1. Normal 
The line data for the model were taken from system 
data books covering 13.8 KV, 69 KV, 161 KV, and 345 KV 
lines. These books furnished any available data concern-
ing circuit description, the length in miles, and the re-
sistance, reactance, and susceptance values in actual 
quantities and in percent on 100 MVA base for positive, 
negative, and zero sequences. Some of the data were miss-
ing for the older lines because it was not required in an 
earlier era. In these cases, Anderson (2), the Westinghouse 
Electric Corporation reference books (3), (4), and the 
Electric Power Research Institute reference book (5) were 
utilized to estimate any missing data. 
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2. Circuits 13-A-12, 13, & 15 
There are three circuits labeled 13-A-12, 13, and 15 
that are cabled in such a way that they can be treated as 
an extension to the buses at Substation A. These circuits 
directly feed buses which power solid-state drives which, 
in turn, feed aluminum roll ing mills. One of these aluminum 
mills is the largest of its kind in the world. 
Becau se of the proximity of these circuits to a very 
large harmonic source, a more detailed model for them was 
developed. The only information available for these circuits 
were lengths and cable descriptions. One reason for this is 
that the present computer program used by the utility to cal-
c ulate line data parameters cannot handle these cabling con-
figurations and routings. The geometries become too elabo-
rate with four conductors per phase. A second reason was 
that this modeling information was not required for any of 
the previous system studies performed by the utility. Hand 
calculations were made for detailed models of these circuits 
using references (2), (3), (4), and (5). 
12 
D. Two-Winding Transformers 
1. Regular Transformers 
Assembling and incorporating transformer data into the 
program had to be one of the more interesting, but laborious 
facets of the modeling process. Each transformer test report 
had to be accessed and reviewed so the necessary parameters 
could be extracted. These consisted of: 
1. type of construction, shell or core form 
2. the number of windings 
3. the voltamperes capability 
4. the voltage transformation 
5. the type of connections (i.e., delta, wye, etc.) 
6. the impedances and their MVA base 
7. the magnetizing current at 100% voltage and its 
MVA base 
8. the no load loss at 100% voltage and its MVA 
base 
Figures 1 through 6 show the two-winding transformer 
equivalents . In each succeeding figure, the model is fur-
ther simplified. For these equivalents, all of the series 
resistance has been neglected. The magnetizing impedance 
has been assigned to the H or Primary Winding. The equiv-
alent circuit shown in Figure 6 is derived by making the 
assumptions that RRl/2 is much, much less that RRO and 
13 
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XXl/2 is much, much less than XCl. This is the model 
used in the Harmonic Loadflow Program. 
The exciting current at 100% voltage obtained from 
the transformer test report is substituted into the fol-
lowing equation to determine the positive/negative sequence 
shunt reactance XCl. 
XCl = Voltage 
Magnetizing Current in % @ 100% Voltage 
100% 
IMAG% pu 
Similarly, the no load loss at 100% voltage obtained from 
the transformer test report is substituted into the following 
equation to obtain the positive/negative/zero sequence core 
loss resistance RRO. 
RRO 
2 
= (Voltage) ohms 
No Load Losses At 100% Voltage 
Next, divide RRO by the base impedance and express it in 
percent. The positive, negative, and zero sequence series 
reactance values for RRl and XXl are all directly obtained 
from modern day transformer test reports. 
However, there were many cases (due to the age of some 
of the transformers ) where some of the parameters were not 
available . If the type of construction was unknown, a shell 
16 
design was assumed because a majority of large power trans-
formers are shell type. If zero sequence information was 
unavailable, then the zero sequence impedance was assumed 
to be equal to the positive sequence impedance and the zero 
sequence equivalent was assumed to be the same as that devel-
oped for three single-phase units. 
Appendix E includes a TI-59 Program Listing that was 
used to calculate the final transformer data values for 
direct entry into the system data. 
2. Autotransformers 
Two-winding autotransformers do not require any special 
treatment and are handled the same as a regular two-winding 
transformer. Thus, the same parameters are extracted from 
the transformer test report and the same process is uti-
lized to determine the sequence shunt reactance XCl and the 
sequence core loss resistance RRO. 
E. Three-Winding Transformers 
1. R.egular 
The program is not set up to accept three-winding 
transformers. To overcome this limitation, the appropriate 
17 
three-winding transformer model is selected and then trans -
formed into an equivalent set of three separate two-winding 
transformers via a STAR to DELTA conversion. 
The positive sequence impedances and voltampere rat-
ings associated with each set of corresponding voltage 
levels are obtained from the transformer test report. These 
impedances are then transferred to the same voltampere base , 
normally that of the H, or Primary Winding. Next, the im-
pedances are transferred to the equivalent per unit values . 
In this form, the model resembles the equivalent T model 
shown in Figure 10. A STAR to DELTA conversion is then 
made to transform the model to three two- winding trans -
formers connected in a triangle configuration as shown in 
Figure 11 . The equivalent circuits illustrating this mod-
eling process are shown in Figures 7 through 11. The same 
technique is applicable for the negative and zero sequences. 
The zero sequence connection codes must be carefully se-
lected to correctly model the zero sequence circuits . An 
example three-winding transformer model is developed in 
Append ix F. 
For the X and Y windings, the no-load losses and 
magnetizing currents at 100 % voltage are set to values 
a pproaching zero because the H winding already includes 
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for the sequence shunt reactance XCl and the sequence core 
loss resistance RRO for the X and Y windings approach open 
circuit conditions. 
A TI-59 Program Listing for making the change to the 
per unit equivalent circuit values is shown in Appendix E. 
A TI-59 Program Listing to perform the STAR to DELTA con-
version is also included in Appendix E. 
2. Autotransformers 
Three-winding autotransformers do not require any 
special treatment and are handled the same as the regular 
three-winding transformer. That is, the appropriate three-
winding autotransformer model is chosen and then it is 
modeled as three separate two-winding transformers con-
nected in a ''triangle" configuration after a STAR to DELTA 
conversion is made. 
F. Scott Connected Transformers 
(Three to Two-Phase Transformers) 
In reviewing Anderson (2, Chapter 1), we know for 
single-phase systems 
s 







B - LN (Y mho) pu 
5B - l phase 
But using LL to indicate "line to line" and 2 phase for 
"two-phase~ , we write for a balanced system 
V = VB-LL 
B - LN V 
"\{2 
and 
SB _ l = SB - 2 phase VA phase 2 -
Making the appropriate substitutions we compute 
and 
z = ~2~~~~~(Z ohm) pu 2 
V B-LL 
2 (~) 




Y = V B-LL 
5 B-2 phase 
( Z ohm) pu 
(Y mho) pu 
Writing voltages in kV and voltamperes in MVA 




These equations are almost identical to those derived in 
Anderson for three-phase systems. In fact, if the arbi-
trary two-phase voltage and voltampere bases are equal to 
the arbitrary three-phase voltage and voltampere bases, 
then the results will be identical. Therefore, if the 
impedances are transferred to these bases, the program 
will handle both the two-phase and three-phase systems 
the same way. 
An example of a three-winding, three-two phase trans-
former is included in Appendix G. The impedance values list-
ed closely resemble those of the three-winding transformer 
values shown in Appendix F. The three-winding, three-two 
phase transformer parameters are determined in the same 
manner as for a regular three-winding transformer. 
G. Grounding Transformers 
Grounding transformers are modeled as linear elements 
connected from the bus to ground. The program will require 
three parameters to be entered consisting of RRl, XXl, and 
XCl. RRl is the series resistance of the grounding trans-
former. If the resistance is to be neglected as it was 
for the other transformer models, then RRl can be entered 
as a zero value. XXl is the shunt reactance of the ground-
ing transformer . The same technique used to calculate the 
shunt reactance for the other transformer models can be 
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used to calculate XXl. XCl is the zero sequence reactance 
of the grounding transformer. This reactance is equivalent 
to the series reactance of a conventional transformer. The 
same technique for calculating the series reactance of a 
conventional transformer will be used to determine values 
for XCl in this model. 
Appendix H shows an example of a grounding transformer 
modeling procedure. 
H. Power Capacitors 
Power capacitors are normally rated in three-phase 
kilovars . From elementary circuit theory we know: 
03 phase 
The program requires the capacitive reactance values 
to be entered on a per phase basis. Thus, knowing the 
three-phase line to line voltage and the three-phase 
kilovar rating (as furnished by the manufacturer), the 
capacitive reactance per phase can be easily determined. 
This value is entered into the Harmonic Loadflow Program 
as a linear element. 
The kilovar manufacturing tolerance on power capac-
itors is minus zero and plus 15 percent. A normal dis-
25 
tribution curve covering this variation is available from 
the various manufacturers. By taking this into account, 
more representative values of the actual KVAR capability 
can be entered into the program. 
In the studies associated with this research, there 
was no allowance made for the manufacturing tolerances. 
In addition, the capacitors were all assumed to be located 
at the respective buses. This is in contrast to actual 
s ystem conditions where the capacitors are usually located 
somewhere out on the line itself. To include the actual 
location of the capacitors in the model, the line lengths 
would have to be taken into account and appropriate cor-
rections would have to be made . 
If the program results identify a specific problem 
area resulting from capacitor resonance, then the addi-
tional modeling may be appropriate for the capacitors 
in that area. 
Capacitor banks are often a major contributing 
factor to harmonic problems . Resonance at harmonic 
frequencies can cause overvoltage at the capacitor. In 
addition, since impedance of capacitors decreases with 
frequency, high harmonic voltages will result in high 
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current causing blown capacitor fuses, overheating, and 
possible failure. See references (4), (6), (7), (8), (9), 
(10 ) I ( 11 ) I ( 12 ) I ( 13 ) I and ( 14 ) . 
Appendix E includes a TI-59 Program Listing that was 
used to calculate the capacitive element reactances. 
I. Power Reactors 
Power reactors are normally rated in three-phase 






The program requires the inductive reactance values 
to be entered on a per phase basis. Thus, knowing the 
three-phase line to line voltage and the three-phase 
kilovar rating (as furnished by the manufacturers) the 
inductive reactance per phase can be easily determined. 
This value is entered into the Harmonic Loadflow Program 
as a linear element. 
1 . Shunt Reactors 
There were only five shunt reactors associated with 
the system studies. These were of 13.8 KV and 345 KV 
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classes. Their inductive reactance values in ohms were 
all determined in the manner just described. Then, these 
impedances were transf~rred into percent reactance on a 
100 MVA base by utilizing the appropriate Z base. 
2. Series Reactors 
There were only six series reactors associated with 
the system studies. These were all located in the 13 .8 KV 
network. Their inductive reactance values in ohms were 
determined by utilizing their respective test reports where 
the voltage drop across the reactor is given at rated current. 
Then using 
which is the voltage drop equation across the inductor yields 
(ohms) 
The impedance in percent is 
where 
EL 
( 10 0) 
Z(%) = 1 L -----
(V ) 2 
B 
voltage drop across the inductor at 
rated current 
rated current of the inductor 
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VB = voltage base 
s8 voltampere base 
Appendix E includes a TI-59 Program Listing which can 
be used to calculate the inductive element reactance for 
shunt reactors . 
J. Generators 
Obtaining the necessary data for the generator model 
was fairly easy. Usually, good records are kept on these 
machines. There were twenty-four generators included in 
the system model ranging from generator voltages of 2400 
Volts to 24 KV. A problem was encountered associated with 
four very old two-phase hydro units. These generators had 
been rewound, but no testing was performed. For these 
particular units, both references (2) and (9) were uti-
lized to arrive at acceptable representative values . 
K. Loads 
Representative loads were obtainea for the various 
substations for input into the model. These were ob-
tained from utility company system studies . Depending 
upon the particular substation configuration, the loads 
were then apportioned to the various buses. 
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IV. RESULTS 
A. Entering Data Into Program 
Entering the harmonic magnitude values into the program 
from the slides is straightforward and is per the instruc-
tion sheet (see Appendix I). The particular harmonic mag-
nitude value (in decibels) was read from the slide. The 
decibel equation is: 
v 
20 log (_l) = db 
v2 
To transfer directly to per unit or percent values requires 
that v2 be chosen as 1 pu or 100% voltage. For voltage 
harmonics, 
v2 base voltage (volts) = 100% voltage = 1 pu 
For the current harmonics measured as voltage equiv-
alents, 
v2 = base current (amps) 100% current = 1 pu 
Thus: 
1 pu 
= vl = antilog (db) 
100% 20 
which yields v1directly in percent or per unit for that 
particular harmonic. This process is repeated for each 
successive harmonic until they have all been transcribed. 
See references (1), (10), (11), (12), (13), and (14). 
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Appendix E includes a TI-59 Program Listing which was 
quite use ful to obtain the per unit voltage or current 
values from the harmonic measurements given in decibles. 
Appendix E also includes a TI-59 Program Listing which is 
usefu l for calculating harmonic distortion factors from 
the data obtained from the spectrum analyzer. 
B. Actual Results 
There were specific measured test data available only 
for Substations A, 36, 76, 78, 88, and 91. Of major inter-
est to this research is Substation A. This particular sub-
station supplies both arc furnace loads and solid-state con-
verters for rolling mill drives. These loads combine into 
the dominant harmonic source in the area. The measurements 
at this substation and Substation 88 were used to verify 
that the Iowa State University Harmonic Loadflow Program 
functioned correctly. 
The voltage harmonic distortion factor values for each 
bus in the system are printed at the end of the program out-
put for each case. These values were used for the comparisons 
to actual measured data. A sample of the program output 
is shown in Appendix J. This sample output corresponds to 
the case where the harmonic source values are entered as 
the measured voltage harmonic values at Substation A. 
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The harmonic distortion factors at Substation 88 matched 
within .01 percent of the fundamental, with no unanticip3ted 
results. The program output showed that the effects of the 
harmonics produced by this source at Substation A could 
easily be observed as far away as Missouri. Voltage harmonic 
distortion factor contributions in the range of .3 percent 
are shown to exist on the 345 KV system in Missouri . 
The measured system data at Substation 36, 76 , 78, 
and 91 do not correlate to the Iowa State University Harmonic 
Loadflow Program output. This is because the test data which 
were taken reflects the actual system with a multitude of 
harmonic sources applied. There is no way the system 
harmonic measurements can be obtained with only one harmonic 
source present, which is the way the Harmonic Loadflow Program 
treats each case . 
Measured test data from Substation A were entered to 
compare the program output from "measured voltage harmonic 
source values " to the program output from "measured current 
harmonic source values" for the same harmonic sourc e location. 
Eighty-seven percent of the harmonic distortion factors 
showed less than one-half percent variation between the 
voltage and current cases . Ninety-eight percent of the harmonic 
distortion factors showed less than one percent variation . 
Some of the differences were the result of the system being 
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sensitive to resonance at different locations for different 
input harmonic frequencies. The measured current harmonic 
source data peaked at different harmonic frequencies than 
they did for the measured voltage harmonic source data. This 
is also covered in Appendix A. 
A case was analyzed using the detailed line model for 
circuits 13-A-12, 13, and 15. The results from this case 
were compared to cases which did not include the detailed 
line model for these circuits. These comparisons showed 
essentially the same results, with or without the detailed 
line model. 
The computation times for the actual system data 
consisting of approximately 350 buses were in a range of 
approximately five to fifteen minutes. For this system, 
harmonic source location appeared to play the major role 
in determining CPU time. 
It should be noted that the printout will vary depend-
ing upon harmonic source location. The variations will be 
in the bus numbers included in the printout. The reason 
for this difference is directly attributed to the trans-
former connection codes. The program takes these into 
account and incorporates them directly into the printout. 
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In addition, if a converter input is used, the computer 
printout will only show certain harmonics . These will be 
determined by the formula h = pq ± 1, where p equals the 
nubmer of pulses and q is an integer . This is quite ap-
parent in the printouts. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. Conclusions 
The program is operating smoothly with an excess of 
345 buses, a large number of linear elements, and four 
digit bus numbers. It can accept up to 500 buses , 4000 
elements, and use four digit bus numbers up to 9,998 . 
Expanding the dimensions of the program is fairly easy 
provided that the computer system is large enough to 
handle the increased array sizes. Using the techniques 
outlined in Chapter III, the unique system devices are 
easily incorporated. 
The program, as it currently exists, appears to be 
useful only in analyzing new harmonic sources which are 
being added to the system. A program, as such, would 
give an indication of the percent harmonic distortion 
factor increase for the various buses on the s ystem . The 
test data available support the fact that the program is 
functioning correctly and as designed. 
There were differences in the harmonic distortion 
factor results between the cases that used measured volt-
age and measured current harmonic source values for the 
same circuit . These differences were attributed to 
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amplitude v ariations associated with select harmonic orders 
which were different for the voltage harmonic measurements 
than they were for the current harmonic measurements. Each 
study indicated that certain areas of the system were sen-
sitive to resonance at different harmonic frequencies and 
at different locations. The suspected cause of the differ-
ences is that the phase angle differences between the volt-
ages and currents were not included. Since the phase angle 
data were unavailable, then the procedure is to run analyses 
of both the current and voltage harmonics for the same 
circuit . This will indicate any specific resonance for 
each case. 
Based on the closely matching comparisons of the cases 
with and without detailed line modeling for circuits 13-A-12, 
13 , and 15, the extra work involved in calculating the de-
tailed models for bus extensions is not recommended. 
The algorithms used in the program are not highly effi-
cient in terms of CPU time and memory requirements. How-
ever, it was observed in this research that even when the 
program was used for a large system, it arrived at solutions 
in reasonable times. Modifications to reduce computational 
times is not recommended and are not seen as a major benefit. 
This recommendation is based upon the fact that most programs 
of this type are run during off-hours and weekends. During 
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these low use periods the computer time is discounted be-
cause, frequently, the computer is idle. 
The harmonic source location affects the CPU time re-
qui r ed for a program solution. However, it appears that 
reasonable solution times are obtained no matter where the 
harmonic source is located. There was no obvious advantage 
of using a voltage over a current input in the studies per-
formed as they had essentially the same execution times for 
the same circuit. 
One of the print options in the Iowa State University 
Harmonic Loadflow Program is "to print harmonic analyses 
of elements adjacent to the harmonic source bus only" . 
Based on the results obt ained during this research it is 
concluded that this is not a recommended option. It will 
overlook significant harmonic distortions located further 
out in the electrical system. 
Based on the experience gained during this research, 
it would require about ninety man-days to model a 350 bus 
e l ectrical system. This estimate includes the time r e -
quired t o gathe r the n e ces sary system data, to make c a l-
culations for the device models, to enter the data into 
a computer file, and to verify the data. 
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This thesis provides the necessary assistance and 
guidance to others who will use the Iowa State University 
Harmonic Loadflow Program. It reduces the confusion asso-
ciated with the modeling of the unique system elements and 
devices. Finally, it provides good insight to the limita-
tions of the program and its advantages. 
B. Measurement Recommendations 
An additional effort should have been made to obtain 
measurements associated with phase angles. In addition, 
the daily and seasonal variation of harmonic levels should 
be considered when interpreting measured data. 
For any measurements obtained, there is engineering 
judgement required to understand what they show and how 
they are associated with the Iowa State University Har-
monic Loadflow Program. For many locations the measure-
ments show the composite of all harmonics at a particular 
bus resulting from a multitude of harmonic sources. It is 
not feasible to have only one harmonic source connected to 
the system. 
In summary, it is recommended that the measurement 
data obtained include at least as much data as that shown 
in Appendix A. Current and voltage waveforms should be 
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recorded in addition to photographs or computer recordings 
of the actual spectrum analyzer settings a nd traces. This 
will help answer questions involving the measurement data 
and provide for a cross-reference. Good communications 
between the parties obtaining the measurements and those 
requesting the measurements are also needed. This is to 
assure that pertinent details associated with the measure-
ments are not overlooked. 
C. Program Enhancement Recommendations 
The program as designed, can only handle one source 
at a time. Its major intended use would be for analyzing 
new sources. 
However, what is truly needed is a program which 
handles multiple harmonic sources derived from measured 
data . The program should resemble a true loadflow program 
in which multiple generators can arbitrary be connected to 
various buses. This would limit the number of locations 
where test data would need to be obtained. It would also 
pe rmit analyses in areas where test data can not be ob-
taine d . It would overcome the obstacle of singl e source 
analysis that requires the removal of customers or systems 
from service to obtain harmonic source data . 
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The use of a multiple source program appears to be the 
logical solution . Entering harmonic measurements from key 
locations in the system would permit a complete harmonic 
picture of the overall system. The contribution from 
each customer's harmonic source could be determined . 
In add i tion, the following modifications are recom-
mended : 
1 . Modify the program to output a summary of the 
ten, t wenty, or any assignable number of the 
largest bus harmonic magnitudes listed in de -
cending order. This would greatly simplify 
review. 
2. Modify the program to accept both alpha and 
numeric bus designations. 
3. Modify the pro gram to facilitate entering 
values directly from data sheets, test 
reports, etc. 
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VIII. AF PEI'DIX 
A. CIRCUIT 13-A-12 TEST DATA AND REPORT 
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Circuit 13-A-12 Test 
August 27, 1985 
1. Personnel Present 
Davis, Coppens, Hender, Ma thias 
2. Equipment Used 
A. Recording Voltmeters EMlOO, EM101, EM102 
B. Bell and Howell Portable Oscillograph 
c. Hewlett Packard 3580A Spectrum Analyzer 
3. Equipment Calibration 
A. Potential Transformers 7976/66.4 or 120/l 
B. Current Transformers 2000/5 
c. Potential Probe on Spectrum Analyzer xlO. 
Voltages derived from an uncalibrated voltage divider. 
Voltage information is relative to 60 HZ fundamental. 
D. Current Probes Bell clamp-on Hall effect - 1 volt equals 
10 amperes 
E. Scale Settings indicated on oscillographs and 
photographs 
4. Quantities Measured 
A. 13 kV bus lA volts phases 1, 2, 3 
B. 13-A-12 currents phases 1, 2, 3 
5. System Conditions 
A. 161-69 kV transformers fl & t2 OFF 
B. 69-13 kV transformer f 4 OFF 
c. 69-13 kV transformer ts ON 
D. 69-13 kV transformer 16 ON 
E. 25.2 MVAR 69 kV capacitor ON 
- / 



















Note: OCC would not permit tests to be done with 
only one 69-13 kV tran s former in-service. 
6 • Test Re s u 1 ts 
A. Recording Meters 
Exhibits 1 and 2 show recording voltmeter charts on 
8/27/85 and 8/28/85. Both of these charts are typical 
of the voltage variations recorded from 8/27/85 to 
8/30/85 and from 9/3/85 to 9/6/85. The voltages were 
fairly flat during the Labor Day holiday weekend. 
Some of the more severe voltage excursions are 
indicated on the exhibits. The worst is point "Bn on 
Exhib i t 1 which showed a dip from 14.0 to 13.3 kV. This 
repres~nts a 5.3% change on a 13.2 kV base. Point "D" 
on Exhibit 2 shows an incident where the voltage dropped 
to 13.1 kV. 
The frequency of the voltage dips ranged from about 
35 to 60 occurrences per hour. 
B. Osci l lograph 
The portable oscillograph was used to record all 
three voltages and currents on circuit 13-A-12. When 
the paper feed was set at a low speed, the variations of 
voltage and current magnitudes can be seen. A fast 
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paper feed rate was used to monitor the individual 
waveforms to detect harmonic distortion. 
Exhibit 3 graphically illustrates the varying 
current demands of the rolling mill at 12:05. The 
current varies rapidly from 353 to 990 amperes (rms). 
The voltages are also varying but the percentage change 
is too small to measure with this device. 
Exhibit 4 is another slow speed run taken at 13:00. 
The maximum current spike was 1272 amperes. The voltage 
trace is very uneven. 
A fast speed run done during test il is shown on 
Exhibit 5. The phase il current shows a definite 
harmonic content. The peaks of the current waveform 
have been "chopped" by operation of the solid state 
devices. The sides of the waves show when different 
pulses of the converter are fired. The voltage waveform 
is more uniform but it definitely has a harmonic signal 
riding on top of the 60 HZ fundamental. 
Exhibit 6 shows the waveforms during test 12 when 
there were no capacitors on. The harmonics in the 
current waveform are a little more pronounced. 
Exhibit 7 was produced during test 13 when the 5400 
kVAR capacitor bank C-156 was on-line. High fre~uency 
harmonics are very evident. 
The presence of both capacitor banks in test 14 
really emphasized the harmonic problem as shown on 
Exhibit 8. By looking at the entire oscillograph which 
includes several seconds of time, the following 
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observation was made. The worst harmonics appear to be 
generated when the mill is coasting down from a high 
current level to a lower one. 
c. Spectrum Analyzer 
The spectrum analyzer was used to resolve the 
voltage and current waveforms into their harmonic 
components. This device plotted the signal magnitude at 
a specific frequency on the verticle axis while it swept 
through the frequencies on the horizontal axis. The 
vertical axis was a logarithmic scale measured in dB. 
{A voltage ratio in decibels is equal to 20 log (V1 /V2 )} 
This allowed the small harmonic components to be shown 
on the same screen as the 60 HZ fundamental. The 
results were a percentage of the fundamental. The 
frequency sweep took about 20 seconds to complete. This 
introduced some error because the magnitude of the 
waveform was changing during the sweep. 
Exhibits 9 and 10 show photographs taken of t he 
spectrum analyzer screen. The locations of the 1st, 
3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th , 11th and 13th harmonics are shown. 
These correspond to the signals at 60, 180, 300, 420, 
540, 660 and 780 Hertz, respectively. 
These pictures show that the predominant harmonics 
are the odd multiples of 60 HZ. Since these graphs are 
on a logarithmetic scale, they are difficult to read. 
Therefore, the results will be summarized in Figure 1. 
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SPECTRUM ANALYZER RESULTS 
Sy s tem Cond i tions Harmonics 
Cl56 C3 26 3rd 5th 7th 9th 
Test# 5400 kVAR 4200 kVAR Quantity % % % % 
l OFF ON v . 8 5.0 1.0 .4 
1 OFF ON I • 6 1.6 .5 .1 
2 OFF OFF v .8 4.0 2.5 • 6 
2 OFF OFF I • 2 2.5 1.0 .2 
3 ON OFF v • 3 5.0 • 8 • 2 
3 ON OFF I • 2 .9 • 3 .0 
4 ON ON v • 4 4.0 • 8 .2 
4 ON ON I • 5 1. 3 • 4 .o 
V = Voltage I = Current DF = Distortion Factor 
Distortion Factor = 
v2 
I v/· v~ 
+ ••• v;i 
v'!' 
FIGURE l 
11th 13th DF 
% % % 
• 6 1. 8 5.5 
.3 • 5 1. 9 
. 6 . 5 4.9 
7.9 • 4 8.4 
1. 0 1. 6 5 . 4 
• 4 2.5 2.7 
2.5 . 4 4.8 
.2 6.3 6.5 
where 1, 2, 3, and 4 refer to first, second, third and fourth harmonic 
This analysis only included the odd harmonics from 3 to 11 for example. 
i. i. 1. 
OF = ( 0 • 8 + 5 • 0 + 1. 0 
--.i. --.... --1-









+ 1. 8 )t 
- = 5.5 
1.0 
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The predominant harmonic in the voltage waveforms was 
the 5th. This 300 Hertz signal was 4 to 5 % in all four test 
cases. The switching of capacitors did not seem to affect 
i t. The next worst at 2.5% was the 7th in case 2, the 11th 
in case 3 and the 13th in case 4. Increasing shunt 
capacitance t ended to shift the second highest harmonic to a 
higher frequency. 
The current waveforms exhibited different 
characteristics. The largest harmonic was the 11th at 7.9% 
in case 2 with no capacitors. The second largest was the 
13th at 6.3 % in case 4 with both capacitors on. The other 
two cases showed small harmonics. 
7. Other Observations 
A. Recording Voltmeter 
There is a recording voltmeter permanently attached 
to the 13 kV bus. This meter has an unknown 
calibration and it appears to be overly damped. 
However, it does allow a comparison between the voltage 
before and after the installation of the solid state 
drive. 
Exhibit 11 shows the voltage record on June 12, 
1985, which was the roughest observed on the June chart. 
This was before the mill drive was installed. The 
maximum voltage dip was about 250 volts or 2%. 
Exhibit 12 shows the record made on August 13, 
1985, by the same meter. This trace is much rougher. 
The maximum voltage dip approaches 500 volts or 4%. The 
B. 
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frequency is approximately 10 to 20 times per hour. 
Operator's Digital Voltmeter 
The 13 kV bus voltage at is controlled by 
changing taps on 69-13 kV transformers ts and f6. The 
tap changer control is located in the soot boiler 
control room. The bus voltage is shown on a digital 
voltmeter that changes state about every second. The 
operator attempts to keep the voltage at 13.8 kV. 
On August 27th, the operation of this digital 
voltmeter was observed. During a five-minute time span 
the meter varied from 14.1 kV to 13.3 kV. The right 
most two digits which represent the decimal parts of the 
kilovolt reading were very rarely the same each time the 
display was refreshed. 
It is almost impossible for the operator to keep 
the voltage within tolerance. It moves so much he does 
not know whether to raise or lower at any given time. 
The best he can do is to limit the high voltage 
excursions and ignore the voltage dips. 
8. Conclusions 
The voltage f l icker on the Sub A 13 kV bus exceeds the 
limits set forth in Planning Standard P820-200. In addition, 
the voltage dips may also put us in violation of voltage 
minimums at our other customers served at the end of Sub A 13 
kV circuits. Comparison of the voltage conditions before and 
after the installation of the new mill drive indicates that 
it is the source of the problem. 
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The harmonic content of the voltages and currents 
measured at also violates criteria. IEEE Standard 
519-1981 lists the limits for voltage distortion factor as 
5.0% for voltages from 2.4 to 69 kV and 1.5% for 115 kV and 
above. Figure 1 lists voltage distortion factors as high as 
5.5 %. 
In addition, the presence of harmonic cur re n ts may be 
detrimental to the generating unit R-4 which is directly 
connected to the Sub A 13 kV bus. Harmonics can cause 
overheating of the rotor. Further research would be 
necessary to determine the extent of the problem. 
In order to properly identify the new solid state drive 
as the source of the harmonic problem, it will be necessary 
to perform the harmonic tests with the mill not in service. 
Harmonic problems can show up at buses remote from their 
service. The harmonics measured at could be coming 
from a number of sources inside and outside of 
9. Possible Solutions 
There are three possible solutions to the voltage 
flicker problem: 
A. Make adjustments to the solid state drive system 
controls 
B. Put on its own separate transformer 
c. Install a static var generator 
Possible solutions to the harmonic problem are: 








B. Install tuned filters 
Isolating on its own transformer would allow the 
application of the IEEE suggested limit of 8% for the voltage 
distortion factor. It would also place the customer on the 
lower impedance 161 kV system further away from other 
customers and generator R-4. 
10. Recommendations 
A. A test should be coordinated with which would 
allow us to measure harmonics with the new mill drive on 
and off. This would positively determine if the new 
drive is the source of the harmonics. 
B. A meeting should be arranged with representatives of 
LTD:sjb 
09-09-85 
and Cnianufacturer of the solid 
state drive) to resolve the problem. 
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B. SLIDE LlSTINGS 
83 
SLIDE LIS'I'INGS 
1. SUB s 'I'R #1 9. SU B s TR u 
CURRENT - HIGH SlDE CURRENT - LOW SIDE (13 KV) 
Vert = lOdB/div Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase l Phase 3 
2. SUE s 'l'R u 10. SUJ (' " CURRIN'l' - HIGH SIDE 13 KV BJ.; l VC•L'l'S 
Vert = lOuB/div Ve rt = l0c1B/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div Ho1iz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 2 Phase 1 
3. SUB s TR #1 11. SUB s 
CURRENT - HIGH SIDE 13 KV BUS l VOLTS 
Vert = lOdB/div Vert = l OdB/ div 
Ho riz - 100 cycles /d i v Horiz 100 cycles / div 
Phase 3 Phase 2 
4. SUB s TR u 12. SUB s 
CURRENT 1 3 KV BUS 1 VC1LTS 
Vert = lOdB/div Vert =- lO d B/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Phase 1 Phase 3 
5. SUB s TR u 13. ~. UB s 'l 'R u 
CURREN T CURRENT - HIGH SIDE 
Vert = lOdB/div Vert = lOdB / div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Phase 2 I-r.ase 1 
6. SUB s TR u 14. SUB s 'l'R #1 
CURRENT CURRENT - HIGH SIDE 
Vert = lOdB/div Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div Ho J iZ = 100 c y cles/div 
Phase 3 Phase 2 
7. SUB s TR #1 15. SUB s TR #1 
CURRENT ·- LOW SIDE (13 KV) CURRENT - HIGH SIDE 
Vert - lOdB/div Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Ph c; se 1 Phase 3 
8. SUB s TR #1 16. SUB s TR u 
CURREN'l' - LOW SIDE (13 KV) CUkRENT - LOW SIDE (13 KV) 
Vert = lOdB/div Vert = lOdB/div 
Ho riz ) 00 cycle s Horiz 100 cyclt:!s/div 




17 . SUB S TR #1 
CURRENT - LOW SIDE (13 KV) 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Huriz = lGv c y cles/djv 
Pha s e L 
16. SUB S TR tl 
CURRENT - LOW SIDE (13 KV) 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 3 
19. SUB S 
69 KV BUS 2 VOLTS 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 1 
20. SUB S 
69 KV BUS 2 VOLTS 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Phasel 
21. SUB S 
69 KV BUS 2 VOLTS 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/d i v 
Phase 2 
22. SUB S 
69 KV BUS 2 VOLTS 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Ho riz = 100 cycles/div 
Phase 3 
23. SUB 36 VOLTS - 13 KV 
13 KV BUS 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Phase 1 
24 SUB 36 VOLTS - 13 KV 
13 KV l:.US 
Vert = lO<lB/div 
Horil 100 cycles/div 
Phase 2 
25. SUB 36 VOLTS - 13 KV 
13 KV BUS 
Vert = lOdB/div 
H0ri z = 100 cycles/div 
Ph<isee 3 
26. SU3 36 VOLTS - 69 KV 
66-36-38-1 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Phase 1 
27 . SUB 36 VOLTS - 69 KV 
66-36 -3 8-1 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Phase 2 
28 . SUB 36 VOLTS 69 KV 
66-36-38-1 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 3 
29. SUB 36 
CURRENT - 13 KV 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 1 
30. SUB 36 
CURRENT - 1 3 KV 
Vert = lOdB / div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 2 
31. SUB 36 
CURRENT - 13 KV 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/d i v 
Phase 3 
32. SUB 36 
CURRENT - 69 KV 
69 Trans #1 
Vert = lOdB/div 





33. SUB 36 
CURRENT - 69 KV 
69 'I'rans #1 
V..:rt = lOdB/div 
iloriz 100 cycles/div 
Phd .Sl-? 2 
34. SOB 36 
CURRENT - 69 KV 
69 Trans #1 
Vert = lOdB/aiv 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 3 
35 . SUB 36 
CURRENT - 13 KV 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 1 
36 . SUB 36 
CURRENT - 13 KV 
Ver t = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles / div 
Phase 2 
37. SUB 36 
CURRENT - 13 KV 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles /div 
Phase 3 
38. SUB 76 VOLTS 161 KV 
Hl-76-58-1 
Vert. = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Phase l 
3~ . SUB 76 VOLTS 161 KV 
161-76-58-1 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 2 
40. SUB 76 VOLTS 161 KV 
161-76- 58-1 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 3 
41. SUB 76 
CURRENT - 161 KV 
161 KV Trans Jll 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/di v 
Phase 1 
4 2 . SUB 76 
CURRENT - 161 KV 
161 KV Trdn S jfl 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Hori z 100 cycles/div 
Pha5e 2 
43. SUB 76 
CURRE~'I' - 1 61 KV 
161 KV Tran s #1 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Phase 3 
44. SUB 76 VOLTS 13 KV 
13 KV BUS 2 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Phase l 
45 . SUB 76 VOLTS 13 KV 
13 KV BUS 2 
Vert = lOdB /div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Phase 2 
46. SUB 76 VOLTS 13 KV 
13 KV BUS 2 
Vert = lOdB/div 





47. SUB 76 54. SUB 78 Thu 6- 21-84 
CURREN'l' - 13 KV 161-58-74-7 8-1 line 
161 KV Trans #1 current 
Vert = lOdB/div Vert = lOdB/div 
Bor:i.z l ()() cy.:-les/d:...v Hor i z 100 c~1.::les/div 
Ph;:,se 1 Phase 1 
48 . SUB 76 55. SUB 7B ·rhu 6-21- 84 
CURRENT - 13 KV 161-58-74- 78-1 line 
161 KV Trans #1 current 
Vert = lOdB/div Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 1 00 cycles/div Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 2 Phase 2 
49 . SUB 76 56. SUB 78 Thu 6-21-84 
CURRENT - 13 KV 161-58-74-78-1 line 
161 KV Trans #1 current 
Vert = lOdB/div Vert = l OdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 3 Phase 3 
50. SUB 78 Thu 6-21-84 57 . SUB 78 Thu 6-21-84 
Tr #1 13 KV Current 161- 58-74-78-1 line 
Vert = lOdB/div current 
Horiz 100 cycles/div Vert = lOclB/div 
Phase 1 Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 3 
51. SUB 78 Thu 6-21-84 
Tr #1 13 KV Current 58. SUB 78 Thu 6-21 -8 4 
Verl = lOdB/div Tr #1 13 KV Current 
noriz 100 c y cles/div Vert = lOdB/div 
Pha::;e 2 Horiz 100 cycles 
Phase 1 
~ •) "- . SUB 7a 'l'hu 6-21- 84 
Tr #1 13 KV Current 59. SUB 78 Thu 6-21-84 
Vert = lOdE/div Tr #1 13 KV Current 
Horiz 100 cycles/div Vert = lOdB/div 
Phase 2 Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 1 
53 . SUB 78 Thu 6-21-84 
Tr H 13 KV Current 60. SUB 78 Thu 6-21-84 
Vert - lOdB/div Tr #1 13 KV Current 
}!1Jr .i z lGO cyc l es / div Vert .. lOdB/div 





61. SUB 78 Thu G-21-84 71. SUB 78 
Tr u 13 KV Current 13 BUS 2 Volts 
Vert = lOdB/div Phase 1 
l!c;r.i z 100 c:ycles/d.1v 
Phu~C J 72 . SUB 73 
11 BUS 2 Volts 
62. St:B 78 'Ihu 6-21-84 Phase 2 
Tr #1 13 KV Volts 
Phase 1 73 . SUB 78 
13 BUS 2 Volts 
63. SUB 78 Thu 6-21-84 Phase 3 
Tr H 13 KV Vo lts 
Phase 2 74 . SUB 78 
Trans # 2 13 Currents 
64. SUB 78 Thu 6-21-84 Phase 1 
Tr u 13 KV Volts 
Phase 3 75 . SUB 78 
~rans # 2 13 Curre r.ts 
65. SUB 78 Thu 6-21-84 Phase 1 
161-58-74-78-1 line 
voltage 76 . SUB 7 8 
Phase 1 Trans #2 13 Curre nts 
Phase 2 
66. SUB 78 Thu 6-21-84 
161-58-74-78-1 line 77 . SUB 78 
voltage Tr<tnS #2 13 Currents 
Phase 2 Phase 3 
67. SUB 78 Thu 6-21-84 78. SUB 78 
161-56-74-78-1 line l Gl -58-74- 78-1 
voltage Phase 1 
Phase 3 
79 . SUB 78 
68 . SUB 78 1 61-58 - 74-78-1 
16 1 BUS Volt s Phase 2 
Pnase 1 
8 0 . SUB 78 
69. SUB 78 161-58-74-78-1 
161 BUS Volts Phase 3 
Phase 2 
81. SUB 78 - Volts - 13 KV 
70 . SUB 78 13 KV BUS 
1 61 nus Volts Ver t. - lOdB/d i v 





82. SUB 78 - Vo lts - 13 KV 90. SlJB 88 
13 KV BUS 1 CURRENT - 13 KV 
Ve rt = l OclF/d i v 69 / 13 Tr ans #2 
ii oriz 1 CO c yc le s / d iv Vert = lOdB/div 
Pha <:: <• 2 llor iz -· 10 0 cycles / div 
Ph..i s e 1 
83. SUB 78 - Vo lts - 13 KV 
13 KV BUS 1 91. No Title - Assume d to be 
Vert -- 10 dB/div SUB 88 
Horiz 100 c yc les/div curren t - 13 KV 
Phase 3 69/13 Trans #2 
Vert = lOdB/d .i.v 
8 4 . SUB 78 - Volts - 13 KV Horiz 100 cycles/div 
13 KV BUS 2 Phase 2 
Vert = lOdB/ d iv 
Horiz 100 cycle s / d i v 92. SUB 8 8 
Phase 1 CURRENT - 13 KV 
69 / 13 Trans #2 
85. SUB 78 - Volts - 13 KV Vert = lOd B/ div 
13 KV BUS 2 Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Vert = lOd B/div Phase 3 
Horiz 100 cycle s/div 
Phase 3 93. SUB 88 - Volts - 13 KV 
13 KV BUS 2 (Alcoa Pot s ) 
86. SUB 78 - Volts - 13 KV Vert = lOdB/div 
13 KV BUS 2 Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Vert = lOdB/div Phase l 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Pha s e 3 94. SUB 88 - Volts - 13 KV 
13 KV BUS 2 (Alcoa Pots) 
87. SUB 78 - Volts - Hl KV Vert = 10 d B/div 
161-74-78-1 Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Vert = lOd a /d i v Pha se 2 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 1 95. SUB 88 - Volts - 13 KV 
13 KV BUS 2 (Alcoa Pots) 
88. SUB 78 - Volts - 161 KV Vert = lOdB/di v 
161-74-78-1 Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Vert = lOdB/div Phase 3 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 2 96. SUB 88 
CURRENT - 69 KV 
8 :3 . SUB 78 - Vo lts - 161 KV 69/13 Trans #2 
Hil-74-78-1 Vert = lOdB/div 
Ve rt = lOd B/ div Ho riz 100 cycles/div 
Horiz lllO c yc les/div Phase 1 




9 7. SUB 8 8 
CURRENT - 69 KV 
69/13 Trans #2 
Vt-rt ~ lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Pha~e 1 
98. SUB 88 
CURREN'!' - 6 ~ KV 
69/] 3 Trans #2 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 2 
99. SUB 88 
CURRENT - 69 KV 
69/13 Trans 412 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 3 
100 . SUB 88 
CURRENT - 69 KV 
69/ 13 Trans 412 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 3 
101. SUB 91 - Volts - 345 
345-QC-91-1 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase l 
1C2. SUB 91 - Volts - 345 
345-QC-91-l 
Vert == lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 2 
103. SUD 91 - Volts - 345 
345-QC-91-1 
VE:rt == lOdD/div 
Ho riz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 3 
104. SUB 91 - Volts 161 KV 
Vert == lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Ph.Jse 1 
105. SUB 91 - Volts - 161 KV 
Vert = lOdB/di v 
Hor iz JOO cycles/div 
Phas~ 2 
106. SUB 91 - Volts - 161 KV 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phas(, 3 
107. SUR 91 
CURRENT - 345 KV 
345-91-QC-l 
Vert == lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 1 
1 08. SUB 91 
CURRENT - 345 KV 
345-91-QC-l 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 2 
109. SUB 91 
CURRENT - 345 KV 
345-91-QC-l 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 10 0 cycles/div 
Phase 3 
110. SUB 91 
CURRENT - 161 KV 
345/161 Trans 
Vert == lOdB/div 





111. SUB 91 
CURRENT - 1 61 KV 
34 5/161 Trans 
Vr.rt =- lOdB/div 
Hu~ iz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 2 
112. SUB 91 
CUHRENT - 161 KV 
345/161 Trans 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 3 
113. SUB A 13-A-12 
CURRENT 
Vert = lOdB/div 




114. SUB A 13-A-12 
CURRENT 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles /div 
Cl56 On 
C326 On 
Pha s e 1 
11 5 . SUB A 13-A-12 
CURRENT . 
Vert = 20 volt/d i v 




116. SUB A 13-A-l 
CUl<.RENT 
Vert = lOdB/d i v 




117. SUB A 13-A-12 
CURRENT 
Ve rt = .2 v/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
C.:15 6 On 
C3 2 ~ On 
Phase 1 
118. SUB A 13-A-12 
CURRENT 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Cl56 On 
C32 6 Off 
Phase 1 
119. SUB A 13-A-12 
CURRENT 
Vert = 20 v/div 




120. SUB A 13-A-12 
CURRENT 
Vert = lOdB/div 




121. SUB A 13-A-12 
CU RRENT 
Vert = .2 v/div 




122. SUB A 13-A-12 
CURRENT 
Ve rt = lOdh/div 






123. SUB A 13-A-12 
CURRENT 
(Continued) 
Vert = 20 v/div 




124. SUB A 13-A-12 
CURREN'!· 
Vert = lOdB/div 




125. SUB A 13-A-12 
CURRENT 
Vert = .2 v/div 




126. SUB A 13-A-12 
CURRENT 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Phase 1 
127. SUB A 13-A-12 
CURRENT 
Vert = .2 v/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Phase 3 
128. SUB A 13-A-12 
CURREN'!' 
Vert = .2 v/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Phase 1 
129. SUB A 13-A-12 
CORR.EN'l 
'hrt '~ . 2 \.o/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Fhase 1 
130. SUb A 13-A-12 
CURRENT 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
0 db I r.put 
Ph.-ise 1 
131. SUB A ll-A-12 
CURRENT 
Vert = 20 v/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Phas e 1 
132. BUB A 13-A-12 
CURRENT 
Vert = +30dB/div 
Horiz = 100 cyc les/ div 
Phase 1 
133. SUB A 13-A-12 
CURRENT 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles / div 
Phase 1 







Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz = 100 cycles/div 
Phase 2 
SUB A 13-A-12 
CURRENT 
Vert = lOdB/div 
Horiz 100 cycles/div 
Phase 3 
Picture of Test 
Equipment 
Picture of Test 
Equipment 
Pi c t:c. .re C1f 'l'est 
Equipment: 




C. MODIFIED HARMONIC LOADFLOW PROGHAM LISTING 
000010 c---
o nr. 020 c---
o o cr:i:io c---
CJ 0 0040 i:---
OOO CJ 50 C- - -
OODC"'O C---
0 0 0070 c-- -
UrJO 'J 6 0 C- - -
0'2089 0 c---
oo c 1r. o c---
0 0 0110 c---
00 0 1;0 c---
000130 c-- -
000100 1:- - -
o co1so 
000 • 60 
000170 
0001'>0 
000 1 9 0 
coc: 2 0 
coc210 
oo::ino 
oci o :~o 
C'J 02"n 
OOC250 
oc o 2.;r. 
(' J0 ~70 
CJC0 2P '.l 
000290 





: 00 1~0 
0 001 60 
0 00 370 
C'.10380 
COO J 90 
C')Q.o. ~C C- --
(• 00 4 10 
:i o o 4:! 0 c- -·-
coo4J8 
00 0 440 c---
OC :J 45 0 
0004!'0 c---
oon.co 




















I OWA STATE UNIVERSITY HARMO~ IC~ PR OGP •~ 
E'iE<IGV S• J""L II DE PAR P<IENT 
QUAD CITIES PR ODUC TIO N DI VISON 
HA<IMQNIC Ln ADFL OW U~!NG rFT o~ S A~" LED HA RMONIC SOURCE 
VOL TAliE OP CURRENT w• · fFOR~ nR AC- UC CON v E~TEQ CUPRENT 
WA 'IE•o:m 
RE• : KUV"ER,K . H . · e··~crs G• WIND ANO SOL AQ CONvEQTE~S 
ON UTJLITV 01", Hl!B UT ION NETWOR><S ', MASTER'S T'"'E S IS. 
IOWA STATE UN I VEOS! Tv , '980 . 
<> E•: SCMULTZ,R.O. · ~ •qM (I N IC Cu RR FNT PP O"AGA TION ON AC 
StST EMS DUE TO HVOC LI'< >'S " . PHO DJS~ERTATION, IOWA 
STH E UNIVERSITY, 1979. 
"'00 l ~IE D ev A. L . DAV BEGl'mING JUNE , 19 B:?. 
l""LlCI T INTEGEP•4( 1-N) 
!NTEG EP•4 I RD , IWT , NE ~.N! L .~ B H .N8 5, NB• . M ~,MB US. IDSN ,! W,N,lW >< 
CO M" LE -•8 01 .02.001 , 00,DZ I .OZ . DE.O~H.~ C H , UYS.DZS . C MDL X .CSORT,CEXP 
CQMP LEX•8 OT! ,DT2,0TJ,OVZ , CWK.50UR CE.CONJG,ZO , GAML,VC,VCK 
COMMON /K1/IPD,I WT, I W,IDSN,H2 
COMYON /KLINEX,NE. 
COMMON / "B IN8 H. NBS,NBX,M S,NL P 
COM,,.ON /l<Z I WB L•S 
COM.,.ON /8ASE / LLL , JJJJ,I0PT 
co••YON /COC .' SOURCE,VCo(,LHAQ".JJJ. I VC 
0 IP>~''~: OtJ IP ( 4 000) , l 0 ( 4 000 I . l r T I 4f::l 0 l . R ( 4 000 J • X ( 4 000) . IL: 'i I 4 QOD ) 
0l "'E:'< '.i l0N ""' ( 4 000) . YP:?( 40D0). l-.0( -l OOO I. SO URCE I 128. 4 ) 
D l YE'' S l 0 N N 8 ( 9 9 9 B l . '<LB ( 5 0 0 ) • NB E ( 5 0 0 ) . DA l LA 9 I 5 . 4 ) 
DIMENS I ON J"1(5COl, J "2150Dl,IB0(500),ISCf~OO I 
D!l.' f."5l0N RB US( 12525D J,l\8•JS( IZ5250l.RL( 50 CI J.~L f 'i00) 
[l! ME.'I S!QN lWK(918) ,A ( 128) , WK(918) ,V({ 1281 
OIME'<SI ON l0(4000l,GAML(4000).VLA8 15,2),GLAB(5,2) 
DIMENSION VMS Ol999B l .H DFC9Q? 8 ) ,VVM 1 (9 Y ~R) 
DATA DA TLAB /"SOL:R ", 'CE 11 · .' 1 ',"SO UR " .'CE 11 ", 
1 :? ' • · SOUR . , ' CE 11 · • ' 3 
2 'SOUP". · CE 11 • .' 4 , 
OAl A VLAB/ ' VOLT". AGE ' , '(P : l ",'; ", ' Ci.,R R".' E'IT ·. 
1 ' ( PLJ) ' , · ; ' I 
DATA GLA B/ ',... AD•.«. · SOU'. o (: ;: ".'JOLT " ."AG E : " .'HARM".' SOL!', 
l ccE ". Cv"P". ' EN T: ._, 
;QO =LDG 1 CAL U~!T • e nc ~=AG STATEM~NTS 
l~D=5 
!WT=-OG!CAL UNIT I~~!T 11 FOR WRITE STATE~ENTS 
!W T =€-
r~B~ =MA~ l~U~ N U~9ER 0~ B ~;~ ~S 
NB'.=5 00 
N~X=~AXlMU~ N J ~9EQ 0~ EL~~E ~T S 
"'EJ<=4001J 
NS~•LARGEST BUS NL~s ::o A~L C W! D 
NB~=Q'.' 9 8 
MB US•L ! NG TM OF ARRAV FCq B~S l~"ED•NCE MATR!l\ 
M8 JS =N9X"fN8 Y+1) /2 
JJ~J•COMBJNEO CONVERTE~ ACT:ON FLAG 
O=S!"'GLE CONVERTED 
•=COMBINED CONV E q TE ~S 
,JJ J J =O 
oTD=RAOJAN TO DEGREE CO ... ~ Eqs1 0N 
RT0:57 . 29 577'.'51 
HZ=BESS: L FL! NCT!ON FLAG coq L INElN 
0.=NEED TO CALCU~ATE BE SSEL FUNCTION PARAMETERS 
H2=- C . 
DEAD MAO"O NIC SQl •QCE p,CLJT DATA 
N•N UMBE<> OF §AMD~ED D~TA "0!NT~ (E VEN, . LE, 128l 
(OP) N•N UM BEQ OF "ULSES FOR CON~E~TE Q 
VCBASE•BASE ~ ALUE 0~ ~ O L TA GE O<> CU PPENT FOR H~RM SOIJ~CE 
~wao~•M!GHEST ODDER HaQ~0 · • IC TO BE ~ N AL V :Eo 
ID LQf •DL OT CODE 
94 
O=~lO ?LOTS 





0 007 '0 
000720 
0007)~) 
0 00 74 0 
0 0 0 750 
000760 
onr no 






L( ~S THAN -1 • (UQ WENT HA P MQNIC MAGNITUDE S GIVEN 
• 1 • VOL TA G! M4P .. ON! ( MAGNITUDES G IVEN 
oco 7fl 0 
00'17?C 
oooeno 
OOOA 1 t~ 
00'.JA:O 
o r.o e 10 
oo:n>.10 
OOO'l<;O 
00 <1 " (0 
C10Cf!~O 
OOQ!lf\O 

























c - - -
c - - -
8~ \1 QLTA G~ ~A \ EFOQ~ 
1.r. ;1Nc(Q l EQ 
A N• T~ JNG EL~E•(UQRENT WA VEFOPM 
l UN!T=l)l r :iu T Ll'<I T '.; 
CJ' vC 'L TS 
ANY THJNG ELSE•PE Q UN IT 
ll E >lD ( l"D. 1 000 l N, VCBA SE. LHA RM , l PLOT, l V(, l UN I T 
F [.'1 "6 T (I]. F 10. 2 . 4 I 3) 
WQ: TEll~T.'091N,\CB45E , LHARM . IPLOT. I V(.IUN IT 
F C.C> ... 4T(l)(. N • .IJ. 5'<, .. J(8 ASE • ".•7 .2.5 '-, ~HAllM 
' 5x, ' !PLOT : , IJ ,5'< , ' I VC • '. 13 ,SK, ' ! UNIT = . ,13) 
! F! l~C.GE . '.JIGO TO 4 0 
QEAD VEASUQED HAPMONIC VOL TAGES OR ruq q ENTS 
){=~•OM )Nl( ORDEP 
\fl.4 •H.t.4 " r"iJ( VOL TAG E (( UIH>ENT ) MAGNITUDE 
VC A =H • a~rNJC ~OLT A GE ( (Uq RENl) ANGLE 
J < ! i .·r;. NE. - 1 I GO TO 28 
I '/ C • C 
GO TO :t9 
29 l '1C =< 
:'9 (QP~l1NC£ 
W" I T E ( I WT. 1 051 ) 
DO J 1 I"'= 1 ,F 5 
~, V[(! MJ = I C .. C.l 
JO P E•DllP D . f 0 0)1Y,VCM,V CA 
1c11' . E0 . 999lr.D To J 4 
wa 1 T Et l~T .60U)Jv,vCM. vC • 
soc = ~qvATC21.l~ . :~.c1: . e.~x.ct2 . eJ 
1• 1vc • .E O . O . OlGO TO JZ 
JM: I' . 1 
VC t lMJ•(MPL•t-VCM,0. 
GO TO 3~ 
32 l''=l ,._ ' 
33 
\·Ct 1'•• 2l • C'APLJ<(V( M,0.) 
GO TC JO 
34 IF="i 5 
GO T(J JOB 
001080 40 I ~ ' ! ' l .. l E. . 1 ) GO T fl 3 0 l 
:>E&D CCl~ vEqTEP DATA OClOQC C---
0011~".) (---
00 t11C C---
PQw:uw RATING OF CONVEQ TER 
AL= A•DELAV ANG LE IN DEG~EES (0-60) 
O:LP =U•EPLA P ANGLE IN DEGREES 0 0 1 1 2 0 
00113(; 
00114'1 
00 11 5C 
001 • '50 
00:110 
001180 
0 0 1 190 
001400 
0012 1 0 
001 22C 






001 (9 0 
OOlJCJO 
oc , 3. '.J 
oc 1J:o 
~ .. _ -
PE AD ! IQ D,)02) POW, AL FA,OVLP 
FQQ•,ATt JF !Q. 2) 
~P!T E(!ftT , 30 3) POW, AL FA , OVLP 
303 FQQMAT( ' CPQW : 
.AL•A•ALF& / QTD 
OVLP•OVL" ' RTD 
GA\ll=AL.Ft..• O·..:L t: 
',Fl C. 2 ,5•. ' 4 L FA 
30 4 
c---
DO 3(14 IM•J . 65 
\ ' ( ( : •.4)=(D . . o.) 
lo'l'l!T E ( !WT, 1051) 
D~=CCS( • LF A )-COS(GAM) 
DO 3 0 5 J M: N ,65 .N 
!F(OVLP . NE . 0 . )GO TO 306 
C.779697•SQQT(6l/PI 
S>< A'l 1=0 . 779697/( 111 - 1 .) 
5~A" 2=0. 77C169 7/( !M•1 . ) 
GI" TO 307 
~i"' ... •S!NI ( I M-2. )•0"1L P 1 : . i 
SH"•S IN(!M• OVLPIZ. ) 
'. FlD . 2,51'., ' OVLP 
.. 13. 
' . F 10 . 2) 








n:i 1" • '.l 
0 0 1.i;o 
0014)~ 
00 1 .<140 
001 4 50 
00141;0 
001 4 70 
0014~· 
on 14 ·•:.i 
no•<;n~ 
o c ·~·J 
(1'1 1 5~') 
00151 0 
95 
' C 0 SI 2. • .a L • & • 0\/ LP ) I ( ( 1 ¥ - 2 . ) • ! '-' l ) 
SHAP 1~0 77Q69 7• F2 / ((IM-1. j•UH) 
SHY: § [N IJ Y• OVLP/ 2.) 
5"'P•S I•<( ( l"'•i . l • OVLP/2 . ) 
"']:SQQ T ( ( '>"''-' I IM)•• 2 + ( SHP I ( I "4+ 2 . ) ) • • 2 - 2 . • SHM • SHP • 
1 f('S l" . •A LF4 • ()v~ P)/(IM • (JM•].))) 
~HA P~= 0.7796~7 •F2 /( (IM• 1.J • DH} 
(--- 2 . 5'551 • 2•Pf / SQQ T(6 l 
JU7 (Q•2.5651 •POW t ((C05l ALFA l •CO S(G AM)J• 1QO .) 
VC A:1qo. 
'J( \t : ca. S""4 AQ I 
t >:I Y- 1 
V(I ltili• C'-' PLX (-VCM.0. ) 
WRIT E(I WT,1061 !V,V(M, VC A 
·.-r: A : ::l . 
J v:p,. : 
VC( IY•2 J •(M DLPI VCM.O . ) 
.. ~!TEI ! WI . 1061 IV,VCM,V(A 
~r.5 cc•HI ... UE 
I •• 60> 
0'.J t S<l!! GO TO 3GB 
CC csrc (--- PE • O IN SA'-'PLED DATA WA VEFORM 
C'Q' 5 6Q ~0 1 J:(N -1 ) / ,;i+ 1 
00'570 DC~ iB='.J 
00 ' 58 C 1'.J = ~ " t !9-1 J •' 
001590 • J= ~J· 7 
f''J , 6~'0 
00 1'5 10 
001€70 
00''510 
00 . "'"0 
OO ' E5 0 
::Hl I 6"0 
oo•f10 
00'690 
CU 1 6?'1 
00·1:;0 
00171(1 
no· 1 :n 
0017) 0 










001 !!A C 
OO •B 50 
oo•eso 
001 6 70 
001813 0 
00189 0 
0019 0 0 
0 0 1910 
0 0 1s20 
0019~'.) 





C--- A=A<l'UV OF N VALU ES OF THE SA'APL€0 DATA WA VE FOR M JN COSl'<E 
c- - - FOAM JN · ~ 
QE .. D ( IQD , 10501 (A(K ) ."-=Kl , 1',J) 
1050 • 0 RYAT ( RF10 ." 1 
9 CDN T J tJ •JE 
" C! TE (l WT,2001 
znc OljQ•.• •T ( 1H0 .5 )( , 'SMH' LE::l DATA POJNT S'/1HO,'NUM6EQ', 35X, " VALUES ' ) 
D'.) 1 : 0 I B = 1 .• • 






c - - -









v. :=1'•(19- 1 ) •1 
• o: Ter ; wr . 1111 v1 . r•C Kl,K=K l. KJJ 
FM>\'A T I 1'"'·'.l. 14.BF'O. 2) 
\ ') NT!~· 1: 
D\.' 3r;n ! 9=1,N 
V(I lBl•[MPL.<(A(J Bl ,0.) 
"'FTCC JS A SPE(l•L PQ QGP AY FROM A L!BRARV NO T ! NCLU'.JED 
T~EPE 1 5 A DUMMY PCQGR AM INCLUDED TO SAT ISFY EXTER NAL 
c==-£afNCE.S 
PE P "0RM FAST FQUP J EP TQA NSFOP M 
IW• •! Nl EGEP WORK APQA V OF LENGTH 6N•l5 0 
W• = C ~AL WORK ARRA Y O< LENGTH Gr.+150 
( ALL ~•TCCl~C.N.! WK . WK) 
P"'= "U"'BER OF S AMP LE D DATA POINTS /2 
RN•'< i :Z 
'#'l!TEC!WT, 105') 
• (j QVAT I 1-<-,'HARMO'I c VALUES '/' OORDER' .ex. ' MAG ' ,B X, ' ANG') 
I :="I / 2 
RESC ALE TQANS FQQM COEF• J C IENT S 
00 ~6 : M= 1 , 1 Z 
'JC ( l .. J=COrlJG ( vC( !Ml) /( P"l•V(6A SE) 
vC~=CA 9S (VC(I Y )l 
~C A:ANGLE(VC(IM)) •R TD 
IV:MAPMONJC ORDER 
I V:. ! IA-' 
PPINT ~AQ~O ... IC VALUES 
WR i TEfl WT , 106) IV,V<:M, VC A 
FQP"'A T ( )X, l ~, 2 )(, F 12.4,F1 2 . 2 ) 
r:o •t T I "JL E 
L ~ - =~!PST TIME THR OUGH LOO P F LA G 
96 




002 0 10 JOB LLL = 1 
00 20 20 
002030 c- - -
JF(IPLOT . EO . OJ !F=LHARM+l 





0 02 0 8 0 
00 :M 0 
0 0 2 100 
0 0 2110 
0 0 2 12 0 
0 0 2130 
00 2 140 
002 15 0 
0 02 160 
00 2170 
OQ2 1A Q 
0 0 2 19 0 
0 0 2200 
00:21 0 
0 0 22 20 
cc 2 230 





t' 0 229 0 
0 0 231JC 
00 2310 
002320 
00 2 330 
002 34 0 
00 ~~ 5 0 
002360 
I)() 237 0 
00: : 130 
0023'?0 
o o ~ ~ u o 
002 4 10 
00 2 • 20 
0 0 :' 4 JO 
0 02 4 4 0 
002 450 
OC2 4 5 0 
0 02 47 0 
00 2480 
0 02 4 90 
002500 
0 025 • 0 
0 0 25 20 
0 0:? 5 30 
0 02 54 0 
OC ~ 550 
00 25 6 0 
OC2570 
OC' 25BC 
DO 1 6 7 I E s l , 4 
167 SO URCE ( 1 . IE J =(O .. 0.) 
(-- - BEGIN LOOP FO R HARM ONI C ANA LYSIS 
(--- J J =HARM ON IC ORDE R • 1 
00 2 7 J J = J .IF 
c--- IW =H&DY ON! C ORDE R 
!W =J J - 1 
C--- ~ C• = ~AR~ONI C SOU RCE VALU E IN PU 
V C• = '.' ( i ~JI 
C--- IO S '<= 5 E'J 1J ENCE COD E F()<I HARMONIC (SEE L!NEl'IJ 
!O SN=O 
C- -- IF HA'H' ) NIC IN JEC Nf \,LB LE: , DO NfJ T <·ER FORM HARMONIC UJAL 
!F(CAB SIVC KJ . GT . 0. 00 0 UOO O IJGO TO 17 
DO ,,_ 8 4 IE= 1 , 4 
984 S OU P C E (~ J . IE J= ( O .• O.) 
GO TO 27 
1' !F ( IW . GT.LHARM ) GO TO 18 
































w,·cpf ( lwT,108) IW 
• u oYAT ( · o ~< K HARMONICS O F ORDER " , 3X,l3/ ) 
co·•T I NUE 
L!NE IN= SU 9DQ UTINE FOR READI NG ANO STOR I NG L I NE , TRA ~; SFORMED , 
GENEPAT OP . SHUN T ( AP A(I TOR . ANO LO A ~ OA TA 
ID:ACDAt CO NTAINING EKTE DNAL •R OM A U ~ , · 5 
1o~•PDAY CONTAINI NG EYTE RNAL r o · BUS · ·s 
l CT:&D DAY CONTAIN ING ELE MENT CI RC UI T • ·s 
D.• • ADDAY S CONTA I NING ELEMEN T RESI S TANCE AND D~ A C T AN( E 
NB:APRA Y CONTAINI NG CON VER SIO N OF EY TEPNAL TO I NTE RN AL 
BUS •·s 
NLB=ARPAY CONTAINING THE • OF ELEMENT S TO A BUS 
N9E=AR~AY CONTAINING CONV ERSIO N OF IN TERNAL TO EXTERNAL 
BUS • ·s 
( ALL L I NEl 'i( t P,10 . ICT . R , X . NB,NLB , NBE . I L IN . Z O . G A M L .&2, !SO~ J 
OR UER= SU BROUT!NE FOR OPOEPING ANO I NDEX IN G S tS TEM TOPOL OGV 
J D!:DQ! NTEP AR RAY FOP " F ROM" 9 US TO ELEMENT • 
JP2: P0 1N TER ARR AY FOR " T) " BU S TO E L E~ [ NT • 
KP1:PQ!NTER ARRAY FOP " FR OM BLS (~N E E L~MENT • TO NE ~ Tj 
•P2:PO! NT!R ARRA Y FOP "TO " B U~ ! ONE E L E ~EN T .. TO NEXT) 
lSC:ARRA V CONTAINI NG THE OQ Q E ~ING SC OP E 0~ T ~ E B0 S 
lLO=APRAV CONTAIN I NG T~E EL EMENT OP OEP 
lBO=ARRA Y CONTA I NING THE Bl! S OR DER 
C .. LL 0 RD ER ( I P , I 0 • N l B , J P 1 , J P 2 , KP I , • P 2 • I SC , I L 0 . I 9 0 . &4 . ! 5 0 0 I 
Z9 US= S USROUT!NE FOP CALCULATI ON OF IMCf~AN C E MATR I> 
RB US=ADRAV CON TAINlNG PEA L P~CT OF BUS f~ U E DANC E ~ATRI X 
X9 U5= ARRAY CON TAINING IMA G INARY PART OF BUS JM~EDAN C E MATRI 
RL=ARRAY CONTAINING ELEM ENT RE S ISTAN CE 
Xl:ARRAY CONTAINING ELEMENT REA ( TA NC E 
CALL ZB U ~(IP.l~.P . X, I LO.IB O. lSC . PBUS.-suS . RL.XL , NBE . &E . & S DOI 
HARY!=SUBRD UTlNE FOP HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
WR!TE(IWT , 107JIW 
107FOgMAT( · 1XXX HARMONICS OF ORDER " ,JX , 1 3. /) 
CAL L HAPMlflP.IQ.ICT.R,X.~P! ,KP2 . NB.NBE,JP1,JP 2 ,ISC.R9US,XB US.RL. 
1XL,ILIN,Z0 , VM50,VVM1.GAML,&7 , &500) 
7 CO,.TINl.'E 
LLL= 2 
CC23?0 27 CC'NTIN UE 
OC7 6 0 0 C---
OC26 10 C 
OC:' 62 0 
( Q~P U TE ~ARMON!( (VOLTAGE) 
IF(IOPT . EO . O J GO TO 470 
-.P:TE (IWT.45 0 ) 
DISTORTI ON FA CTOR 
OC4'6 3:J 
0:264 0 c 
DO 4 0 0 J =l . '<8" 











KPs!NTER~AL BUS • 
l(O:Ne ( J) 
BUS EJ'l STS? 
IF(WD .E Q . O) ~n TO 4 0n 
[F(iUNI T .EO OILO r o 43 0 
97 
IF ( llV M 1 ( J J . ( (;>. 0. ) '/'JM I l J I= 1 . 0 
HOF (Jl =( V~~O(~) •• Q.5) 0 1 00./VVM I ( 
GO TO 4 40 
!F(VVMl(Jl . EO .O . ) V VM 1(J)•VCB ~ S E•1 0 0 0./SQR T{3 . l 
HOF( J) •(llM SQ(J J••0.5)•1 00./VVMl{J) 
WR I TEr :w T .460 1; , HDF{J) 
CONTINUE 
FOR MA T(' lHMIMONIC DISTOR TI ON FA CTOR ' //6X, "BUS', 12.'l\ . ' H0F ('II )' /) 
FORMAT(6X.l4 . 8 X, F 10. 4 ) 
IF(!PLOT.EQ . 0) GO TO 500 
I VCO = 1 
t•( l '1C.E O . Ol I VC0=2 
IF(I VC. EO. 1) N=•28 
) • ( ~-1) 1 4-1 
I C~N / ]- 1 
DO 17 lE•l.JJJ 
W<> !TE{6.220) I E 
FOP MAT (1H1,5• . . ·w .. v EF Ol'lM FOR HARMONIC SOURCE NUMBER ' ,I5l 
DO 47 IG=l,IC 
IA = I G+N/ 2•1 
lB='</7•1 - IG 
SOUll(E( IA .I EJ=CONJGI SOURCE ! IB . IE)) 
FF TCC IS A SDECIAL PROGRAM FROM A 
THERE IS A DUMMY PRO GR AM INCLUDED 
REFEPEN CES 
C:ALL FFT CC(S0UPC E (1. IE) , N.IWK,Wt<) 
DO 5 7 I A= 1 . tl 
SO !JRCEl lA . IE )•5'lUllC E(IA . 1E l/2. 
A ( l A l =R E .. L t '.;OUQ CE I I A , I E I ) 
LIBRARY NOT INCLUDED 




0 02 68 0 
002690 
00 2691 
00 27 00 
002710 







0027 9 D 
002800 

















0029 8 0 










0 0 30 90 
OOJ 1,;o 
















57 X(IA):(IA-1 )•1000. /(60."N) 







Wll! TE ( 6 . 210) Kl .(SOU RCE (I .I E),l•Kl ,KJ) 
~ 0R MAT f 1HQ , l4,BFl 0. 5) 
THI J C• LLS IOWA STATE UNlv ERS!TY'S VE RSION OF CAL COM 
THIS MA Y NOT WORK WITH STANDARD CALCOM 
CALL GllA<>H{ N,X. • , 4,103. 12 .. 9.,1.5,0 . . 0 .. 0., ' TIME (MS) ;', 
I YLA9( 1. !VC0) .G LAB ( 1, IV CO) .D HLAB { 1, IE) ) 
37 CO 'I T!"l ~' E 









SUBllOUTINE L IN El'<{IP , 10 . ICT , R , X.NB . NLB . 'IBE.ILIN,ZO . GAML,•.•) 
PEAD AND S T<J DE L INE. TRANSFOl'lMEP, GENE RATOR, SHUNT CAPACfTOP 
AN D L0.t.D DATA 
CAL LEO FRO~ HAQMON!C LOADFLOW MAIN PROGRAM ON CE FOil EACH 
HARMO~JC OgJER TO BE ANAL YZE D 
l"'"LlC!T l>·TEGER 0 4( 1-Nl 
JNT EGE P•4 l~D.:WT ,N EK,NE L, '<BH.NBS . NBX.MS,IDSN.IW 
COMPLE••B 0 1 ,0~ . D01 ,00,DZ1,0: . oe . DSH,0CH , O Y S,DZS.CMPL~.csoRT,CEXP 
COMPLE~·e DT1 ,0 TZ . OT 3, 0 V: . zo.GAML 
C0"'M0N />\1'1 "0 . IWT.IW,10SN,H2 
COMMON /Kl/NEX.N EL 
COMMON /KB / '<BH,NBS,NBX,MS,NLR 
COMMON /BA S E/LL L,JJ JJ 
DIMENSION IPl"EX l, I O(N E~ ). ICTCNEX),R(NEX) ,X(NEX),!LIN(NE~l 
DIMENSION NB(NBH ) . NL9(NB~).NBE(NBX),ZO{NEX),GAML(NEX) 
DIMENSI O~ RQN (~~OG.'J. TP0N f 4000 , 5) 
DIME NSIO N RDC(4000).A6(~000l . SER ( 2),BEl(2) , BERD(2) . BEl0(2) 
NEX=MAXl~~M Nu~BER o~ ELEMENT5 




00 3)3 ') c---
OOJJ"f) C---






















NB~•LARGEST BU~ NUMBER ALLOWED 
"B$~NlJMBER OF Rll '>E'> 
NB•:MA~IMUM NUMDER OF BUSES 
fP:&PQAY COhTAJNJNG INTERNAL 'FROM " BUS I ' S 
ro :•RP AY CON TAINING INTERNAL 'TO' BUS I ' S 
l\T:ARQAV CONTAINING ELEMENT CIRCUIT I ' S 
P, ~=APPAYS CONTAINING IMPEDANCE 
NBz&RRAV CONTAINING CONVERSION OF EXTEPNAL TO INTERNAL BUS • 
NBE=&RRAY CONTAINING CQNVERSION OF INTERNAL TO E ~ TERNA L BJS I 
NLB=ARRAY CONTAINING TH E NUMBER OF LINES TO A BUS 
NBS =fl 
'IE 1 •O 
N~L=O 
IERROR•NlJMBER OF BUS I ERRORS 
I E•HI OR=Q 
NLR=NUMBER OF ELEMENTS CONNECTED TO REFEPENCE 
NLR:O 
0 0 1 I= 1, NBH 
1 NB ( 1 ):0 
00 2 I: 1 , NBX 
2 NLB( I l=O 
IF (LLL.GT . 1)GO TO II 
WPITE ( !WT,1100) 
NEl=N UMBER OF ELEMENTS + I 




C' '.; JSB::J C---
(\() 15 3 0 
OC' 1"iC O 













OC'.?7 4 0 
0037 5 (.) 
0(\3760 




0039 • 0 











0039 J O 
00:!?4::' 
C:J3'!'50 



































LLL•FIRST TIME THROUGH LOOP FLAG 
1 =FIRST TIME 
!F(LLL.GT .llGO TO 300 
INITIALIZE ROC ARRAv TO ZERO 
00 3 I: 1 , NEX 
3 ROC!ll=O . 
READ ELEMENT DATA 
O<; J •ELEMENT CODE 
l•LINE 
:=TRANSFOl>MER 
3•GENERATOR OR SHU"T CAl>&CITOR 
4=L0AD 
~JP:"FROM ' BUS 19999 FOP ENO OF ELEMENTS) 
l( JQ = · TO · BUS 
•CT=ELEMENT CIRC UIT - (QR) TRANSFORMER AUXILIARY BUS • 
Rl> 1 :LINE POS /N EG SEO RESISTANCE (OR) TRANSFORMER POS / NEG 
5EO SER I ES PEACT&NCE BOTH IN % (QR) LOAD REAL POWER IN MW 
XYl=LINE POS /NE G SEO REACTANCE (OR) TRAN SFOR MER ZERO SEO 
SERIES REA CT ANCE (QR) GEN/CAP REACTAN CE ALL IN~ CORI 
LOAD REACTIVE POWER IN MVAR 
X(l•LINE PCS/NEG SEO SUSCEPTANCE (OR) TRANSFORMER PO SI NEG 
SEO SHUNT REACTANCE (QR) GEN ZERO SEO REACTANCE ALL IN % 
RRO=LINE ZERO SEO RESISTANCE (OR) TRANSFORMER PQS/NEG/ZERO 
SEO CORE LOSS RESISTANCE BOTH IN % 
XXO•LINE ZERO SEO REACTANCE IN % (OR) TRANSFORMER CONNECTION 
CODE 
><CO=LINE ZER O SEO SUSCEPTANCE (OR) TRANSFORMER ZERO SEO 
S~~NT REACTANCE BOTH IN ~ 
l(~=LJNE vOLTAGE ANO BUNDLE CODE 
VOLT&GE(l(V) CODE(FIRST OIOIT) 
13 . 80 9 









NUMBER OF BUNDLES 
PER CONDUCTOR 
!OR) ~~=TPlNS~ORMER CONNECTION CODE 





0 0 4 000 c---
0040 10 c---
oo.:o~c ~· - --








0 0 41 10 c---
0(' 412 '1 c -- -
0041)0 
0 0 41 )1 
004140 
0(1 4 14 \ 200 
0 0 4' 50 c-- -
or..i l f;O 




00 4Z 10 
OD4nO C- --
0').a:JO C-- -
oe> .a z~ri 
00":!5'J 





c :::~ 3 1 o 
on .. J:o 
Or 4 3'.'rJ 
0(' 4 '.1-») 
OQ 4 )<;:J 
C04 3~0 
004370 
024 3 ~ 0 c---








~ 4 , 
99 
0,0 . 9 .LT . l<XO.LT.1 .; 0NE IMPEDANCE (XX1) 'TO ' BUS TO 
REFERENCE 
0 ,0. 7.LT .X )(O.LT 0 . 9 : 0NEIMPEDANCE (XX!) " FROM' BUS 
TO REFERENCE 
0,)'1'0.LT . 0.7 : T-T VPE Cl<"r IOllTH POS / NEG SEO MAG BIU•,("'"' 
l:SHORTED T - TVP E (AA 1 ,X CO ) ' FROM" BUS TO ~ E <EP ENCE 
2;5HORTED T - TV PE (XX 1 ,)(C0) ' TO ' BUS TO REFE<>E'ICE 
:? :OP ~N T-TVPE f•Xl ,)(CO) 'TO " BUS TO REFERE •ICE 
4 ;0P EN T- TV PE (Y.Xl ,)(CQ) ' FROM" BUS TO RE FE RENCE 
. GT . 4 ; T - TVPE (XX1 ,)((Q ) COR E LO SS NEGLECTED 
( QR) ><~=GE N /C AP CODE 
1 : CAPACITOR 
(OP ) ><~=LOAD CODE 
1:RESIOENTll\L 
2 :COMMERCIAL 
3= I NOUSH! I AL 
)'LM=LINE LENGTH IN MILES 
P ~AD ( t P O. 1 000, ENO= 50) KJ , l'.J P. ><JO, KCT, RR 1 • XX 1 , XC 1 , RRO. XX D. XCO . K• • XL"' 
tr(l'.J P .E0.9999 ) GO TO 200 
WOITE (JWT, 1200)KJ,)(J P, KJ Q,KCT , RR1 .XX1.XC1.RR0 ,XXO,XC0.><K . XLM 
CO•HINuE 
CON • E~T FoOM PER CENT TO PER UNIT 
Ro 1=Po 11l00. 0 
XX 1:.1<X1 I 1 00 . 0 
•C1=•C ~! 100. 0 
llo O: ;;iP0 / 100 . 0 
!<~O IS CONv ERTED LATER 
xco~xco 1 100 . o 
STOPE INPUT OATA 
IP ON= INTEG ER ARRAY STORING INPUT DATA 
IRDNINE1 , l) :l(J 
JOD..,f NE1 ,2):1',JP 
1 RiJN(NE1 ,3J= ><J0 
I RON( NE 1, 4 ) =KCT 
l'ID"'(NE1.5)zoKK 
o QN=REA L ARQAV STORING INPUT DATA 
QO" (NE 1 . 1) = RR 1 
I< ON ('1 E 1 , 2 l: XX 1 
RDN(NE 1, ) ) = XC 1 
PO N('I E l ,4):;i RQ 
RCH;("<E 1.51=)(X0 
P Q'< ( 'lE 1.6):XCO 
PQ"ICNE1 ,7)= •.LM 
G•J TO 30 1 
QECC~ER INPUT DATA 
l(J:!=l0N(Nf1,l) 
KJP: IP D'4 ( Nf1 ,2) 
KJ Q:I PON (NEl ,3) 
l<CT:!OQN( "EI , 4 ) 
i<.l( : I PJN(N E 1, 5) 
Po 1,.R0,..(NE1 .1) 
~-1=oD"( NE1 .2) 
X( 1 :RD" (NE 1 , 3) 
RRO:QQN('iE1 , 4) 
J< XC=o0N (NE1 .5) 
XC O,, l>QN( NE 1 .6 ) 
XL"';QQN(NE1 , 7) 
IF(KJP . E0.9999) GO TO 45 









00 4 4;"'.J 
OCG4)0 
0 0 444 0 
00"45 [1 
Q[1 44 t0 
0044 70 
004480 
0 0 4490 
0 0 4500 
004510 
004 5 £0 
004530 
004540 




O ~ J59 ~ , : , 6= ~ . c 
100 
OD41'.\ 00 c- - - WT:HAQMDNIC ORDER 
004610 WT•~ L OAT(IWJ 
004'5 1 1 I' ( ,.r . EO. 1 J GO TO 1 12 
OC46;0 C--- IS HAR~ONIC ZERO SEO. 
004630 107 A :J.o •~ 
0041\4 0 IF(WT A-1 .0 )105,106.105 
0 0 4~5 0 10 5 8 = ~· 1 .0 
oo.ir,i;o IF(B-n .a 110 1. 1 oe . 100 
004670 C--- I~ HARMONIC NEG. SEO . 
00 4680 10~ B=l .O 
004 6 ?o " 1 • =<J .o •e •- • . o 
0047 00 IF l WT / .l-1 . 0)109, 110, 109 
00 47 10 109 8=8•1.0 
0047~0 I F(B-22 . 0)111 ,112,1 12 
0 0 4730 112 105~•=3 
004~40 C--- ~~o ~~ o · ~ I C IS POS .S EO . 
0 0 47 50 C--- W~AT l~ ELEMENT 
00 4 ~60 IF(• ~ -~)11),114,115 
004 7 70 C--- PQS . • NEG . SEQ . TRA NS MISSION LINE 
0 0 4780 C--- OETE~M ~· B•SE IMPEDANCE 
004790 11~ !F ( ~• . G T .20 JGO TO 210 
004800 C--- el•B~SE IM PEDANCE 
C0461D Bl:47,b' 
0 040]0 GO TO 218 
O O • Pl~ 210 IF(KK.GT . J O)GO TO 21 I 
004 d 40 8I• • Ji . 25 
ooa~ :,o K~•KK-10 
c 0 • e60 GO TO 218 
CC4R I O 211 IF(KK . GT.40)G0 TO 212 
0 0 4~BO 8 !=174.24 
or A~ ~c KK=KK-20 
0043 00 GO TO 218 
00rt )1Q 212 IF(KK . GT . SDlGO TO 213 
00d 9~ 0 Bl=19D.44 
oc~ 330 KK:K•- 3 0 
004940 GO TO 218 
00 4950 213 !Fl•> . GT . €0 ) G0 TO 214 
004960 8!= ? 59 .2 1 
OC4970 KK=W~-u O 
ooa g a o GO rn ~ ·q 
0049 90 214 IF(KK . G7.7 0)GO TO 215 
OC50 0 0 81=5•9 . 00 
CCSOIO •K=•K-5 0 
005 0 20 GO TO 218 
OC~O JO 215 !~(K~.GT. B O JGO TO 216 
005 0 40 6!= • 190.ZS 
005050 KK•K•-6 0 
0 0 50b0 GO TO 219 
0050 70 216 IF(~• . GT . 90 lGO TO Z17 
00508 0 Bl=<S00 . 00 
005090 KK:KK- 7 0 
0 0 5 1 00 c o ro 21 a 
005110 211 er=l . 9044 
005 120 KK=KK-80 
005 13 0 c--- P60=60 ~z Ll~E RESISTANCE IN o~MS /MILE 
005140 218 R60=R~1 •Bt•(KK-I O}l~L~ 
005141 !F(WT . EQ.1) GO TO 160 
005 150 1=1 
0 05160 JF (POC(NE1) . NE . 0.) GO TO 206 
005170 C- -- PDC=JC LINE RESISTANCE JN OHMS/MILE 
005180 ROC(~El l= ~EO 
005 130 C--- F:FPEO UENCY IN HZ 
0 0520 0 F•60. 0 
0052•0 C-- - SKIN E~FE C T 
0052 20 <03 B:F/qQC(N~ l ) 




A~0 .06)6 °~0RT(B) 




HA: l ol74$!; . 





M20=H1A 0 4 0 0. 
H21::H2Q•.:B.a. 
H24:,...2] 0 576 . 
~if)=H24•676 . 
H28=H2f 0 7'14 . 
H'.1U=H~B 0 900 . 
..,J]:HJO• 10]4. 
HJ4:H32°1t56 . 
'"'1f- ='"''.l4°, :Z96. 
101 






























aoo BER ! IJ=1 .o- •••4 tH•+•• •~1He - •••12 1H12 ·••• 161H1e- A••20 1 .... ~o 
1 +A••:4/M 24-A ••28 /H28•A ••32 /HJ2- A••36 / HJ6 
C--- BEl lJ):J MA G!N APV BESSEL FU~CTlON OF MR 
l -···221~z2•ae•26 1 H26-•••JO/H)Q•A••J4/H34 












:: uss 20 
CC'5'>J 0 











3EP~( I l=-4.0°A••J/H4•B.O•A••7/HS-12.0••••11/H12•16.0 •••• 15/H15 
1 -: O . O•&••t<;l/H20•24.0°A 00 2J/H2 4 -28 . 0•A• 0 27/H28•32.0 •A 0 0 31 / H3" 
2 ·J6.0°A••15 1H16 
BE!D (IJ•OEP J\IAT! VE OF BEl(I) 
BEIDCJ )=2.0"A/H2-6.0••••5/H6•IO , O•A••9/H10-14.0•&••!3/H14 
1 -15 _0•& ••1 7/H1 B-22 .0 •A••2; 1H22•7E.O•A••2stH26-J0 . 0••••23/H30 
2 •34.Q•&•*33/H~4 
PR7:AC TO 0( RESISTANCE RATIO 
PP7:&•(BEQ(IJ*BE!D ( l )-BEl l l l " BE RD(J)) / 
1 12 . C 0 1BEI O(JJ 00 2•BEPD11 J 00 ~)) 
r•rF . ... E.60 . 0IGO TO 204 
TP 60=~ Sf l~•TE OF 60 HZ RESISTANCE 
TP6 0=~P7 ° RDCINE1) 
E R~ TP60-"6 0 
EPA=ERROR DIFFERENCE Q< ACT UA L ANO ESTIMATE OF 60 HZ PE~JS 
E"A:A6$1EP) 
CHE(~ ACC URACY OF TP6C 
IF(EPA .GT.0.00005lGC TO 205 
•6=& LPHAL AT 60 HZ 
AFi(NE1l:4.0°1BER ( ll 0 BE"Dlll-BEI(;) • BEID(I))/ 
1 IA 0 19ERDl!l* 0 2•BEIO(!l .. 2)1 
GC TD ~06 
005750 (--- OBTAIN NE ~ ~ST!MATE QF ROC 
OC57EO ~ 0 5 RDC!,.,Ell=RDC(N~l)-ER 
DC5770 GO TO 703 
005780 C·-- •=~A~MONJC FREQUENCY 
OC57 90 :ZIJ6 F:60 .. 0°1W 
OCSSOD 1 =2 
OC5E' ' 0 GO TO 203 
0C5820 (--- Pl:L INE RESISTAN(E AT HARY.QNIC FREQ IN PU 
0 0582 1 C-------Rl:R"l IS USED F O~ FU,.,DA Y.ENTAL FPEO ONLY 
OC58~2 160 P l :PR1 
005823 GO TO 170 
005830 204 Rt:"P7•RQ((~E -) °KLY. /(3! *(~~ -10) ) 
OC5R40 C--- AL=ALD~A L Al ~•R¥Q~IC •REQ u ENCY 
005850 ~OB AL=4 . 0•l9E«( I l •9E~ D I I l ·BEI (; ) "E'E!O(I ))/ 




c - - -
(---
102 
X€0cTOTAL 60 HZ REACTANCE IN OHMS/MILE 
X60••X1•!!1/XLM 
0•60 HZ EXTERNAL REACTANCE IN OHMS/MILE 
O:X60- A6 (N[l) • 0.030335/(K~-10) 
xF:TOTAL REACTANCE AT HARYONIC FREOUENCV IN OHMS/MILE 
xF:(O••L•0 . 0303 35/(K~-lO)J•wT 
xL= L INE REACTANCE IN PU 








0 0 5'3.3" 
(------ .>o.L=XXl IS USED FOR FUNDAMENTAL FREQ ONLV 
170 :<.L:l<Xl 
GO TO 11!0 
OC59<1 0 175 )<L:)<F •.)( LY ' BI 
005950 (--- VC=LINE SHUNT SUSCEPTANCE AT HARYONIC FREQ IN PU 
C059b0 1 BC 
or.5910 c- - -
00'59B D 11 f. 








o r· ~~· - ~ c - - · 
C' 0 60~ 0 
0060'?0 




0 0 61.t.Q c---
1'.' 06 ' 50 
0 0'51f •J c---




oos : 10 
n n fi2 70 
0 0 6Z30 
0 062 <10 
OOS250 
OGS2f0 

































0 0 6 <1 60 c---
0~· ~.: 7 0 
OC".>4!C'~ 
V(: wT• .>o.C 1 
GO= LINE SHUNT CONOUCT4NCE 
G0=0.0 
D l =LINE SERIES IMPED4NCE IN PU 
D\:(,•DL)((RI ,)(LI 
D2=LINE SHUNT ADMITTANCE IN PU 
D;>:(YPLX(GO,YC) 
DD1:Dl•D2 
DD=GAMMA•L (G4MMA:PROPAGATION CONSTANT, L=LINE LENGTH) 
OO:C SORT l DD 1} 
DZ1:D1/D2 




D ~~=o. 5oo•rDE-1.0001Del 
DC~=COSH(GAMMA •L) 
0(H:0 , 5D0°(0E•1 . 0DO/DE) 
DVS:PI LINE SHUNT ADMITTAN CE IN PU 
DYS: ( I . ODO /O Z 1 • ( (OCH- 1 . ODO) / OSH) 
DZS:PI LINE SERIES IMCEQANCE IN PU 
OZS=DZ 0 0SH 
ovz:o; LINE SHUNT IMDEDAN CE IN PU 
OYZ:I . O/ OVS 
RSl:REAL PART OF SERIES IMPEDANCE IN PU 
llSl:l:EAL(DZSl 
RS~:REAL PART OF SHUNT !YDEDANCE IN PU 
RS;'.=REAL( DVZ) 
xs•=IMAG!NARV PART OF SERIES IMPEDANCE IN PU 
J<Sl:AIMAG ( 02S ) 
~52=1MAGINARV PART QF SHUNT IMPED4NCE IN PU 
)(S;'.:A l'-I AG ( DVZ ) 
GO TD 117 
1DSN=:2 
HARMONIC IS NEG4TIVE SEQUENCE 
W,_,A T IS ELEMENT 
IF ( o\ J -2} 113, ! 14, 12Q 
lDSr.= 1 
HARYONIC IS ZEDO SEOUEr.CE 
W...,AT IS ELEME1'T 
IF(~J-2)118 , 12 1 , 122 
ZERO SEO . TRANSMISSION LINE 
PR OE=EARTH RESISTANCE COMPONENT AT 60 HZ IN PU 
DRQE:IH>Q-RR 1 
RRWE=ElRTH RESISTANCE COMPONENT AT 60 HZ IN PU 
RRWE=llROE•wT 
Rl:LINE RESISTANCE AT HARMONIC FREQ IN PU 
R:' s:l:Jl:I" •RqWE 
XL=LINE SERIES RE4CTANCE AT HARMONIC FREQ IN PU 
XL:IO<.O•IOIT/100.0 
VC=L!NE SHUNT SUSCEPTAHCE 4T HARMONIC FREQ IN PU 
vc=wT•xco 

















0 0 6630 c---
00bl;C0 
0066~0 c---








0 06690 1 21 
006700 142 
0 06710 124 
Cu67"0 12J 
00'3 730 1 ,5 
103 
POS . • NEG . SEQ. TRAN~FORMER 
~SJ•HA LF OF TX SERIES PEACTANCf AT HARMONIC FREQ IN PU 
l'S)•RQ 1 • wT 1 2. U 
)(S4•TX SHUNT RElrTANCE AT HARMONIC FREQ IN PU 
)('.;4=l'C1 • wT 
ASSU¥E SILICON ST~EL W / ~/1 HVSIEODV LOSSES 
PR4:T• 5Hl/NT RES! STA•H. E AT HARMONIC FREQ IN PU 
RR4:(J . O•RR0/(WT-4.0) )•(RR0/(4 . 0•wT••2)) 
XS '.•=0 . 0 
PPJ:O . O 
Ql1=CMOL)((RP4.l'$5) 
oT;= C¥PL)((RRJ.XS4) 
OT)=TX SHUNT IMPEDANCE &T HARMONIC FREQ IN PU 
0T}:(QT••DT2)/(0T1•DTlJ 
RTl:PEAL PA~T OF TX SHUNT IMPEDANCE 
RT1:PEALIOT3) 
KT•=!MAG!NARV PART OF TX ~HUNT l"'PEO~NCE 
/<T 1 ·:A l"'AG( OTJ ) 
C.0 TO l . 3 
ZEPO 5E0 . TPAN~ FORMER 
IF (><• l 14). 142 , 1-1 3 
IF I Xl<O- 1. 0) 123. 124. 124 
GO TC 1• 
IF ( XJ\0-. 70) 1 25. 125, 1 26 

















C.O TO 1"' 








0 0 6?00 
OC'5910 C-- -













007050 1 20 
IF ( ~·O- . 9()) 1 28.129, 129 
J{Z:/l)(l•wrtT / 'Z .O 
~T:••Z•(XZ••co•wT)/(XZ•xco•wT) 
JF(Ko<-2J144 . 14 ':,. 14<; 
!F (Kl<-4) 147, 146. 140 
C.O TO 178 
GO TO 1 :<'.3 
xT:>=xZ••co•wT 
GO TO 129 
)(T:=•Z•xco•wT 




GO TO 1 ''I 
F QS SEOll f-.CE GENEPATOPS 
GENERATOR OQ L0AQ7 
IF(K J ~E . 41GO TO 444 
GENERATOP QR (APA C!TOP? 
IFIK><.EO. IJGO TO 500 
XG1=~EN PEACTANCE AT HARMONIC 
xc.1 .. xx1•wT 
GO TO •30 
ZEPO SEQUENCE GENEPATOPS 
!F(~J . E 0. 4) GO TO 444 
IF(KK . EQ . 11GO TO 500 
XGl =•c1 •wT 
GO TO 1 ):J 
NEG SEQUENCE GENERATORS 
JF(KJ . E0 . 4 ) GO TO 44J 
lF(K•.E~. l)GO TO 500 
xc.1 .. x)'. 1 • wT 
GO TO 1JO 
C--- SHUNT (APAC!TOR S 








0 0 71' 0 r:---
C--- KG 1 •CAP PEACTANCE AT HAPMQN!C FREQ IN PU 
500 KG1:)()(1 ' WT 
C0714G C---
C.O TO 1 30 
L0AQ $ 
PE S !ClENTIAL. CO ... M~RC!A L , o ~ 1-.ouSTR!AL' 
0(17141 444 
00 7 , 50 
007lt'O f---
C''.' '•~ O C-- -
~ ., ... , A f'l .:::4 -;, 
0Q7 t'? Q I -- -




0 C7 ].>0 
co1:so 
00 •260 r - --
!• (IW . E0 . 1) GO TO 510 
1•1~ ~-2) 445 , 4 46, 447 
RES!OE~TIAL LOAD ~ 
104 
PYOT=MOTOR COMPONENT OF REAL POWER 
P"'OT =0 . 5 • <11>1 
PRE~•P ESISTI VE COMPONE NT O• REAL POWER 
PRES=0 . 5•RR1 
GO TO 448 
COMM ER Cl AL LOADS 
PMOT=O . 6 • PR l 
PRES =0 . 4•RRl 
GO Tn 44 8 
!tl OU~ TRIAL LO•OS 
0~ 728 0 PRE \= O. ,•PRI 
007Z'?' r - - - XONE=~OTOR ST~TnR PEA CT • NC E AT HARMONIC FREQ IN PU 
0~ 71CO 44~ X0NE=•• l t l 4 . 64•(PMQT••Z+XY.; •• 2) 1 
r: - - -
c---
c---
"'J"E =~Q·•E • WT 
P~E=l . CJ/ (0. 0~•PMQT ) 
AS SCME S J LICON STEEL W/ 3 / 1 HVS/EODv LOSS ES 
Rwf:MQTOR CORE LOSS RESISTANCE AT HARMONIC 
RHE=(J .O · R~E/( WT•4 . 0)} + (RHE/( 4 . 0•WT•• 2 J) 
REO~= MO l OR fOUlV SERIE S RESISTANCE IN PU 
C :J 73 1 0 
0 07):1.1 
OD:'JJ'.l 
0073 ~ 0 





00 74 CO 
001 .0 10 
001 .: ~· o 
OCJ A ,'.l 
no 7 4..: 0 
520 REQM:JXQNE 0 •2 ) 0 RHE / (RHE 0 •Z•XONE••~l 




0(, 7~70 c - --
XEOM=((RHE••21•xoNE/(RHE••z•(O~E·• 2)l •XONE 
RES= C0NS TANT LOAD RESISTANCE 
RES:l , Of PRES 
OE Q=(R EQM•PES)••z+-EOM00 2 
~ EON ~ IPE S •• z •R EQM)•(REQM• •z•RES)•(XEQM00 2• RES) 
XEQN•~EQY•RES ••z 
REO=LOA O RESI STANCE AT HARMONIC FREQ IN PU 
REO~PEON /DEO 
XEO=LO AD REACTANCE AT HARMONJC FREQ JN PU 
XEQ=XEON i OEO 
GO TO 449 
FPEQ IN PU 
~= '.' 480 
OC' 7 .:a' 
OOH 'l2 
OC74!13 






0075 4 0 
(-- - - ----- LOA D SER f ES RES I STANCE ANO REA CT ANCE FOR FUNDAMENTAL FREQ 






C075'>0 1, 7 
C075f 0 1 39 
0 0 1s'n c-- ·-
oc1seo 131 
00 75'?0 c---
0 (' 7!' ('0 
0076 " 0 c---
0076;0 
OC 7E3 0 C---
00 7!'4 0 
•EQ=,~l/(RR1 ••2·xx1 •• 2J 
GO TO ,.4 9 
M:Q 
ASSIGN TRAN SMISSION LINE ELEMENTS 
l\! =ELEMENT FLAG 
D=S EPJES EL EMENT 
l: "FROM' BU S ~HUNT ELEMENT 
2= ·ro· BU S S~UNT ELEMENT 
l F ( o,ii- 1 ) 131 , 132, 133 
JP:'FROM ' BUS EXTERNAL NUMBER 
JP:l(JP 
JOz'TO ' BUS EXTERNAL NUMBER 
JQ=~JQ 
J CT•CIR CUI T NUMBER 
JCT=K C"f 





'JG 7 €80 
COH:90 






C--- XX =E LEMENT REACTANCE IN PU 
XX=XS 1 
C--- ILINEzLINE FLAG 
ILINO:=l 
GO TO 134 





ILl "l ~ = O 
105 
00771;0 GO TO 134 




0078'0 '()'.: "W ~; 
0078]0 I~ I 'IE= 0 
0078JrJ Gu TO 1 )4 
0(17840 c--- .ASSIGN GENEIUTOR ELE,..ENT'.; 
0078"> •) 130 "' =2 





001q' ::J IL I"~ =0 
OC7920 G0 TO 134 
007930 c--- A $ SI C,1'1 LOAD ELEMENTS 
C07940 449 M:;: 
OC7950 JP:)t. JC" 
007960 JO=O 
007970 JCT=KCT 
007QB Q PRdlf.Q 
0079?0 .>U<=•E.0 
00800'.l IL 1'•E =O 
0080'0 GO TO 134 
00f''J10 c--- AS~ I ~· TRANSFOl!MEP ELEMENTS 
008010 1 19 ..,=O 
0 08040 140 !F("'-1)135 ,136, 117 
008 050 ' 35 JD:l(JP 
0 0 8060 c--- A:iS I Gr~ ADl:' !TIQNAL NODE KCT 
0080 70 JO= KC T 
0 ('8 08'.J RP=0 . 0 
008 030 JC T:I 
008100 X~=XS3 
0081'0 ILINE=O 
008120 GO TO 134 
008130 136 JP:i<CT 
OC8140 J O=KJO 
008150 R!l=O . O 
008160 JCT=! 
008170 X~ =XS 3 
008180 ILl'iE=O 
0 0 8 190 GO TO 134 
OC82CO 1 37 Jl"=~CT 
008210 JO=fl 
008220 ~R:IH 1 
008230 XX:XT 1 
008 2 4 0 J CT=' 
008250 IL I NE=::J 
008260 GO TO 134 
008270 128 ... = 2 
ooa;eo J!':l(JD 
OCB290 JO=O 
008300 RR=0 . 0 
008310 JCT=l 
008320 )()(s ,'l(T2 
008330 ILl,.,E=O 
008340 GO TO 134 
008350 129 11=2 
00831;0 JP=O 
008370 JQ=l<JQ 
008380 RR =O.O 
008390 JCT=~ 
C084 CO X>' =XT2 
008'110 I UNE.=O 
0 0 "!470 
008430 c- --
0 01! 440 c---
00f!4SO 1 34 
00!!460 c---
OOllC 70 
0 01! 4 80 c-- -
cn84 '30 
008 '5 00 c---
106 
GO TO 134 
CHANGE TO INTERNAL BUS NUMBERS 
Bl ' S NU"'BER ERROR ? 
!F( JP . EQ . JQ)GO TO 4 0 
IS ' FR O~ · BUS RE~ NO l' !7 
!F(JP . GT .O)GO TO 1 i 
KP=!N TERNAL BUS NUMBER INDEX 
l(P•O 
INCREMENT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS CONN~CTEO TO REF 
NLR=N1..R +1 























0 0!37 )'.) 
008 7" 0 
00 8 750 
00 876 0 
00 877 0 
0 0 8 78 0 
0 0 8 7''° 
00!!800 
C- -- IS · FROM ' BtJS NU,,.BER TOO LARGE ? 












~ :O= NB (JP) 
FIR ST E L EMF~T CONNE CTED TO BUS 7 
!F(KP .N E .Ol GO TO 1) 
TOO MAN V BUS ES? 
!F ( NBS .G E . NBX JGO TO 55 
I NCPEMENT NUMBER OF BUSES 
N9S=NB S•l 
STOPE INTERNAi.. BUS NUMBER 
N9( JPJ= NBS 
l' :O :NBS 
STORE EXTERNAL ' FPOM ' BUS NUMBER 
NBE(~P ) :JP 
INCPEMENT NUMBER OF SERIES ELEMENTS CONNECTED TO BUS 
NLB ( KP ) :NLB(KP)•l 
I S TO ' BUS RE F ERENCE NO DE7 
IF ( JO . GT.O I GO TO 15 
KQ=!NTERNAL BUS NUMBER !NOE~ 
1<0= 0 
!N CqEMENT NUMBER OF ELE "4ENTS CONNECTED TO RE• 
NLq: N1_ q+1 
GO TO '7 
c -- - IS ' TO ' BUS NUMBER TOO LARr, E? 
15 IF(JQ . GT . NBH)GO TO 40 
c---
008810 c---
0 0 88:0 
00 8830 c---
0'"! 884 ~ 
OC88 50 
OJ R8 €C 
008870 
0 0 88 80 






0 0 1!950 
008 960 
0 0 8970 














O::J9 0J O C---
0090"0 
009 0 50 c---
009:J60 
0 09070 c---
KO=NB (J O) 
FIRST ELEMENT CONNECTED TO BUS' 
IF(KQ.NE.O JGO TO 16 
TOO MANY BU$ES? 
IF(NBS.G E . NBXlGO TO 55 
!NC"E"4E•H NUMBER OF Bl.'S ES 
NBS= NB S• 1 
ST0'1E 1"4TERNAL BUS Nll YB !:: " 
'~ll(JQJ=NBS 
".J=,.,BS 
STORE EKTERNAL ' TO' BUS NUMBER 
"'9E ( KOJ =JO 
INCREMENT NU ... BER OF SERIE S ELEYENTS CONNECTE D TO BUS 
N~BIKQ)=NLB ( KQ)•I 
KP, KO CONTAIN THE IN TERN Ai.. BUS NUMBER - NOW STORE THE DATA 
TOO MA NY ELEMENTS? 
IF(NEL.GE . NEX )GO TO 60 
1NCRE"4ENT NUMBER OF ELE~ENTS 
NEL=NE L• 1 
STORE INTERNAL ' FROM ' BUS NUMBER 
IP(NEL)=K<> 
STORE INTERNAL 'TO' BUS NUMBER 
IQ (NELl=KQ 
STORE CIRCUIT NUMBE R 
l CT(NEL.l=JCT 
STORE ELEMENT RESISTANCE 
R(NEL J=RR 
ST OR E ELEMENT REACTANCE 
><("EL) =X>< 








0 0 91 ')0 c---
0091e0 40 
0091'0 c---
C2 9 18 0 
0091Q() 
0092 00 c-- -






~TOPE CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE FOR LINES 
ZO(NEL):OZ 
STORE PRQP&r.AT!ON CONSTANT FOR LINES 
G&t,1L ( •IEL) :00 
ALL ELE~ENTS OF COMPONENT? 
J<(V - ") 1:18.11 , 11 
BU!. o.; 11 .,.9 ER fCIROR 
WR ITE( l"'T, 1001 ) J P ,J Q ,J CT , RR,XX 
CO~N T 9 JS NUMBER ERRORS 
!f.PPQR:!fOCI OR•l 
!•tV-2) l]A.11 . 11 
l~ (PSV(NT ELEMENT FLAG 
"9 =~·, 
LiNE OR TPANSFORMEP' 
JFl~ .' - :)1)9. 140, 140 
o.; f) CIY<_ Q(T UCIN 
009 250 45 l< t JEP::>'.JP . E(} .0)1'1ETlJRN 1 
009260 C- -- PRINT N ~ VBER O• BUS NUMBER ERRORS 
OC9270 WR!T':I !WT , 1C0 2) IERROP 






O C 3~40 
C09]50 
0093 f0 
0 09 3 70 
0 0 9JBO 
009390 
0 0 94 (; 0 
0094 10 
c::n•-'~O 
0 09 4 10 
O O~ t..i::o 
oo ·'.1 ..:5 c 
ooo.u;o 
r' '"'Q .: -n 
OQQ 4 t'U 
OJ 9J90 
0'.'9500 







LA S T (ACID (9999) 
wll : TE \ l "'T , 10031 
RET • Cll• 2 
Tor ... ~ ,~ ·{ BUS ES 
WC! l T!' (!WT, l :l l1 4 JNBX 
RC.T U;, ~ 2 
TOO .... ~v ELEMENTS 
NOT PEAD 
6 C W'11 TEt !WT . l005l '<EX 
Q~T U Pt\I 2 
10 00 FO ~ YAT f !1 .~l4,l3,F10 . 4.Flc . 4,F10 . B , 2F9 . 4 , F 10. B,12,F6 . 2) 
I QQ1 FUllMAT( ·o••• BJS NUMBER EC!ROR - .. 2(14,2X),12,2(4X,F6.:ll 
1002 FCQY&T I ·o••• TOT AL NUMBECI OF ERRORS• . ,15) 
1003 F QO~ Al ( ·o••• U ~EXPECTE O ENO OF LINE DATA ' ) 
100 4 F QqMAT( ·r ••• Tl) Q MANY BUSES - MORE THAN . ,14) 
•O C'i F')PYAT! 'u ••• TOI) MAN Y ELE ... ENTS - MORE T>-<A " ', 15) 
'101) c o o"•T l' 1 · .:y,'l(J',2X. KJP .2><. ' t< ~ Q ', 2X, ' ~CT ,6X,"CIR 1 " , 11X.'XX1 ' 
'.'2•. ' )(1 " . ' 2~ .. ·P'10',111(, ' )('o(Q " .9Y , XC0 '.1 0Y,' ... ~ ·. 4 "<,' XLM "/ ) 
'~ 0 0 ~ n o:o'twtt.Tl4-. l'. 1• . I4 ,1.l(,J4,2X,l3,1 X, F10 . 4,2J( ,F l 2 .4. 
12 • . • 15 . B .:( 2•.•12 . 4 J .2X,F15 . tl.2X,12.2X,Ff:..2J 
':'-- -
E"D 
SUBCIO UTl•<E OCIOER( lP, IQ , NLB.JPl .J02 . KPl .llP'.<:, lSC , ILO, IBO. • . •) 
CPEATE QOO ECIE O LISTS FOO BUS ES AN O ELEM!' NTS 
C095ZO C-- -
009530 c---
0095 4 0 
CAL L!'O FR OM .;AqMONIC LOAOFLOW MAIN PCIOG ~ AM ONCE FOCI EACH 
~ACIMQN l( ORDER TO BE ANALVZE O 
IMPLICIT INTEGE R 0 4( l-N) 
0()9550 
009560 

























lNTEGER•4 iRO, lWT.NEX , NE L .NBM,NBS.NBX.MS , IW,lO SN 
CC ... MON /1(1 : 1R0,IWT,!W , !OSN 
CC ...... ON ''L I NEX.N EL 
CC"'"' 0N t 1( B . NBM , NB5 . NB X, MS ,NL R 
0:11ENSlON l"(NEL),I')(NEL) . KPl(llEL).~P2(NEL) , IL0(NEL1 
O!M!N '.;IO N ~• LB ( NB S) ,J P l ( NBSl ,JP2("iBS), !')((NBS), ISO ( NBS) 
~Pl :Pl)lo.;TER FROM BUS TO T~E LINE " FPO~ · BUS 
Jl'2=P0!'4TER FROM BUS TO T'"iE LINE 'TO ' BUS 
~Pl:~QINTEq FROM LI NE TO T~E NEXT LINE "FROM" BUS 
~":=POJ ~ TEP FPQM L INE TO THE "<E~ T LINE ·ro · BUS 
JP 1R. JP2P• POINTERS FROM THE RE F ERENCE BUS 
ISC•THE ORDERING SCORE OF THE BUS 
IB O: T~E BUS OROEP 
IL O=T~E LI'IE OROEP 
DO 1 I= l • "<!l S 
JPl(I):Q 
JP2 ( j 1 : () 
1 I SC ( I ! ='.: 
108 
009740 JP2R =0 
009750 c--- (HA IN LINES BY BUS NUMB ER 
0097EO DO 29 I= 1. •IEL 
009770 c--- 1<.P:)NTE'INAL "FROM" BUS NUMBER 
009780 KP: IP (I) 
oocpqo c--- ;o:JNTEP•UL · To· BU~ NUMBEQ 
009800 ~O= I 0 (I l 
00'1~10 KP 1 (I) = 0 
0 0 01120 • D 2 ( I .I= (I 
O!l'lB JO c--- ls ' FQOY ' BUS REF NOOE? 
009!!4 C IFCl<P . NE.O)C.0 TO 13 
009850 c--- lt-.CREMENT OC!DERING SCORE OF 'To · BUS 
0098fi0 ISC(l<0)=1SC(K0)•1 
009870 IF(JPlR.NE.OIGO TO 10 
0 0 9880 JPlP=I 
009890 GO TO 19 
009900 10 JP=JPlR 
009910 11 JQ:KPlCJP) 
0 0 '1920 IF(JO.f_O . Ol GO TO 12 
009 9 30 JP=JO 
009940 GO TO 11 
0 0 9950 12 ~Pl(JP):I 
O'J99"0 GO TO 19 
OC99 7 0 11 _IP:JPl(K P) 
OOC>9BC IF(JP . ~•E.O)GO TO 11 
009°90 JP 1 (KP): I 
o•oooo 19 If(•O.NE.O!GO TO 23 
010010 ISC!KP l =IS~(KP)•' 
o •n:no IF(JP2P.NE . 0)G0 TO :!O 
010030 JP2R=I 
01004 0 GO TO 29 
010050 20 JP:JP2'1 
0 10060 21 JO:KP2( J P) 
010070 IF(JO.EQ.O)GO TO 22 
01ooeo JP=JO 
010::!90 GO TO 21 
010100 22 ~P2(JD)=I 
010110 c.o TO 29 
010120 23 JP:JP2(1<Q) 
010130 tF(JP . .. ~ . 01r.o TO 2 1 
010140 .JP2( 1<0) =I 
010'50 29 CO~T!t-4 1.!E 
010160 c--- CRE•TE Tt-'E OROEREO LISTS 
010 170 ML=O 
0~0180 M9 =0 
010190 l>' S=O 
0 10200 30 ISCH=O 
010210 DO 33 I= 1. NBS 
o•ono IF(!SCCl )-ISCH)33.31,32 
0 1023 0 31 lF(ISCt-<.EO . OtGO TO 33 
010240 IF ( NLB ( N). GE . 'l:..B (I)) GO TO 33 
0•0250 32 N=I 
010260 ISCHzJSC( l) 
010'.'70 33 CO.,TI Nl..'E 
010280 c--- &OD BUS N TO ORDERED BUS LI ST 
D10290 l''(I SCH . EQ.O)GO TO 70 
Q I OJOO l SC'1= I SC'1- 1 
010310 MB:MB•l 
010320 ~S=MS•ISCH•((~9•(MB•3)) /2) 
010330 180( o.!B ):N 
010340 :SC(N):-9999 
010350 c--- ('"'~(I( FOR LINES CONNECTED TO BUS N 
010360 ,JP:JPl(N) 
010370 51 IF(.JP . EQ.OlGO TD 55 
0 1 0390 •C = IQ(JP) 
010390 I"' ( ~ 0 . EU . 0 l C.0 TO 52 
0104 ')0 
0104 10 





























0~0 7 1 0 
0 1 07~0 
0'07 30 










C 10B 4 0 
010850 
0 108 £,0 
010870 
010880 











01 10 00 
01 1010 





















I• ( I SC I "0) . LT. 0) GO TO 52 
I SC (KQ ),, !SC( K0)+1 
c.o TO SJ 
ML= Y L + 1 
ILO("'L •~JP 
J P: KP l(JP) 
GO TO 51 
JPsJP 2( N ) 
I F (JP . EO . O)GO TO 60 
KD:!P(JP) 
t•(KP . EO.OJGO TO 57 
!F(ISC(KP J . LT . O)GO TO 57 
!SC (KP) :l $C(K P)+1 
GO TO 58 
ML ~~L• l 
ILO('-IL): J D 
JP:K:02tJP) 
(Ir) TO SE 
t• (ML. LT .NEL) GO TO 30 
R£TL'~N 1 
O<>O~REO LISTS /oRE COMPLETE !OB, IOL 
w•nH ( lWT, 1000) 
DET U'lN 2 
FORMAT (' O••• SYSTEM IS NOT CONNECTED TOGETHER ' ) 
E"'D 
SUBROUTINE Z8US(IP,l0 . R,X , IL0,160,IBO'l,RBUS,XBUS,RL,XL . NBE.• . •) 
[MPLJCIT !NTEGE<>•4(l-N) 
l"'TE GE P•4 !PO,!WT , NE X.N EL . NBH , NBS,NBX , MS,MBUS,IW , IDSN 
COMMf) N /~ 11 HW. lWT, IW , !DSN 
C0M"'0 N /KL / NEX,NEL 
CQM~0 N t •B IN~H,NBS.NBX,MS , NLR 
CO•P,.ON ,. ~"·'BU S 
(llMEN S ION IP(NEL),IOINEL),RINEL),X(NELl,ILO(NEL) 
DIMEN S ION IBO(NBS).IBOR(NB 5 1.NBEINBS),RL(NBS),XL(NBS) 
Dl~ENS I ON PBUS(MBUS).XBUS(MBUS) 
RB US •REAL PART OF ZB US 
XBUS=IM&GlNAPY PART OF ZB US 
IBO'l=BUS ORDER LIST WI TH INDEX AS lNTE'lNAL BUS NUMBER 
RL, X~=LIN~ IMPEDANCES 
MB=O 
DO 1 1= 1 ,NBS 
J r I BO ( J) 
IBO'l (J )=I 
READY TO START THE ALGOR ! T~M 
00 40 I= 1 , NEL 
11 =I LO( I l 
I PP: ID I I : l 
;•(JPP . EQ .O )GO TO 2 
IDP:IBOP( ll'f') 
2 100= 10(1 1) 
1•(100 . EQ.O ) GO TO 3 
100=160'1(100) 
3 I•( !PP .LT. IQQ)GO TO 6 
JT = IOO 
IOO• lPP 
!PP= IT 
C--- TEST FOR BRANCH OR A LIN~ 
6 IF(lOO . LE.MBJGO TO 15 
JJ:(MB•(M6•1))/2 
C--- FOUND A BRANCH . TEST FOR REFERENCE 
IF(JPP , NE.O ) GO TO 9 
C--- B'IANC~ TO P EFE'IENCE 
JF(MB .GT .OlGO TO 7 
RBU SI l l='<(ll l 
YB L:S( 1),~(11) 
-.•9 : 1 
011060 GO TO 40 
011070 7 00 8 J : 1 ,MB 
011080 JJJ•JJ•J 
011090 RBUSfJJJ):0 . 0 




011140 ~B=MB• 1 
011!50 GO TO 40 
011 lf.0 C-- - 8PA"<CH TO A N OLD BlJS 
0 1 1 170 9 DO I 2 J = 1 , MB 
011180 JJJ=JJ•J 
011190 l~ (! PP , LT . J)GO TO 10 
0 I 1 ZOO II "-= J • ( l PP• ( l PP- I))/ 2 
0 1 1 ~ '0 GO TO 1 1 
011220 10 ~K=JPP• (J " IJ-1)) / 2 
0112] 0 11 RB US (J JJ)=R BUS(KK) 
011240 12 XBUS(JJJ)•XBUS(KK) 










FOUND A LINK.TE ST 
IF(JPP , NE . O)GO TO 20 
FOR REFERENCE 
LIN~ TO REFERENCE 
DO 16 J.,1,MB 
IF(!OO .LT . J)GO TO 16 
I< K = J • ( I 00 • ( l 00- 1 ) ) I 2 
GO TO 17 
1~ Kl<=IOO•(J 9 (J -l )J / 2 
!7 P L(Jl=-R BUS( " ") 
18 X~(JJ=-~ BUS(l<K ) 
c---
20 
P LL= -R L(l00) •P ( lll 
XLL=-~L(IOOJ • X(lll 
GO TO 30 
LINK BETWEEN OLD 
00 25 J= 1. "IB 
JF(!~P.LT .J )GO TO 21 
JJ=J•(JPP•(IPP-1)) / 2 
GO TO 22 
BUSES 
21 JJcl PP+(J•(J-1 ))/2 
22 ?F(!QO.LT . J)GO TO 23 
Kl<:J•(!OO•(I00-1))/ 2 
GO TO 24 







PLL=RL(IPP )-RL( ! QO) • R ( ll) 
XLL=XL(IPP)-XL(IUOJ•X(ll) 
KPO'< PEDUCT!ON 
ZLL=RLL • RLL•XLL • ~LL 
!F(ZLL . LT . 1.E-50JGO TO SO 
00 32 .;: I , MB 
JJs( j • (J·· 1 J) /2 
RLJ=(RLL 0 RL(J)•XLL•XL(J))/ZLL 
XLJ=(R LL 0 YL(J)-XLL •R L(J))/ZLL 



















c I 1420 











0 1 1540 














0 I •6<;>J 





RBUS(KJ)=RBUS(KJ)-RL J •R L(Kl•XLJ " XL(K) 
XBUS(KJ):XBUS("Jl-RLJ•XL(K)-XLJ •R L(K) 




0 11 730 
011 740 
c 1 , ~ c; c 
:-' ' : ... FU 
0'177 n 
01178 0 llJ C (l 
0111 :rn 
01 18 0 0 
01 18 10 
0 1 1820 
01 •8 30 c- --
01 184 0 c---
C 1 1 ~ 5 0 C---
0118 6 0 c---
01IR7C 
011880 
0 ~I flO '.J 
0119 00 
011910 
011 9 , 0 
0 1 1910 
O ll !l~ O 
0 1 1950 
0 l 196C 
0 1 197 0 





C' " 2~:''.J c- - -
C• <O ~ C 




WQ IT E ( ! f'IT , 1 000 I I I , I . J 
PcTl!QN 2 
111 
FOQ•,AT(" O••• LINE N• l"'BER ',14." BETWEEN BUSES ', 14 , · ••<0 · . 1.: .· CA 
• 11 SEO I' lLL 0 •2 D!VlS ClR IN THE KRON REO\..'CTION OF · .E12.<;J 
e•10 
SU 9"0UT l r.!; HAR•n (IP . I 0. I CT. P, )(,KP 1 . KP2 . ><B , NBE, J P 1 • JP2 . ! BOR, RB US. 
1.><B•J S . v<> ,\'l . ILIN,l0, V"' S0 ,vVM1,GAML,•,•) 
PEAD H•R,,.ON!C SOUQCE LOCATION ANO OPTIONS. PEPFORV HAQYONIC 
LOADFLOW, PR I NT RESULTS 
CALLED FPOM HAPYON!C LOAD FLOW MAJN PQQGRAM ONCE FOR EACH 
~ARYONIC ORDER TO BE ANALYZED 
IMPLJC!T !NTEGEP•4 ( J-N) 
!NTEGER•4 IRO,IWT,NEX,NEL.NBH . NBS.N6X , M5 .MB US,lw.!DSN.FLA G 
REAL•8 r.AME.EE2.EE5,EE8,EE 1 1 .EE15,EE•8 . RSH . XSH,PSE.XSE 
COMPLEX•8 C"PLX,SOUQCE,FUND,ZO,GAML,OZ.DD . lR . KR . lR 
COYPL!;••B ! RPLUS,!RMIN,!MAX , VCK,VCL 
COMMON /K1/IP0 , lWT.lW.l0SN 
COYMON /KL/NEX,NEL 
COYMON /K8 / NBH,NBS,NBX,MS,NLR 
C0"'"0N /KZ / MBUS 
COMMON /CDC/SOURCE.VCK,LHARM.JJJ,!VC 
COMMON /BASE/LLL,JJJJ,JOPT 
0 l MENS I ON l P ( NEL). l 0 ( NEL) , I CT ( NEL) , P ( NEL). X ( NEL). KP l ( NEL), i<P2 ( NE L ) 
01,,.ENS!ON PBUS(MBUS),l".BUS(VBUS),SOURCE( t2 8 . 4),JLJN ( "<EL) 
DIMENSION lBDR(NBS),NBE(NB S J , NB(NBH),JP1(r.BSl.JP2(NB5) 
DIMENSION VR(NB:;) , VI (NBS) . ZO ( NEL ). GA"'L(NEL ) 
Dl"'ENSION SVRf~998),SV!(9998) . VMSQ(999B), VVM1(9998) 
JJJ• COUNTER FOR NUMBER OF OPTIONS 
JJJ • O 
C• Z050 C--- FIQST Tl"'E CALLE 0 7 
Ql~ QF C 
0' ;,'0 7 0 
012 0 '>0 
0'20 90 




0 1 2130 
(1121 40 
0 1 ... 5 :J 
0121 FO 















01 23 ZO 
0•2330 
0 l 23 .: 0 
0·2 ~~0 
o •;: J ~O 















JF(JJJ.GT . OlGO TO 3 
00 2 I= I. r.BH 
V"'50(l)=0. 
\l '.r' M 1 (I ) =0. 
CONTINUE 
PEAO(!PO. 1000,EN0=99)JF.NAVE.!OPT,PHA.F UN0 
JF=H•RVONIC SOUQCE BUS I LOCATION (SET TO 
NM-'E =BIJS NAME 
!l)DT:OPTJ ON 
~ = ADJACE~T BUSES ONLY 
l=ALL BUSES 
9999 FOR ENO) 
2:FIRST ENTRY FOR COVBINEO ANALYSIS OF TWO HAPMONIC SOURCES 
J=SEC ENTRY FOR COMBINED ANALYSIS OF Two HARMO .. IC SOURCES 
PHA:PHA S E A•JGLE BETWEE N VOc.TAGES FOR HAP"' SOURCES 2 & 3 
F0NO=F ~N0A"'ENTAL COMPONENT OF HARMONIC SOURCE CURRENT (COMPLE X) 
0"Tl0N 2 OR 3? 
!C(JC~T . GT . l)GO TO 800 
JF( J JJ.NE.O)GO TO 701 




SOURCE ( 2. 1 J ="UNO 
GO TO 705 




G0 T O 7 2'5 















SOU IH'.E ( 2, 3 ) :F' INQ 
C.O TO 705 
703 !F(JJJ . NE .3 ; ~n TO 70.0 
EE I O:J F 
EE 1 I =~4A"'f 
EE 12=10>'T 
SIJUP.C E ( 2, 4 ) =fl•'-40 
GO TO 705 
0 1248 0 704 EE lJ zJ F 
0 1 ~ 490 GO TO 705 
112 
012500 C--- JJ JJcCOMBINED ANALYSIS CODE 
0 12510 C--- l=COYBl"ED AN- LV SJS ! OPTION 2,3) 
012520 700 l'IJJJJ . EC . •JGO TO ROZ 
012530 !F(JJ J. NE . OJGO TO 708 
0 12540 C--- RECOVER INPUT DATA 
012 5 5 0 JF=EE' 








0 12 EAO 
Q12ESO 
01 26 <;0 
0•26 7 0 
012680 
0•2690 
O 1 Z7 0 0 




! OPT= EEJ 
GO TO 705 
708 I F(JJ J . N! . l\GO TO 709 
JF=EE 4 
N•M E= EE5 
! ODTsEEE 
GO TO 705 
709 !F(JJJ.NE . Z)GO TO 7 10 
.JF=f'E7 
N•ME =f E8 
!OPT=EE9 
GO TO 70 5 
710 lF( J JJ . NE . J)GO TO 711 
J F:.EEIO 
NAM E= E E ~ t 
11JPT =EE12 
GO TO 705 
012740 711 JF:EE1J 
0 ' 275 0 C--- ENO OF ANA• Y5 1 ~7 
0 12 760 705 !F (JF . EQ . ~Q<><?IP ET 11Q "4 I 
o • i110 JJ ~ =JJJ-1 
0 12 780 C--- TOO M4N V O ~ T! ONS ' 
0'2 790 IF( JJ J. GT.4JGO TO 7 0 6 
01 28 0 0 GO TO 707 
012810 706 W'l!T E(I WT ,1009) 
0 118 10 EE 13 =99 9S 
0 128 30 QETUP~ 1 
012840 C- - - HA'lMON! C SOURCE BUS EXI STS7 
0' 2850 707 IF ( J F . LE. 0 . 0 'l. JF . GT.NBHJGO TO 9 0 
0 128 60 C-- - KF•!NTEq~AL BUS • LOCA TION OF HARMONIC SOURCE 
Q1287Q X~•N8 ( : ~J 
0 •2090 C--- HA~MO~IC SOU RC = BUS EXIST S? 
o•;e 90 IF(KF.E Q .O l GO TO 98 
0 12900 C- -- LF=8JS OQQfq NUMBER FOR HARMONIC SOURCE 
012910 LF= !BOR(~ F) 
0129 ~ 0 C--- LL = INOE X TO HARMONIC SOURCE BUS IMPE0 4NCE (DI•GONAL ELEMENT 
012930 C- -- O" A LOWER TRIAGUL• P I ZED MATRIX) 
012940 LL~(LF•(LF• 1) ) 1 2 
012950 C--- PY..XX:HARMONIC SOURCE BUS RESISTANCE ANO REACTANCE 
012950 Rx :qBUSf LLI 
012970 XX=•BUS(LL) 
017980 C- - - Z• =SOUAQ E OF HAP~ON!C SOURCE BUS IMP~OANCE MAGNITUDE 
01299 0 zx~Rx 0 PX • XY.•~ x 
01300 0 C--- (ONV!"T PH• SE FROM DEGREES TO RADIAN S 
013010 PHA :PHi /57.295779 $ 1 









013 I' c 62 0 
013120 c---
013130 
01 3 14 0 c---






01 3 2'0 c---
013:10 
0131:'0 c---
013 2 4 0 c---
013<50 c---




0 1 3:10') 
0113 1 0 c- --
013320 c---








013 .a ' 0 9 


























0 1 :!"80 
I F(! VC. EQ . 0) GO TO 6 2 0 
C<hR E4LIVCL) 
C!xA!"'AG( VCL) 
Vl>o<• CQ •<> •-CI •)( )( 
VJ~= C 'l• l(X•(( • R)( 
SO•Jll CEI IW+ 1 , JJJ l=C"'PLK(VRo<. VI o< J 
GO TO 621 
11 3 
VP l\=ll! Al COMPONENT OF HAOMQ N!C SOURCE VO LTAGE 
VRY :RE.ll (VCL) 
Vl••IMA G!NAR Y CO~PQNENT OF HARMONIC SOUR CE VOLTAGE 
Vll\ • Al'OG (VCL ) 
(Q:REAL COMPONENT OF HA A~ONIC SOURCE CURRENT 
C'l•(~P~ •R )( • V! •• •)()/ZK 
Cl•l"'AGINARv CO.,.PONENT OF HARMON IC SOURCE CURRENT 
Cl =(Vl• • RK-VRK• K)()/ZK 
SOURC E( IW•1 , JJJ)•O~PU<CCP,Cl) 
CALL MA GANG!CR,C I ,CM.CA ) 
("':HARMONIC SOURCE C ~RPENT MAGNITUDE 
CA•HAR ... ONIC SOURCE CURQENT AN GLE 
CALL MA<,ANG( VRK , VIK, VKM, V!( A) 
VKM : HAR ... ON!C SOURCE ~OL TAGE MA GNITUDE 
VWA:H ARYONIC SOURCE VOLTA GE ANGLE 
PP!NT HARMONIC SOURCE Sl. YMA RY 
WP JTEf IWT , 1001 )JF,NAME,IOPT.PHA,FUNO,CM,CA,V"M .VKA 
Jc( IW.GT . LHAPM) GO TO 1 
fF (IOP T . E ~ . ~JGO TO 8 04 
!F f ;~PT . E0 . 3)GO TO B05 
! FCI OPT.GT . Ol GO TO 30 
C ALCULATIONS FOR ADJ A ~ENT BUSES ONLY 
PR[NT HEADING FOR AOJACEN T BUS LOAOcLOW SU MMAR Y 
W" l TE (!WT, 1002 J 
J: ' FROM BUS OR · ro · BUS FLAG 
J =l 
JP=' OF FIRST ELEMENT CONNEC TED ' FR OM' HARMONIC SOURCE BUS 
JP~JPl( •.F) 
ELE "' f NT EX!STS? 
I F(J P.EQ.OlGO TO 16 
o<P=A OJACENT INTER NAL BUS ' 
l(P :JQ(J P J 
SH 'JNT ELEMENT? 
l "(oP.NE.OJGO TO 11 
VRIR:-VQK 
VI I =- VI!( 
N=O 
GO TO 15 
CALL VBUS (KP .KP. IBOP .LF.~R.V I ,CR.C l . RBUS.XBU S) 
VR(!(P)=REAL COMPONENT o• TO' BUS vOL TA GE 
VJ(!(P}:IMAG!NARY COMPONENT o~ ' TO' BUS VOLT AGE 
(All MA GANG(VR( KP) ,VJ(KP) . VYM, VA A) 
VMM='TO' BUS VOLTAGE MAG~ITUDE 
VAA:'TO' BUS VOL TA GE A NG~E 
~RR•REA L COMPONENT Qc VO LTA GE DROP 
VRR• Vl'I ( l(P) -Vql( 
Vl!:;MAG!NARY COMPONENT OF VOLT AGE CROP 
VI l =Vl ( WP)-VJ!( 
N•AOJACENT EXTERNA L BUS ' 
N= NBE(KP) 
RK.XX•ELEMENT RESISTA NC E ANO RfACTANCE 
RK:R( JP) 
)()(:)((JP) 
Z~=SOUARE OF ELEM ENT JMPfOANCE MA GNI TuO: 
ZX :R)( • RK•'ICX • xx 
CRL•REAL COMPONENT OF ELEMENT CURRENT 
C'!L•(VJ! • XX+VRP •RX)/ZX 
C!L =IM AGINAR Y COMPONENT OF ELEMENT CU RR ENT 
C!L'(V!! 0 RK-VRR • XX) / Z)( 
IF (IL P<( J <'). EQ. 0) GO TO 1 4 
r>Z=Z O(J P) 
DO•C.AM L (JD) 
J<(J . E0.2) C.O TO lZ 
JP•KP1(JP) 
GO TO 13 
11 4 
013690 
01~ 70 0 
01371 0 
0. J 7 20 
(l 1 37 1 0 





01 3 79 0 
O • "J OO 
0 1}8 1 0 
0 1 JB iQ 




0 1 3510 
0 1 J81l0 
013890 
0 13900 
0'1 31 0 
013920 
0 ' :! 930 
01 J'.'4 0 
('. 3 9 5 0 
0 1 J '.3 €, C 
0 13 ? 6 1 
C1 397 0 
0 '3980 
0 13 3"0 
0 1•0 0 0 
12 J P:~P2(JP) 
13 <I X=R(JP) 
1\)(:)( ( J D) 
Z:>'=Q'-•P••X)( • )(~ 
CPL•CPL-(V I K••X•VR• •RX) / Z)( 
CTL=CIL-(V!K 0 RX·VRK 0 XX) / ZX 
CY1 =CP L° CP L• C!L ° CIL 
1" (( "'1 . LT . 1 . E- Bl C. O TO 631 
PX•IVP• • CPL • V!K•(JL)/rMI 




CALL "'AGANG( CR L .CIL.CMM ,C AA ) 
Wl> I TE (!WT ,1 003) N,VMM . VAA. ! CT( JPl,( MM ,CA A, RX , XX 
lF(C Ml .L T . 1 . E- 8) C.0 TO 6 0 4 
k P> ( ZR - OZ)/(ZR•DZ) 
l<l• - ( MP LX(CRL, CIL) 
lPP LUS • IP / (1 .-KR) 
!QM!N=XP•JR/(~R-1.) 
BL <ABSI A!MAC.( DD )) 
WA•E=6 . 2831d53 / BL 
IF (BL .EQ . 0 . ) CALL SOUMP 
NL~"'= O 
603 ~ 0 L=l ANGLE (lRMIN)· A NC.LE(!RPLUS))/(2. • BL)•NLAM•WAVE / 2. 
l ~ ( XO L. GE. 1 , ) GO TO 604 
IFl> OL . LE . 0.) GO TO 6 05 
l"' A X•C!R/(2 . •DZ)J•((ZR+DZ)•CE~P(DD•XOL ) +(OZ-ZR) • ( EX P( -OD 0 X OL)) 
(MA~"&C AB S ( TMAX) 
CMA X A • A~ G L E(!MA)()•57.29577951 
WR!TEIIWT,1011) CMAXM , CMAXA,XOL ,WA VE 
014 0 10 c 
0141)20 c 
014030 c 
014 0 40 c 
014 050 
0 1406 0 
014 07 0 
('1408 0 
0 1 4 0 90 
0 141 00 
6 0 5 ••:..AM:NL AM + 1 
GO TO 603 
c I 4' 10 
0 14 120 
0 14130 
01 4140 
0 14 15 0 
0 14 160 
01 4 170 










c : 4190 
Q1 42QO C---








014 ; go c---
014}00 17 
01 4 310 
';ALL "' ~Gld<G (C <I L, CIL,0,1M ,CA A ) 
C"'"' =ELE"'ENT CUR RENT MAGNIT~DE 
(A A• ELEMENT CURRENT AN GLE 
SERIES 0~ SHU NT ELEMENT' 
TF(N . NE.O)GO TO 9 0 0 
'.'MM=0 . 0 
\JAA• O . 0 
PRINT SU ... MAPV FOR ELEMENT 
WR ! TE l lWT . 10 03)N,V MM ,V AA,ICT(J P),(MM. CA A, <IX.XX 
' FP OM Bu 5 OR ' TO ' BUS ' 
l~(J .E0.2lC.O TO 18 
JP•• O< NEXT EL EME NT CONNEC TE D 'FROM ' HA RMONI C SO URCE BUS 
JP&;<Pl(JP) 
E!..E \•ENT EXIS TS? 
IF(JP . NE.OlC.O TO 9 
Js2 
COM PLE TED SUMMA<IV OF AL L ELEMENTS CONNECT ED "F ROM' HARMONIC 
SOURCE BUS 
JP=- OF FIRST ELEMENT CONNEC TED ' TO ' HARMONIC SO UPCE BUS 
JPsJP 2( K~) 
ELE..,E NT EXISTS? 
!F( JP. EO .O)GO TO 1 
XP=ADJACENT INTERNAL BUS # 
l(P : I P( JP ) 
C. O TO 10 
01 4 J 20 C--- J P:• OF NEXT ELEMENT CONNECTED 'TO' HARMO NIC SOURCE BUS 
014;30 18 JPrl(P2(JC) 
115 
01-4340 c--- ELE .. ENT E•ISTS? 
014 35 0 




0144 0 0 
IF( J P . Nf . 0)G0 TO 17 
GO TO 1 
C--- CA LCUL ATI ONS FOR ALL BUSES 
C--- (A LCUL 4T IO NS FOR SUS VOLTA GES 
30 N80 UM=>16S 
JD U"' = 1 
0144 10 
0 14420 c-- -
01'l430 c- - -
CALL VBU5 ( J OU .. . N80 UM, 180 R , LF. VR ,Vl, CR, C!,R8U5.XB US) 
VR•PEAL COMPONE NT OF SUS VO LTAGE 









PRINT HEA DING FOR ALL BUS LOADFL OW SUMMA RY 
WRITE ( !WT. 100 4) 
014490 
0145 00 c---
00 50 J:l . N8 H 
J=E•TEP NAL BUS , 
l(P:lNY[ RNAl BUS , 
KP:•i 8 (J) 
BU5 EXIST S? 
0 ,.5 1 0 
01"5 :<0 
JF(~P . ~ O.OI GO TO 5 0 
0 ' 45 30 c---
0145" 0 c---
014 55 0 c---
(All MA GANG( VR( KP),Vl(KP) .VVM, VVA) 
VVM = B U~ VOL TAGE MAGNITUDE 
VVA=B US VOLTAGE AN GLE 
P~!NT BUS VOLT AGE 5 UMMAP V 
0 1 4 S":O 
0 145 61 
0 • 45 70 
01 4571 
01•57 2 





WRITE ( lWT . 10 05)J, VV M, VV A 
IF(!w . EO . I ) GO TO 20 
VMS0(J) •VM5Q( J)• VVM 0 VV M 
GO TO ~5 
20 VVMl ( J)=VVMl(J)+VVM 
25 CO >H I NUE 
c---
WR l TE ( I wT, l 0 1 2) J. VMSO ( J ) . VVM l ( J ) 




JP:# OF FIRST ELEMENT CONNECTED ' FRO M' THE BUS 
JD: J Pl (l(P) 
0146 1 0 
01464 0 
0 1465 0 
01 "6 5 0 
014561 
014 56 2 
014E '5l 
014 66 4 
014570 
0145 8 0 
014690 
014 70 0 
0 147 10 
0 1471 1 
01 4 7 ]0 
0 14 7 30 
0 14 7 )1 
0 1474 0 
0147 50 
014 76 0 
014 770 
0 I .C78') 
0147<!0 




014 8 2 2 











JF(J P. fQ . O)GO TO 39 
l(Q:JNTERNAL "TO ' BUS , 
1(0=!0( J P) 
RSH=O . C 
XSH=O. O 
RSE= O. C 
XSE=0 . 0 
SHUNT ELE"4ENT7 
!F(KQ . NE . OJGO TO 37 
VRR•0.0 
Vll= O. O 
N=O 
FLAG=O 
GO TO 38 
C--- VRR=REAL COMPONENT OF ADJACENT BUS VO LTA GE 







Vll•l .. AGINARV COMP ON ENT OF AD J ACENT BUS VOLTAGE 
VI! =V ! ( 1<0 1 
N=AOJA(ENT EXTERNAL BUS I 
NsN8E ( KQ) 
VRRsREAl COMPONENT OF VOLTAGE DROP 
VQRsVR(l(P ) - VRR 
Vll•IMAGJNARV COMPONENT OF VOLTAGE DR OP 
VIl=Vl (l(P)-VI I 
c------------------ -------------------------------------------------
IF (FLAG . GT.0) GO TO 26 
C-------RSH, KSH ARE SHUNT ELEMENT RESISTANCE AN O REACTANCE 
RSH:R(JP) 
XSH:X(JP ) 
GO TO 27 
C-------RSE,XSE ARE SERIES ELEM ENT RE S I STANCE ANO REACTANCE 
116 
01'828 
0 • 4'!;'9 
0•48 10 
0 14!!31 







0 149 10 
014920 
0•4930 
0149 4 0 
014950 
Q149t;O 









0 1 50 <1 0 
c •s oso 
015060 
·J• s o ~ o 
?•=iO AO 
C'5 0 90 
015•00 
26 i> Sf-'11 J r J 
>".f•)((J P) 
(--- ---- ----- --- ---- ------ ------- --- ---------------------------------
(--- RK,• • • ! LE" EN T RE S ISfAN CE AND ~ EA C TAN C E 
27 R•:D (JPJ 
>\.< =)(I JP) 
C--- ZK•SOU AQE QF ELE~ENT IM PED AN CE MAGNIT UDE 
Z .'( -.: Q)(•R••"lllt• )I.> 
( - -- ( DL =qE A ~ CQ ¥P ON ENT OF ELE MENT CURRENT 
CR L•( \• !l • •••V~R •o ><), Z.)( 
C--- CIL• IMA G! NAR< COMPONEN T OF ELEMENT CURRENT 
C!L• ( V!I•o•-VPQ •~ )()/ ZX 
!F(lLIN(J» ). EQ .0) GO TO 4 2 
OZ =ZO(JP) 
OO•G &¥L ( J P ) 
JF(•.EQ .21 GO TO J• 
JP:•Pl(J P J 
GO TO :i ~ 
31 JP • •P2 ( J " ) 
32 OV:o(JP) 
;o .:)( (.JP) 
Z X:.:::~IC • Q:-" •~, ;• )( ). 
P SM• R (J P) 
.Jl'';i..t:~IJD) 
~ol =CR~·( Vl (KP)•,~· ~ D ("nl • RX)/ZV 
C ! L=CIL-( V l(KPl •o x- . o( ~PJ •XK )/ ZK 
CM2• CDL • CRL•CIL" C IL 
IF IC "'2.~ T . 1. E-BJGO TO 630 
RX = ( V R(KPJ•C PL • V l(~~)• CJ L)/ C M2 
XX=(Vl(KP)• (PL - VR ( KP) ° C!L )/C M2 
zo=- CMPLXf ox . xl\) 
630 RY.: RE ALIDZ) 
>'•=AIMAGl OZ) 
0 15 I I :J 
0151~0 
0 151 3 0 




0 15 1 E<'.l 
0•51~0 






0 1524 0 c 
015 ~50 c 
01S :'EO C 
0 15270 c 
0 1528 0 
0 1529 0 
015300 
0 15 3 10 
0153:'0 
0 15330 












0 •5 390 c---
0154 CO 
0 15-'110 C·--
0• 54~0 39 
0 15.43 0 c---
CAL L MAGA NG(C DL . CIL , C( M, (( A) 
WPITE(IW T. 10061 N.!C T( JP) , CC M,CC A,RSH , XSH,RSE , XSE 
IC ( CM2 . LT. 1 . E - B JGO TO 601 
KP=( ZR- 0!) / fZD • DZ ) 
j o:-CMP~X( CR L.(i LJ 
lP PLU S='.P /( I . -• ~) 
IP~TN:~ Q• J O ! (~Q-1 . 
8 Lc A8 5f Ai~ AGf00J) 
W& VE=6.2831853/BL 
NLAAl: Q 
• O L=(ANGLE(lC"'lNl-• NGLE flP P~US)) l (2."BLJ•NLAM•WA V E / Z . 
t •1KOL.GE. 1 . ) GO TO fOl 
IF( ~ OL. LE .O. J GO TO 602 
lMAX•(lR / (2 . • oz1J •( (Z ~- DZ) • C E X P(OD•XOL ) •(OZ- Zo)•CEXP(-OO• XOL)) 
CMA XW= CA9S l !MA•I 
C ¥A )( & :A NGLE(IMA~l·~1.zo57~9s1 
w<n TE(l l!IT, 10 10) CMA X,.., ( 'A AX.l\.XOL. WAVE 
NLA"' • NLAM+l 
GO TO 600 
CALL MAGANG ( CoL,CIL.CCV.CCA) 
CCM•ELEMENT CURRE NT MAGNITUDE 
cc•=ELEMENT CURRENT ANG LE 
PPI NT SUMMARY FOR ELEM ENT 
~RITE(IWT,1 006) N.! C T(JP1 .CCM ,CCA .PSH,XSH . PSE,XSE 
'FR OM' 9US QC " TO ' e u s~ 
lF(K.EO .Z lGQ TO 4 1 
JP: 1 Q F NE XT ELEMENT CONNECTED ' FROM ' THE BUS 
JP=•P 1 (JP) 
ELEM E"lT EXIST S? 
!F (JP.NE.OJGO TO JS 
COMPLE TED SUMMA PV OF AL L ELEMENTS CON NECTED 'FROM ' THE BUS 







0155 0 0 
015 5 10 
0 '.5520 
C'' 55 ) 0 
0 '. ';5 '1il 
r • 55 c; o 
0' 556 0 
0 15 5 70 
0• 55 80 
0 1559() 
0 1560 0 
0156 10 
0'5 6 20 
0 15 5 30 
01564 0 
0 '.5 6 5 0 
0 15f 60 
0 15 67 0 
0 1 5 E'l 0 
C1 569 0 
0'57 00 
0 ' 5 7 '0 
c 1 57 ::''1 
0 ' 57 J0 
0 ' 5 74 0 
0·5~sD 
0 I S'7 f0 
0• 5770 
0 1 5781) 
Q'.5790 










0159 0 0 
015910 











0 1 6030 
0 1 6040 




0 ! 6090 
117 
JPsJD2(MP } 
C--- ELEMENT EXI>TS' 
JF(JP EO . OlGO TO 50 
C--- ~O=• O J• ' ENT INTERNAL ' FP O~ ' BUS M 
40 • O=fD (J r'I 
t;O TO 1 f 
c- - - JP•• O F NE> T ~ L E M ENT CONNECTED " TO " THE BUS 
4 1 JC>:o::M: P ;l .,iD) 






! ~( J P . NE .0)G0 TO 4 0 
Gn T ~1 1 
( AL('J LATf ONS FOil C O"'~IN ED ( 0 '1 \ 'EQTER ACTION 
CON•' EQTE R VOLTA GE S ANO ( J RREN TS 
J JJ_1:, 
F I RS T ODTION 7 
fC ( JJJ . NE . OlGO TO 801 
EE • 4-EE2 V=TEMDORARV STORAGE LOCATIONS FOR INPUT DATA 
EE14:JF 
E~• 5:NAVE 
!:E•6 = JOPT 
S00 RCE ( 2.1)•FUNO 
J JJ•J JJ+1 
GO TO 1 
!:H)l EE 17:JF 
!'!''8•NA"1E 









E~ :: e ~o~t. 
50 U D~ E l 2 . 2J=F U N O 
J JJ • O 
'°"A'.4 ~: !:E" , ~ 
: O::> T-= ~E 16 
C> t"A •O.O 
GD TO 7'J 5 
LF 1 • L F 
CR I :CR 
CI 1 =CI 
J~=E£17 
NA"4E•EE 18 
IO::>T : EE 19 
P'"'• =EE 20 
GO TO 705 
8 US VOLTAGES ANO CURRENTS 
N8D >.; '.'• .. E!S 
JO Uhl• : 
CALL W8 U ~(J0Uhl,NBOUM , 180R,LF1.SVR,SVl.CR1 . CI1 . RBUS , X8USJ 
CA LL ~BU5 ( J DU "' . N90UM,!BOR.LF,VR , Vl .CR.Cl.RBUS . XBUS) 
W"ITEI !WT, 10 C4) 
CD"'BINEO HAR"40Nl( SOUR CE ANALYSIS USES SIMILAR PROCEDURE 
TO ~INGLE HARMONIC SOURCE 
DO 850 J=1.NB"' 
'"'•NB ( J ) 
IF(KP , EO.O)GO TO 650 
TVR =VR(KP)•SVR ( KP) 
TV!rVJ(KPJ+SV!(KP) 
CALL MAGANGIT VR,TVl,VVM,VVA) 
WRITE(IWT.1005JJ , VVM,VVA 
I(: 1 
JP.,JP 1 (KP) 
IF(JP.EO.OlGO TO 8 3 9 
KO=lO(JPJ 
IF(KO . ~E.OlGD TO B~7 
VRR:0 . 0 





01 6 130 









c 1(· . 30 
0 1,:; ~. 'J 
c1E2SO 
016-'60 

















































GO TO 1!18 
837 V~R•V R(~Ql•S V R (KQ) 
VI I • v I I 11:0 l • SV I I KO) 
N: NBE ( • 0) 
638 V"P •TVR-V RR 
Vll•T •Jl -Vll 





!•IJLIN (JP).E0.0) GO TO 8Jl 
Di=Z'J( JD) 
OD•G A.M '... I.»• ) 
I•!K.EO. < GO TO 632 
.... 1P: ..- D' ( ; .,. J 
GIJ TrJ r,. 3 
612 JP••<'l!JD) 
6 33 R•.•R( .J:>) 
)'W~ I' {JO) 
Z•-cO)t•~)(·)(>.•)() 
C~L=C " L•(T.t • xK •T VR •RX )/ZX 
C!L=CIL - ( Tvl •" X-TVR " XX)/ZX 
CY2•(RL" C" L•CIL ° CIL 
J<iC.,.: .L T .1. E-8) GO TO 632 
R~ =I T 1 D• ("L •T V! " Cll)/CM2 
XA• (T V! " CRL- T ~D • (! L) / (M2 
ZR• -( MDLX(RX,XX) 
6 32 <>J<•REA. L f O~) 
X!<=Al"4AGPJZ) 
C•L~ ¥AGAN G(CRL.CIL.(C M,((A) 
118 
W'<!TEI rwT. 100~) N,!CT(JD) , CCM,CCA,RX,XX 
J<( CM2.LT. 1.E-61 GO TO 607 
I<"•• Z'l-0~) I ( Zl<+OZ) 
IP=-C¥DLX(CPL .CI LJ 
JQ<"ltJS=IR / ( 1. -Kl<) 
!P"' ! ~=•<>• !Q/(K"-1 .) 
9~=•65 ' A l MA GIDOJI 
WA , E •E. 28]1~53 / BL 
~LA'.' ::(1 
606 XOL=l •~GLE(!R~!N)- A NGL E(lR PLL S ) )/ {2. •BL l • NL AM"WA V E /2. 
!F()<OL.GE. 1.) GO TO 6()7 
t • (XOL.LE.0. I GO TO 606 
!¥A•=I J Q/(2 . • 0Z)l "( (Z R•OZ)•CEXP(OO• xoLJ•(OZ-ZR) •CEXP (- OD•XOL)) 
C~A, M=CABS(l"'AX) 
( MAAA.:A ~GLEllMA•)• 57.29577~51 
WC! TE( !W T .1010) CMAKM.CMAXA.XOL.WAVE 
6 0 8 NLA ... :NL AM •l 
GO TO !:OE 
8 3'. CALL MA GANG(CRL,C ll.CCM , ((A ) 
wi:n T E( I WT . 100E;)N, JCT( J P ) .CCM. CC.t..RX.XX 
6 07 J<l • . E0.2 lGO TO 6 41 
JP :~C:'(JP) 
JF (JD.N E . O)GO TO 635 
839 1(~2 
J P~ J CZ(KP) 
! F ( JP . EO . O)GO TO 650 
84 0 KQ:!P( J P) 
GO TO 636 
841 J D:KC2( J<') 
J F ( JP.NE.O)GO TO 840 
850 Cl"H!N UE 
RET UQN l 
90 WR!TE!!WT,1007) J F 




0167 8 0 
01 6 7 9 0 
Q16B OO 
f' ' " B 1(1 




D~T Ul:H-4 2 
1000 "0'1 ... &T(l4 , A7 ,l1 . :1F10 . 2) 
100 1 • Ol:! ... AT(' O••• CONv ERTEQ AT BUS ',l4.3X.A7.3X,'•••·.sx. · 10PT. · . 
1 !2,SJ< , ' ::>HA = ,F10.2,'FUN0 = ',2F10.2/'0HAl:!M 0 NIC CUPRE"'T • ' 
2 • :0. 4 ,' "'AG ', F10 . 2,' ANG ',1 0>(,' HARM ONIC VOLTAGE•', 
3 "1 0. 4 ,' IH G ',Fl0.2,' ANG') 
1002 <(HIMAT( ·o · , 11X , ' ADJ ACE NT ADJACENT B1J $ VOL TAGE CIRCUIT CUR 
! RENT T'l WAR D CO•NEll TEll ', 6i<,'LINE !MDfDAN CE ' /1 4 X,' BUS ', 9X, ' M<l\G ',81\, 
2 ' &'1G ',~><,' N UMBE<l ' ,71(,' MAG ', B)( ,' ANG ', 12.o< ,' R',12X. 'X ' ) 
016!!50 c 




3'--- --- -- -- ------ -------- - --- -- -- ---- - ------- ' /6JX, 
4 ' YAX CUl:!<>EN T F LOW ' ,EX, ' LO ClTI O"' WA VELE.NG TH ' ) 
1003 • ')OYA T C 1 4 X , I 4. SX , F 1 0 . 4 . 1 X. • 1 0 . 2, 7 X, I 2, 6x, F 1 0 . 4 , 1 X , F 1 0 . 2, SX. F 1 0. 4 , 3 
l )(. = 1 0. 4 ) 
1004 "0"MAT I 0 '. 8>' ,'F ROM', 9X ,'B US VOLTAGE ', 11 X ,' TO', Sx ,'Cl RCU I T ', 5~, 
1 · TE"" CU'll>E NT • LOW' , 1 2X. 'SHL!NT ELE ME NT ' . J x, ' SER l ES ELEMENT ' tR•. n, i:q ..... .., 
0 I l; -l lfl 2' '3 J 5'. 71' , . ... AG', BX , ' ANG ' ,9)( , 'BUS NUMBER ' ,7 X , ' MAG '. B>< . 
0 •691. 
0• 6920 c 
01693 0 c 
J ' A"'t. ',\21',' P ' ,12~,'X',12X,'R',12X,'X I 
JE S•. ·------ -------- --- · .ex.·--------- -------- --- ' /66x, 




0 16 970 
016990 
QliS?:l'."' 
0 1 7000 
0'70 10 
01 ~0~ 0 
0 17031) 








01 "7 1 20 
0 1713 0 
0" 1 40 
0 17150 
1005 F l) QMAT( o · ,9X . l4,3X . "10 . 4 , 1X , F10. 2) 
1OC6 FO<lMA T ( 4 2 X, I 4 , 5x, I 2. 6> .. F 10 . 4, 1 )",, F 1 0. 2, 2 ( 2 X. F 1 1 . 2) , 2 ( 2 )(. F 1 1 . 6 ) ) 
1007 FOR MAT ( ' O••• CON VERTER BUS · ,15, ' IS NOT IN THE SYSTEM ' /) 
1008 F OR .,.AT( · o••• UN EXPE CTED END OF CONVERTER BUS DATA ' ) 
10 09 F ORM AT( ·o•••O NLV FO UR CONVERTER OPTIONS (A N BE USED FOi:! ONE ZBus ·) 
r·r10 FORM AT f 62X . F10 . 4 . 1X , F10.2.5 X, F10.4,J x,F 10 . 2) 
( 10 11 • ORMAT(57X,F>0 . 4,1X , F10 .2, 5X . F10.4,3X,F10 . 2) 






SU9RO UTINE VBUS(J1 , J2, IB OR,LF , VR, VI,CR,Cl,RBUS,XBUS) 
CAL CUL ATE HARM ONI C BUS ~OL TAGES 
CALLED <O OM HARM! 
!MO ~!C! T ! NTE GEP 0 4(1-N) 
!NTEGE R•4 NBH,NBS,NBX,MS,MBUS 
COMMON / KB /NB H , NBS,NB X, MS,N LR 
COUMON t•.Z/M BUS 
D I MENSION 130RCNBS),VR(NBS),Vl(N9S) , RBUS(MBUS),XBUS(M8US) 
0030J=J1 ,.J 2 
..!=INTERNA L BUS • ' S 
!= BUS OROEI:! NUMBER 
I= l 8 0 1:! ( J 1 
1 F ( 1. LT . LF) GO TO 10 
0'71EO C--- LL=INDEX TQ IMPEDANCE BETWEEN BUSES 
()• 7 170 LL =L ••( J •( J- 1) )/2 
0111eo GO TO 20 
01 7 190 '0 L~=l•fLF " (L F-1)) / 2 
0 1 7 2 CO ~ --- •R=O EAL. COMPON ENT OF BUS VOL TAGE 
0• 7~ 1C 20 VR (Jl•CR • RB US(LLl -CI•xBuS (LL I 
017~20 C- - - vl = '. YA GINARY COMD O"'E"'T OF BUS VOLTAGE 
0172J O Vl(J)•(R • xsuS( LL)•CI•RB US( LLI 
01724 0 3 0 CON T ! NL E 
017250 RETURN 
0 172 EO END 
017,70 SUBROUTINE MAGANG(REAL,A ! MAG,AMAG.ANG ) 
0172BO C--- CAL CUL ATE MAGNITUDE & ANG LE FR OM REAL & !MAG COMPONENTS 
017290 C--- CA LLED F POM HARM! 
0173 0 0 A"A G2 &R EAL 0 REA L•A!MAG•AIMAG 
017 )10 AMAG: SQ RT ( AMAG2 ) 
0 17320 AN G=O . 
0 17 3 30 IF(REAL . E0 .0 . . AND , A!MAG . EQ . O . ) GO TO 10 
017)40 ANG: ATA N2(Al MA G , QEAL) 
017350 10 ANG=ANG 0 57 .295 7795 1 
0 17J EO PETUl:! N 
01 7370 ENO 
0 1739 0 F UNCTION ANG LE(COMPLX) 
C1'390 CO ... PLEX •a cO MPL)( 




0 17 4<lQ 
0 17450 













BzA !MAG( COMPUI) 
ANGLE20. 
120 




SUBROllT 1'lE FFTCC 
WR 1TE \ Ii.1000) 
1000FO'lVAT ( 1>--.132(1'1•)/62HOTHIS I S A DUMMY FFTCC ROUTINE TO SATISFY E 
ll\TE'lNAL 'lEFERENCES .11 H0 . 132(1H•) / 1HC ) 
PE TURN 
ENO 
SUB'lOUT I NE GRAP!< 
wqITE l 6, lCGOl 
1000FO'l MAT( 1 ... - . 13~( 1H•) / 62HOTH!S JS A DUMMY GRAPH ROUTINE TO SATISFY E 
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E. TI - 59 PROGRAM LISTINGS 
152 
TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
CALCULATES NEW IMPEDANCE VALUE 
Where: 
Button A is pressed to enter the old impedance value 
Button B is pressed to enter the old voltage base 
Button c is pressed to enter the old voltampere base 
Button B' is pressed to enter the new voltage base 
Button C' is pressed to enter the new voltampere base 
and then: 
Button E is pressed to calculate the new impedance 
i_ _: ..:. ~- : ~ D 
01:2 42 =ro 0 ·3 _ 5 
C1 :3 '3 ~ ·3 f.= != L 
c 16 l ·:: c :] 4Ci CIJ C!3 
O_i. :.: f! 045 ~2 _ r·(/ 
o::::. 4~R :_ ! c J.:+E 5 ( E.. i~G 














TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 











is pressed to enter the old voltarnpere base 
is pressed to enter RRl in % in the old base 
is pressed to enter XXl in % in the old base 
is pressed to enter the magnetizing current in 
% at 100% voltage 
is pressed to enter the no load losses in watts 
at 100 % voltage 
is pressed to enter new voltarnpere base 
is pressed to calculate RRl 
is pressed to calculate XXl 
is pressed to calculate XCl 




:.: .: t.. : 
- - i" -






















'-· t:• L 
- T:-1 
- i LJ 
! ;';. r:: :_. c: ~ 








TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
CALCULATES TRANSFORMER DATA VALUES 
Ci44 :~ i F: . ...-'.:; 









• _: ._: I - •: 
55 
43 ~: ! ' 
·~ : 
Ci 5 13 :3 1 F:'. . ...- '.:; 
Ct E= Cl !" t: l_ E~ L 
1 4 IJ 
cit,2 i_; l. .i 
!Jf,::.: uu Ci 
ct,~· cc~ o 
,-1 -;r :- : t::' .- ·, u ;' i_i ._: ._:: 
(Continued) 
i- i 7-:i 




Ci ~:; 3 2 2 I f·1 \=' 
C! ;:: 4 5 7 E' f ~ G 
C1~::5 :31 F . ...-::; 











i 1 ·1 







.-, ·-i 1 ! I! I 
a::.:::. j !'i '·· 
155 
TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
MATRIX PROGRAM 
Multiplies two 3 X 3 complex matrices [A] and [B] together 
= 
and stores the new complex matrix [C] where complex matrix [A] 
was located. Complex matrix [B] is left undisturbed. 
For computation, this program uses: 
Storage Locations 00 through 37 
Storage Locations 40 through 51 
Also the following labels are used: 
A, B, C, A', B', C', D', ln X, 
Sin, Cos, tan, and log X. 
156 
TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
MATRIX PROGRAM 
(Continued) 
Whe r e : 
Complex Matrix [A ] is stored in storage locations 00 
through 17 by entering them directly to the storage 
locations. 
Enter real part of all in storage location 00. 
Enter imaginary part of all in storage l ocation 01. 
Enter real part of al2 in storage locat i on 02. 
En ter imaginary part of al2 in storage location 03. 
Enter real part of al3 in storage location 04. 
Ente r imaginary part of al3 in storage location 05. 
Ente r real part of a21 in storage location 06. 
Enter imaginary part of a21 in storage location 07. 
Enter real part of a22 in storage location 08. 
Enter imaginary part of a22 in storage location 09. 
Enter real part of a23 in storage location 10. 
Enter imaginary part of a23 in storage location 11. 
Enter real part of a31 in storage location 12. 
Enter imaginary part of a31 in storage location 13. 
Enter real part of a32 in storage location 14. 
Enter imaginary part of a32 in storage location 15. 
Enter real part of 
157 
TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
MATRIX PROGRAM 
(Continued) 
in storage location 








Complex Matrix [B) is stored in storage locations 20 
through 37 by entering them directly to the storage 
locations. 
Enter real part of bll in storage location 20. 
Enter imaginary part of bll in storage location 21. 
Enter real part of bl2 in storage location 22. 
Enter imaginary part of bl2 in storage location 23. 
Enter real part of bl3 in storage location 24. 
Enter imaginary part of bl3 in storage location 25. 
Enter real part of b21 in storage location 26. 
Enter imaginary part of b21 in storage location 27. 
Enter real part of b22 in storage location 28. 
Enter imaginary part of b22 in storage location 29. 
Enter real part of b23 in storage location 30. 
Enter imaginary part of b23 in storage location 31. 
Enter real part of b31 in storage location 32. 
Enter imaginary part of b31 in storage location 33. 
Enter real part of b32 in storage location 34. 
Enter imaginary part of b32 in storage location 35. 
159 
TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
MATRIX PROGRAM 
(Continued) 
Enter real part of in storage location 36. 
Enter imaginary part of in storage location 37. 
and then: 
Button E is pressed to calculate [A] X [B] [C], which 
takes approximately 3 minutes. 
160 




Complex Ma trix [ c] is found stored in storage locations 
00 through 17, where the previous Complex Matrix [A] 
was located. Then: 
Pressing RCL 00 displays the real part of c11· 
Pressing RCL 01 displays the imaginary part of c11· 
Pressing RCL 02 displays the real part of c12· 
Pressing RCL 03 displays the imaginary part of c12· 
Pressing RCL 04 displays the real part of C13· 
Pressing RCL 05 displays the imaginary part of c1r 
Pressing RCL 06 displays the real part of c21· 
Pressing RCL 07 displays the imaginary part of c21· 
Pressing RCL 08 displays the real part of c22· 
Pressing RCL 09 displays the imaginary part of c22· 
Pressing RCL 10 displays the real part of C23· 
Pressing RCL 11 displays the imaginary part of C23· 
Pressing RCL 12 displays the real part of C31· 
Pressing RCL 13 displays the imaginary part of C31· 
Pressing RCL 14 displays the real part of C32· 
161 
TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
MA'rRIX PROGRAM 
(Continued) 
Pressing RCL 15 displays the imaginary part of c32 
Pressing RCL 16 displays the real part of c33 
Pressing RCL 17 displays the imaginary part of c33 
,-: -! -! 
:_,.:.. ..: 
.-, .-; 
... )~ .... 
·:: ·::1 '·. ~ -:-
:" . ~ i 
Ci 1 :; 12 E; 
01 t 1 4:3 F'.CL 
u l =- Ci 4 i-1 ~r 
Ci l F :3 2 ::·:: ~ T 
J 1 1~1 ~-:3 F:C:L 
1-1 .-, ~ 
u:::.1 
Ci22 
CI25 ( l ::;E:F: 
Ci 2 f: :~: ~:: '.:; I t·~ 
i:i27 4:~; F:CL 
C129 ~.·::· ::;T[l 
Ci3Ci OCi CiCi 
o·:; 1 4:~: F'.CL 
: i'-1 __ :
,_r._1 ::.,.. 1 ·::J .i. •·• 
u:3·:: ::;.~'. '.::~o 
0 .:.:~ Ci i C1 l 
044 02 02 
0 5 Ci ·:: ··:~ L. f ·~ ::·:: 
051 ~ 1 .::;E:F.~ 
C152 2~:: L.DC~ 
053 71 :::t:f? 
C 5 4 :~: Ct T A t·~ 
061 42 ::TO 
.-,.-1 '·-' .!'- T 
• .:::::. 1:: •J ! 
C6t= 4:3 F.CL 
C! ;::, :::: 7 1 ::; E: F: 
Cit,'? i 1 A 
162 
TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
MATRIX PROGRAM 
,-, -:* .-, 
U: ::::_ 
4 ~~ F:C:L. 
076 i ·:1 :1 .l. L- t:1 
C!77 4:3 F:C:L. 
c 7~:; 10 1 c 
079 .-,.-, '·' ,. :· ... :: i::. : l -: l 
Ci;:~ 5 2 :~~ L. f·~ ;:..; 
Cl ~=~ c. : .:. ::; E~ f'. 













.-·= ·-: i r.1 ':·:' 
i::. . .:J '-• 1 I : I 
,-·:1r1 ( l .:1 [) r:. 
2B L.DG 
:39 c:o::; 
.-i ·-: t:11-·1 








19 1 13 
42 '.:;TD 
·::= ·-.:~ 1 1 1 1 
":= ·:1 
._:~ :'': ~ : 
~-· 
:32 14 14 
·:· =: -! c:- .: i::::-




















- ~ :i 
.i t .... 
1:: 2 
.... t: : 
1 r_:, ~ 
1 1=l 
• 
- ! l 
l ! :..:. 
i ( 4 
' .-
1. ! t : 







.i. : ;. i 
1 9 1 
i -l --1 
l ::: .:::. 
163 
TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
MATRIX PROGFAM 
·-1 r: I- j :.: r- :_ L. 
1 :3 j_ 9 
42 : TD 
C~ 3 L. r·~ :::: 
:-·:1r1 :'° l .:: C: r: 
- 1-: I r'l .-
::... C L.L!i~ 
1 :: t: F.'. 
42 : l u 
15 15 
1 ::· E F:'. 





:31 F'. '.:; 
t, L. E:L 
l 1 ,-, n 
22 I r·; ':1 
:-::- F' F' 










·-: .-, ;: 
::::..::.. l - .-, .-, 
'--~.::. 
.-,.-,., ;;:.:::. ,:; 






,-1 - -I 
::::. :::. =· 
22:3 
230 
4 . . · q. 
·: ·:1 '·· '": 
- :....... i .. ; l 
42 1: TO 
4·3 4·3 
42 ·: ! 0 
42 :: TO 
.i ?::' .·"! ~ 




5 0 ::• C! 
'3.::'. F:H~ 
1 E: Fl E 
: ·::· I t·~ \=' 




.-, .-, -:• 






TI- 5 9 PROGRAM LISTING 
MATRIX PROGRAM 
'· ' r -;-.... :1 ~ 
""":' -! ,-. :1 !1 
{ l .:: [) ;-=:. 
(Continued) 




.-, C" C" 








· -1 .· ~ ~ 
:::.t:=·-' 
266 
.-l •• - -:-
::: C: :" 
.-, .. - 1-: 
:::.c1::= 
.-, -:- :-1 
~: ( u 
··::7-! 
..__ l ..i. 
272 
.-, -;i .-, 




: ; ! i. ( c· 
.-,.·-. '..·' !-- -r· 
.. )::.::: ;':.; : 
i:i2 42 
~. :~: F'.CL 
42 42'. 
.-! .- , :.:-·i 
~ . .:1 r .i_.L.. 
·:: -:i C= . .-i::i 
·-1 : i " i". 
2 2 I t·~ ':/ 
37 F· ..... p 
.-! i::- .. ~ ~ ._! ;:.;.:i 
.-,.-, '· ·' ": . .:1::::.. : . -; 
49 F~PD 
'' ::+::+ ::+~ 
·-: .-, I ' ~ "":"" 
. .:l:::. :\ ~ i 
276 
277 
.-, ,-, .-. 
::::..:::i::. 












._: ,_, _ .. 
·:: ~ !-l 
·-'...:, :_s 
311 
.-, ~ ·-1 . .:1 l :.:::. 
.-, -! .-, 




'i' ._! l; ·-' 
:~:7 F' ··F: 
19 11 ! 
44 :::ur,·i 
1 '? 19 
·-1 ·-1 •• 
. ,):::., : ': -: 1 
1 :~ i ·-: 
:~ ·::· FTf·1 
20 2Ci 
·-:·-, • • . ' t- T 
.:.: ::: , .. ! -i ~ 
16 f! ! 
4:3 F'.CL 
26 
·: •·:1 '·.-' t- T 
._1 ;:._ (': ": I 
43 F::C:L 
1 7 E: ' 
J2 ':.; -~ T 
43 F.:CL 
165 
TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
MATRI X PROGRAM 
(Cont i nued ) 
3 2 5 ·~: -~: ·:-.:z ·::: 
326 :32 ::-.: ~ .. -r 
327 ~-:~: F.'. CL. 
.-, .-, -: 
. .::._"'._: J 
-:>-: ::· [) [:1 
:' .i ·-· :_:: ·. 
:~; 4 :~~ ~ ~ '.:; E~ F'. 
:344 1 ~:: c· !! 
345 192 F:Tt·~ 
! r-1 ! ( t ; L.C:L 
34 7 :3C! TAt-~ 
349 24 24 
::-:~51 43 F'.C:L 
:352 25 25 
35:~: 7 l ~::: t:F'. 
354 
35:; s+J F::C:L. 
::: 5 C: :~: D 3 C 
·:: ·-) 
·-' ::_ ' - .. 
·-: :-1 : !"""! :-· 
~ ::1 L. LJ !_:; 
... . -
~ ::: ~ :-. 
42 
·- : ,-, -:0 .-: --1 r-1 ,- . ! 
. .:: •: • :" '-i' -:..i r:. :_. L 
::-:~ ;:~ ~=; ::1 l :i 1 
3 ~:: 9 4 2 ::: TD 
166 
TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
CALCULATES STAR TO DELTA TRANSFORMATION 
Where: 
and 
Button A' is pressed 
Button B' is pressed 
Button C' is pressed 
then: 
Button A is pressed 
Button B is pressed 
Button c 
--; :-: ;-~ 









I ::! .. 
: C= L. Ci L.. 
Ci 1 2 ;::~ C~ :: , T 0 
c 13 i- i·:-.:: 02'. 
to enter ZH 
to enter Zx 
to enter Zy 
to calculate ZHX 
to calculate ZHY 
to calculate ZHY 
~=! :3 2 ·3 : F ·· :=; 
==1 :~~ :~: ( t: ~ i=-: ! 
040 55 
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TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
CALCULATES STAR TO DELTA TRANSFORMATION 
- - i 
_i _! .!. f L E:L 
o _,2 13 c 
ci:::is 
C15t::: 
DE15 4 ·:: F'.C l_ 
OC t: !JC Cl =i 
(Continued) 
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line to line voltage base 
3-phase voltarnpere base 
capacitance single phase 
x c 1-phase 
x c 1-phase 
x c 1-phase 
impedance 
02Ci 
=-: ··:1 ~ 
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TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
CALCULATES CAPACITIVE ELEMENT REACTANCE 
.··. 
4 ·~: r-· '-·· L 
l_' -
= 
~:13;::· 57' E.f·1Ci 
Ci :~; :::: 1:.1 1 F' ..... ::; 
c14:; ._:._! 7 
:-;.:.tr:- 4:~! F--'.C L 
052 76 L.EL. 
c~st. 
C!57' c:- !:'." ._i ._I 
c15::: 4:3 F:CL 
C!5 1? Ci2 Ci2 
061 22 I f·~ 1/ 
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1 c1::.j 





111 '35 = 
i 1 2 2 2 I t·f :/ 
1 1 3 ::; 7 E:f ·~ G 
1 1 :::':. 13 1 F'. . ...- ~:; 
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TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
CALCULATES INDUCTIVE ELEMENT REACTANCE 
Where: 
Button A' is pressed to 
Button B' is pressed to 
Button A is pressed to 
Button B is pressed to 
then: 
Button c is pressed to 
Button D is pressed to 
Button E' is pressed to 
Button D' is pressed to 
Button E is pressed t o 
• 
; ; : :-! .· :.... ;__, C: ~-












line to line voltage base 
3-phase voltarnpere base 
inductance single 
XL in ohms 
1-phase 
XL in per 
1-phase 
XL in % 
1-phase 
impedance base 
CJ 1 7 i:."L -~i .:-1 j t_j 
C 1 ::~ n ·:: Ci ::; 




: l .~= i-· 
?'E: L.C~L. 





TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
CALCULATES INDUCTIVE ELEMENT REACTANCE 
,P·, .-·. ·:: 
!_!.:...-;.... c: ! i. 
=-:::: ·:: 
:_: ._· ...... 
Cl54 4::; F'.CL 
C! ~~~ 5 C C 0 Ci 
Ci57 ._: ._: 
: -1 .- i ·:1 ·:: ..., L.1! I 








. _i .::,: 
i::-c:-
._i ._i 
65 · ... · 
11 c1 cio c~ 
! 1 i :~5 = 
! ·:a 2 2 I H \,I 
1 ::~ s 7 E. r -~ c; 
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TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
CALCULATES PER UNIT VOLTAGE OR CURRENT PROGRAM INPUT VALUES 
FROM HARMONIC MEASUREMENTS GIVEN IN DECIBELS 
Where: 
Button A is pressed to enter decibel value 
Button B is pressed to enter per unit v2 
and then: 
Button E is pressed to obtain per unit value 
Formula used is: 
where: 




C Ci :: 4 2 '.:; T D 
Ci03 CC CC 
1JC14 :3:3 F1 F.'.T 
OC!5 =31 F'. .····s 
01:~: 15 E 
Cl24 .; .-, r : :-· I ~ . .:1 f1:.!_.L 
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TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
CALCULATES HARMONIC DISTORTION FACTORS 
UP TO THE 35th ORDER HARMONIC 
Where: 
Each harmonic is stored in its respective storage location. 
Enter harmonic of order 1 and press STO 01. 
Enter harmonic of order 2 and press STO 02. 
Enter harmonic of order 3 and press STO 03. 
Enter harmon i c of order 4 and press STO 04. 
Enter harmonic of order 5 and press STO 05. 
Enter harmonic of order 6 and press STO 06. 
Enter harmonic of order 7 and press STO 07. 
Enter harmonic of order 8 and press STO 08. 
Enter harmonic of order 9 and press STO 09. 
Enter harmonic of order 10 and press STO 10. 
Enter harmonic of order 11 and press STO 11. 
Enter harmonic of order 12 and press STO 12. 
Enter harmonic of order 13 and press STO 13. 
Enter harmonic of order 14 and press STO 14. 
Enter harmonic of order 15 and press STO 15. 
Enter harmonic of order 16 and press STO 16. 
Enter harmonic of order 17 and press STO 17. 
Enter harmonic of orde r 1 8 and press STO 18. 
Enter harmonic of order 19 and press STO 19. 
Enter harmonic of order 20 and press STO 20. 
Enter harmonic of order 21 and press STO 21. 















TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
CALCULATES HARMONIC DISTORTION FACTORS 
UP TO THE 35th ORDER HARMONIC 
harmonic of order 
harmonic o f order 
harmonic of order 
harmonic of order 
harmonic of order 
harmonic of order 
harmonic of order 
harmonic of order 
harmonic of order 
harmonic of order 
harmonic of order 
harmonic of order 
harmonic of order 
t L.E:t_ 
15 i..... 
:. _: . ;__ 
=-=it 
- "' - c: ·- ! 
: - --· _; l ·-
c 11 
Ci.:.:_ 




23 and press 
24 and press 
25 and press 
26 and press 
27 and press 
28 and press 
29 and press 
30 and press 
31 and press 
32 and press 
33 and press 
34 and press 
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TI -59 PROGRAM LISTING 
CALCULATES HARMONIC DISTORTION FACTORS 
UP TO THE 35th ORDER HARMONIC 
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TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
CALCULATES HARMONIC DISTORTION FACTORS 
UP TO THE 35th ORDER HARMONIC 
(Continued) 
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1( 5 
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TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
CALCULATES HARMONIC DISTORTION FACTORS 
UP TO THE 35th ORDER HARMONI C 
1 ;:; 1:, 4 3 F1 C: L. 
1 :::7 25 25 
~ 1-: :- : ... . - , :-: ,-. ! 
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197 55 
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TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 
CALCULATES HARMONIC DISTORTION FACTORS 
UP TO THE 35th ORDER HARMONIC 
.-, .-, I 1-• . .:: . .:1 
2 7 Ci 4 J F'. C: L 
271 C'1 01 
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Load Loss , 
7. Tr1~pe<l.:i nee Wa tt~ 
6. 08 393159 
5.96 384668 
5.93 3 71899 
6.04 38!1803 
11. 84 12 7355 
11.59 123335 
11.23 123856 
11. 0-'i 124239 





































Pu'lp and F" .n Lo~~ 
230 Volts, 3 Pha se , 60 Cycles 
Lo:id LM s (\·!a tt s ) 
t;o Lo.JJ Lo.; s (\./lilts) 
Tot'l l 
Gu 11·.1nt ·: t•d 
T.W. A.I{ . 
l!~n~urcc 30i60 43150 
Guaran teed 63500 
Add it ionnl ) ,0 $50S 
3!15/J.6 1 KV@ 500 1:11A· 
---102&17~ 
2579~ 0 
lzll!. 11 ~ 
127 '.WX.1 




5 . 82 
5 . 96 
11.59 
11. 24 
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100 Volts Applied On High Voltage 
Mca sured On Lo ,1 Vo 1 t ;i ge 
Ph. A Ph . B 
44 . 56 44.56 
45.54 45.54 
46.67. 46 . 67 
47. 86 47.86 







250 Volts Applied On Hi gh Volt3 ge> 
M~asurcd On Tcrt!ary Voltn~c 
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185 
[A] x [B] = [ c] 
. 5 . 5 -.5 I ZHX(H) z Hl,2 
. 5 -.5 . 5 x ZHY(H) = z x1,2 
-.5 . 5 . 5 ZXY(H) z Yl,2 
USING MA'I'RIX PROGRAM -- which multiplies two 3 X 3 complex 
matrices together 
PRESS 2nd CMS TO CLEAR ALL MEMORY STORAGE LOCATIONS . 
ENTER MATRIX [A] (see Anderson ( 4) , Page 246 for this example) 
by the following steps: 
ENTER . 5 and PRESS STO 00 
ENTER . 5 and PRESS STO 02 
ENTER -.5 and PRESS STO 04 
ENTER . 5 and PRESS STO 06 
ENTER -.5 and PRESS STO 08 
ENTER . 5 and PRESS STO 10 
ENTER -.5 and PRESS STO 12 
ENTER . 5 and PRESS STO 14 
ENTER . 5 AND PRESS STO 16 
ENTER MATRIX [B] by the following steps: 
ENTER ZHX(H) VALUE and PRESS STO 20 
ENTER ZHY(H) VALUE and PRESS STO 26 
ENTER ZXY(H) VALUE and PRESS STO 32 
PRESS BUTTON E TO EXECUTE. 
AFTER PROGRAM EXECUTION CEASES (Approximately 3 minutes): 
PRESS RCL 00 to Find z 
Hl,2 
VALUE 
PRESS RCL 06 to Find z 
x1,2 
VALUE 





345/161/13.8 KV XFMR 
FROM THE TRANSFORMER TEST REPORT 




HX(H) 1 , 2 
= 5.9400% @ 300 MVA 
KV to 13.8 KV 
z = 11. 4200% @ 64. 5 MVA HY(X) 1 2 
' 
KV to 13.8 KV 
Z = 9.9300% @ 64.5 MVA XY(Y) 112 
TRANSFERRING EVERYTHING TO THE H-WINDING VOLTAMPERE 
BASE YIELDS: 
z HX(H) 112 = 
1. 9800% @ 100 MVA 
z = 17.7054% @ 100 MVA HY(H) 1 , 2 
z XY(H) 112 
= 15.3953% @ 100 MVA 
CHANGING TO PER UNIT EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT VALUES 
= 2.1451% @ 100 MVA 
= -.1651% @ 100 MVA 
= 15.5604% @ 100 MVA 
PERFORMING STAR TO DELTA CONVERSION 
= 1. 9572% @ 100 MVA 
= 14.1977% @ 100 MVA 
= -184.4666% @ 100 MVA 
187 
SUB 39 
345/161/13.8 KV XFMR 
FROM THE TRANSFORMER TEST REPORT 
345 KV to 161 KV 
345 
161 
ZHX(H)O = 5.9000 % @ 300 MVA 
KV to 13.8 KV 
ZHY(Y)O = 11.3700% @ 64.5 MVA 
KV to 13.8 KV 
ZXY(X)O = 9.5600% @ 64. 5 MVA 
TRANSFERRING EVERYTHING TO THE H- WINDING VOLTAMPERE 
BASE YIELDS: 
ZHX(H)O = 1. 9667% @ 100 MVA 
ZHY(H)O = 17.6279% @ 100 MVA 
ZXY(H)O = 14.8217% @ 100 MVA 
CHANGING TO PER UNIT EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT VALUES 
z xy 
= 2.3865% @ 
= -.4198% @ 
= 15.2415% @ 
PERFORMING STAR 
= 1.9010 % @ 
= 12.1406% @ 









SUB 39 345/161/13.8 KV XFRM 
USING 3 INDIVIDUAL TRANSFORMER REPRESENTATION 
Given: SHELL FORM XFMR 
2 WDG XFMR 
300 MVA 
345 KV GRD WYE to 161 KV GRD WYE 
Impedance = 
= 
1Magnetizing Current @ 100% Voltage = 
.78% @ 300 MVA 
No Load Losses @ 100% Voltage = 257940 Watts @ 300 MVA 
From Bus 2704 
To Bus 2717 
RRl = 1. 9572 % @ 100 MVA 
XXl = 1.9010 % @ 100 MVA 
XCl = 4273.5043 % @ 100 MVA 
RRO = 38768.7059 % @ 100 MVA 
KK = 0 
xxo = . 7 
xco = 4273.5043 % @ 100 MVA 
189 
SUB 39 345/161/13.8 KV XFRM 
USING 3 INDIVIDUAL TRANSFORMER REPRESENTATION 
Given: SHELL FORM XFMR 
2 WDG XFMR 
64 . 5 MVA 
345 GRD WYE to 13.8 KV DELTA 
Impedance = 
= 
IM t . . = 1 X 10-9 5 % 
agne 1z1ng Current @ 100% Voltage @ 64.5 MVA 
No Load Losses @ 100% Voltage= 1 X lo- 89 Watts 
@ 64. 5 MVA 
F rom Bus 2704 
To Bus 3704 
RRl = -184.4666 % @ 100 MVA 
XXl = - 69.0176 % @ 100 MVA 
XCl = 1. 5504 x 10 9 ~ @ 100 MVA 
RRO = 1.0000 x 10 9 ~ @ 100 MVA 
KK = 0 
xxo = . 8 
xco = 1.5504 x 1 0 9 ~ @ 100 MVA 
190 
SUB 39 345/161/13.8 KV XFRM 
USING 3 INDIVIDUAL 'l'R.7\NSFORMER REPRESENTATION 
Given: SHELL FORM XFMR 
2 WDG XFMR 
64. 5 MVA 
161 KV GRD WYE to 13.8 KV DELTA 
Impedance = 
zo = 
I = 1 X l0- 95 % 
Magnetizing Current @ 100% Voltage @ 64 . 5 MVA 
No Load Losses @ 100% Voltage= 1 X lo- 89 Watts 
@ 64 . 5 MVA 
From Bus 2717 
To Bus 3704 
RRl = 14.1977 % @ 100 MVA 
XXl = 12.1406 % @ 100 MVA 
XCl = 1. 5504 x 1099 % @ 100 MVA 
RRO = 1.0000 x 1099 % @ 100 MVA 
KK = 0 
xxo = . 8 
xco = 1. 5504 x 10 99 % @ 100 MVA 
191 
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ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY ~ 
MILWAVKU., WISCONSIN . AC 
TRANSFORMER TEST REPORT s~c. · 11626 
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ltESISTANCES. ltXCITINO CURRlltNT, LOSSES AND IKPEDANCE-11ued 1111 Normal Jl.atin1 unlcaa othcrwi1e 1tated: 
LoHn IJld npladon an katd on wattmetCT muaurcmcnta. Por thrct-pbaac tranaformen the n&iatancca sivn are the awn of the 
thrst pbaaf:I In Mriaa. · 
(I) 
-----· -----··-···t--·--< 
.~---- -- - -· 
18'% Pf ··--·"'Pf .. ,_Pf ---.. "' Pl 
. nouLATION AT 75• c ·~-·--- .. l •. OQ .. --·· ·------ --- -·--.l..2.S ·-- --- -' "=~=-.:-:-::=-::=-=:-o=-:----...,.--,--,-----,::---~~G---,--... --,.-:--1~•-1_0~-- QQ 
KPERATUil RISES arc a•eraa:c riMs la clcsreea C corr~ to ll>ttct of ah~ j 
les:ial No ... _-17~1.Jk-3---~·--·--······----.. ----.--- -··---•ith wiAdin&• connected and loaded u follow• , <•>-J..i& ___ vo1ta.. _____ .. ,llL _________ ... _____ ..A.ml>, (Z) .. ...:._1.ar>. .......... _vo1ts . l2Q9-. ________ .Amp 
CJ>-~ Volta. .. ____ ._ - -----·····--·.Amp. sntil con•tant temperature bu._ r•ched. 
T-. aloo.tWia4iap~--- ii::f1 .a..w-tT-. Wetw 
(I) (I) (I) 0-Ut• "::· I~ .1::.., -.=. ;;·M:. ;:_a::. Hot 'pot 1 
l>eteuor l 
•--~- 3.6~ .. .,m:;.l -·-· ---S5 ....... _ 3.7 . ..5 ... ·-·--- ... ..l? ... .5- --- -· __ ,,,__ _____ ····----........ ! 
I 
~---+----- ··--·-·-t----t---·--·-- - -- ······-~- - ·-··--·- -· -------- ----·- ·- --·--· ···- -·-···-·. 
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IN SULA Tl ON TESTS- If Impulae Tuta art required, MC M:paratc Tramformc:r lmpulae Teat Report. i 
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-· 2C>Q_ ___ .....,... ,. -
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....... i.. ........ e.~.2.t..":":.~o ................. App~ 
blbJ , vr-·- --· 
Copied froro Tdat Htpor~ dated ll-27-40 
............. 
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ICPORT Of TESTS .,...,..........,., ,,... ...... .- ..... _____ _ 
.. ., .. c:H._1,..,, __ 1_•op..;,_l_••_L_1gli""--t_Co_. __________ .:~~== "°· DP-28612 
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.-OV& I • A TltUS A .. O COltlt&CT lt&COltO OP' DATA OIJTAIHllO l'AOM T&aT • AT TH& WOIUQ Of' 







P'Ae&._2 __ .o,. __ 2_,. ... u •1•NSD·------------·SH••1111••• 
REPORT or TRANSFORMER nsn 
COPY -
L1gbt Co. 
W E S T- 1 
ILICTl\.lC 
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N G H 0 U S E r' m~'-. 
C O Ji. r 0 I\. A T l 0 N ,.. s,c:.•+' 
-~~---------\loll• Volta 
-::-::r::-.,,.-__.---.;;------Kva (3l ____________ Kva 
.c 
1,.z Kv Kv 
TO 
1l:2 ~: i,uc1T£ NO LOAD li-R Kv ..-KlL RESISTANCE IN OHMS l>T n"C RR ENT LOSS WA'rTS 
3000 ?DlKva 
TO TO 
IERIAL NO >.Tt~ 
IV.TEO 
-T tcrY' ~ 
RA TEO bOOO <Cl Kva Kva 
VOi. TAOE YOLTl>OE 
(1 ) (2) (3) LOAD LOSS f, IMP LOAD LOSS ~IMP LOAD LOSS 'l\ IMP WATTS n •c 75"C WATTS 7!•C 7f>'C wAn& n •c lt'C 
?'lc:"l l10J, I A\ , ':In, m "70E 2 .J. -ni:;o , 111'.00 ,_,o 
?~c:"l J; Ci~ ('P.' ,'!100 _n, 77"l , 2.~ "'7J1nn ,,,J.M ,A~;> l~?':lOO 1.~8 
{El El TOTAL LOSS WATTS 7t'C TOT Al LOf.S w .. ns 7t'C TOTAL LOSS WATTS 7!•C 
A\/UIAGE 2.1.Lr; lll' :i50 
GIJARANTEE ).0 lb~ ~50 
tOO';, l'f ( D ':< ,., ao<;; l'f I lJ ~ l'f 
REGULATION AT n•c - AVERAGE -~'· 2_,, . . 
GUARANTEE . ., 'LO 
, . ~TURE RISES-lwerage riM tn degrees C., oor,.cled to in1tanl of ahuldown, of trarialotmer. . . 
~o. 2351}i91~ • S with winding• oonnected &nd loaded u follow5; 
___. · , 2 .SJ Kv Z]6 · Amp. (2> 2 -h Kv __ _.1 .. 2..,.)..,0"--------"mp. 
--------· Kv Amp. until constant t.mi>eralure ri&e wu reached. 
RISE Pf WINDINGS IV RESISTANCE TOP -llENT TEMP. WATER 
\1) (2) (3) t ,, FLUID INOOINO IDLER O"LLONS POUNDS 1 \GUARANTEE R"C WATER OR ROOM R ISE P'ER M IN. PRESSUR[ 
~ '10 ~ I.I. ~ J,A r:: I. R " C'C' 1.;. r:: '>f.. 
INSULATION TUTS 
YOl TAOE flATINO Of TE!T VOLTAGE DURATION OF TEST 
APPLIED POTENTIAL TESTS WINOl~G TESlEO ...... 1..1[0 IN KV • IN StCONOS 
(\lollaga applied between each winding and all 1uoo ~ 60 other winding• connected to core and ground.) 00 60 
I 2 t imes rated voltage tcr~I 1.,11 winding ; 
INDUCED POTENTIAL TEST kv from kv line terminal to grollnd ; 







• Windin& 1dent1.tied aa tollowai . 
B.V. Main \mit (2) L.Y. me.1.u -..nit ()) B.V. tH .. ttr \mlt (4) LV teaser unif 
Ila.in 'Unit (B) T .. .aezo Unit . 
Main an4 ~aa.aor tJnlu eonnected tor 3/2 phu• eper atia 
A• •iql• phue unit.a (i) Total tor two W11.t1 
1ereby cerlify lhal lhi1 it a lru• report baud on factory IHU made in aeoordance with lhe latetl Trar11formtr Taal Cod• C~7.2 of the Amerltan 
<>••ndarch Anoclalion; and lhal eath lranlformor wilh1lood the above ln1ulalion tett•. 
&i11ned _ ____ ·--·-- - --·-- - Da1aJulY lSa 1938 
PageJ-1...2_Pagea 
Approved ______ _ 






Th i s is a three-winding three to two-phase transformer 
? Form Transformer 
3 WDG Transformer 
6 MVA Transformer 
13.2 KV DELTA to 4.8 KV STAR GROUNDED 
Impedance= 3.38 % @ 13.2 KV @ 6 MVA 
Impedance = 3.0925 % @ 13.8 KV @ 6 MVA 
= 3.38 % @ 13.2 KV @ 6 MVA 
= 3.0925 % @ 13.8 KV @ 6 MVA 
I = 2.4+2.5% @ 6 MVA Magnetizing Current @ 100% Voltage 
= 4.9% @ 6 MVA 
No Load Losses @ 100% Voltage = 7150+7400 Watts @ 6 MVA 
= 14550 Watts @ 6 MVA 
Assume Shell Form Transformer 
FROM 3008 
TO 5008 
RRl = 51.5413 
XXl = 51.5413 
XCl = 34013.6054 
RRO = 687285.2234 
KK = 0 
xxo = . 9 
xco = 34013.6054 
% @ 100 MVA 
% @ 100 MVA 
% @ 100 MVA 
% @ 100 MVA 
% @ 100 MVA 
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X\.. l .P PENDlX 
H. GROUNDING TRJ.NSFO~ER EXAMPLE 
"[PORT or TRlNSfORM£R TCSTS 
• .,. ... 41t. 
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V..' E S T 1 N G H 0 U S E 
ll.lCif, IC CUJ:.l'01'Ail0N 
s.o. No.52~-7Uo L.SPK )50))6 ~•le ::-~:1.:,..S-~~ in.:u•lomer '• Ord~ No _______ 0 .0 Pl'•~J)O 
( pe SL ~ Phuc J. Cyclei W 
_ l)DOO Volt• ____________ Volta 
lnaulating F1ui<1.._ __ _,,0._.u .. ..___ _ 
Windings (1) c)U'OOO Kva (2) Kva 
(ll mo to Zlt'utrtil ---------
orar I IZitii. 
--------------Vo 
(3) K' 
ftESISTANCES. EJlCIT NG CURRENT, LOSSES ANO IMPEDANCE-Saeed on norma l rating . unless otherwiae staled. Losses ana ragulahon are 
bas&d on wattmet~r meuuramenls. For thre1>-phas1> lran1lormer1 the ~sist&nc:e. are th& aum ol the thrw phASI>! in aeries. 
ll-2 'l Kv Kv ti 
lttSISTANCl IN OHMS AT 7'"C ~~i'Jf HO LOAD TO X-0" Kv Kv TO ~ lOSS WATT& TO S(AIAL NO. Al 100':; Al 1W-7, (,,,., ~J.;." • · .,j Kv• Kva RATED flATLO K'1 
VOLTAGE: VOLTAGE ' 
{ll (2) (3) LOAD LOS!l ~IMP LOAD lO&S ~MP LOAD LOSS 'II IM~ - - WATTS l'!l"C WC WATTS 79"C •c WAITS n•c WC 
<:tn,~77 1."'-? trin+_"., -;11 }, l.C60 .,.,, c:u 7b-2 ' 
I 
TOH.L LOSS WATTS 7~"C TOTAL LOSS WATTS n"C TOTAi. LOSS WATTS 7 
AVE .. AGE n'l.,nn I 
O U AR.&.Ni[( 
1o:Jl';"t PF 'le PF 80'";( Pf' ~ · 
flE:GVLATtON AT 7~"C AVERAGE 
GV .. RANTEE 
~ERATURE AISES-Aver•g• rts• in degrees C., corrected to instant of shutdown, of transformer. 
rial No )01 ?f.m with winding• connected and loaded as follows : 
(1) 1).0 Kv 33:) Amp. (21 v ---~-~~~-~-~---'Ar 
(3) Kv Amp. until const.ant temperature rile was reached. 
RI SE. or W INOINGS llT R LSISTANCE TOP AMBIENT TEMP. WATER 
R2 IJ.tl:o Im <~o I i:n~o FLUID INGOING IDLER GALLONS POUND' GVARANTE:E fllS E. W"TlR OR ROOM fUS[ 1'ER M lh . l"flESSVR' 
"lm~--n ~A ~ I "lCl c' I T7_r" Z? - .. - - I - I - -
I I i l 
INSULATION TESTS 
VOLT AGE RATING or TEST VOLT AGE I DURATION or TU APPLIED POTENTIAL TESTS W INDING TESTED APPLIED IN KV • IN SECONDS I 
(Voltage applied between cueh winding and all utiov 34 60 I 
oll>er windings connected to core and ground.) ! 
i 
? tomes rated voltage acron full windrng ; 
INDUCED POTENTIAL TEST kvfrom kv fine t;rminal to oro~ 
it cycles per 1econd for l :D~D. cycle! 
REMARKS 
.. 
I herehy ctr1 •1y th1l lhi1il1 tru• repor1 basr d on lactorr teall rnade In accordance with the l1lnt Tr1n1fnrMer Taal Code CS7.? of the Amerlc.ln 




9 ............ .... ...... . 
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RS . eries 
z 1,2,0 
IE 't' xci ing @ 
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SUB A GROUNDING TRANSFORMER 
(Treat Like Linear Element to Ground) 
Put in "Small" values for RRl. (This doesn't exist 
in transformer model.) 
Put in "Large" values for XXL (This is equivalent 
to XCl in transformer model.) 
Put in "Small" values for XCl. (This is equivalent 
to RRl in transformer model. 
Show linear elemer:t as connected in shunt to ground; 
i.e. , KJQ ·- 0. 
Only Zero sequence values need be used. 
RRl and XCl are series impedance values of grounding 
transformer. 
= 3.32 ohms 
= 76.2 % @ 13.8 KV @ 8 MVA 
= .263 % 100% v 
LossesN.L. = 1950 Watts @ 100% v 
Bus # 3763 
RRl = 174.3331 % @ 100 MVA 
XXl = 475285.1711 % @ 100 MVA 
XCl = 
z (pu) = 
952.5000 % @ 100 MVA 
Z ohms 
Z base = 
3.32 ohms 
23.805 ohms 
= .1395 pu @ 8 MVA 
= 1.7438 pu@ 100 MVA 
= . 174.3331 ~ @ 100 MVA 
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XVI. J.l.PPENDIX 
I. REVISED HARMONIC ANALYSIS PROGRAM INSTRUCT IONS 
204 
HARMONIC ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
The harmonic analysis program developed at Iowa State University accepts 
data input in a formatted card image form. Several options exist in the type 
of harmonic analysis to be made. The selection of a particular option will 
influence the type, amount, and order of input data. The different options are 
described first, followed by the required input da ta for each of the possible 
combinations of options . 
Card Image Ill 













The first option which must be specified is whether a sampled 
a converter current waveform is to be used as the harmonic source. 
is specified in the IVC field of the first card image as follows: 
waveform or 
The option 
IVC integer L-1 current harmonic magnitudes 
IVC -1 voltage harmonic magnitudes 
IVC 0 voltage waveform 
IVC 1 converter current source 
IVC any other integer current waveform 
The choice of harmonic source type determines the interpretation of input 
variables N and VCBASE as follows: 
For IVC 
N 
integer less than -1 (current harmonic magnitudes) 
ignored 
VCBASE = base value of current 
For IVC 
N 
-1 (voltage harmonic magnitudes) 
ignored 
VCBASE = base value of vol t age 
For IVC 
N 
0 (voltage waveform) 
number of sampled data points 
VCBASE = base value of voltage 
For IVC 
N 
1 (converter current source) 
number of pulses per cycle 
VCBASE = base value of voltage 
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For IVC = any other integer (current waveform) 
N number of sampled data points 
VCBASE = base value of current 
The remaining input variables on the first card image are defined as: 
LHARN highest order ha rmonic to be analyzed 
IPLOT = 0 no plots generated 
I PLOT any other integer plot s of voltage or current waveforms 
the harmonic source will be generated 
!UNIT 0 input data is assumed to be actual 
quantities 
at 
IUNIT = any other integer input data is assumed to be in per unit 
Card Image s 112 
If the converter current source option is selected (IVC 
card ) , then the second card has the following format. 







POW = power rating of the converter in MW 
ALFA 
OVLP 
delay angle in degrees 
overlap angle in degrees 
If either the voltage waveform or current waveform option is selected 
(IVC = 0 or integer greater than 1 on the first card), then Card Images 2 


















If eithe r the voltage harmonic magnitudes or current harmonic magnitudes 
option is selected (IVC = -1 or integer less than -1 on the first card), then 









VCM magnitude of harmonic component 




Th e program will continue reading this type of card image until a card with 
I Y = 999 is read. 
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Card Images 113 
The card images followin5 the converter or waveform specification are the 
power system element specification cards. All impedance values are entered in 





















The type of element is defined by the KJ field as follows: 
KJ 6 1 
KJ -= 2 
KJ = 3 
KJ ~ 4 
transmission lines 
transformers 




The definitions of the remaining fields depends on the element type 
selected. 
Transmission lines (KJ 6' 1) 
KJP node number at one end of the line 
KJQ node number at the other end of the line 
KCT circuit number 
RRl positive/negative sequence resistance in % 
XXl positive/negative sequence reactance in % 
XCl positive/negative sequence susceptance in % 
RRO zero sequence resistance in % 
XXO zero sequence reactance in % 
XCO zero sequence susceptance in % 
KK voltage and bundle code 






4 138 second digit number of 





XLM length in miles 
207 
Transformers (KJ : 2) 
KJP c node number at one end of the transformer 
KJQ c node number at the other end of the transformer 
KCT : internal node number at center of T model 
RRl c positive/negative sequence series reactance in % 
X.Xl c zero sequence series reactance in % 
XCl positive/negative sequence shunt reactance in % 
RRO positive/negative/zer o sequence core loss resistance in % 
XXO connection code for zero sequence 
1.0 ~ xxo 
0. 9 L X.XO ..,,c.. l. 0 
0. 7 ~ xxo L.. 0. 9 
XX0~0.7 
lf KK = 0 and 
delta-delta, wye-wye, delta-wye, or wye-delta 
delta-grounded wye 
grounded wye-delta 
grounded wye-grounded wye-delta tertiary with 
zero sequence core loss 
If KK 1 0, then XXO is not used. 
XCO zero sequence shunt reactance in % 












XLM = ignored 
grounded wye-delta-delta tertiary 
delta-grounded wye-delta tertiary 
wye-grounded wye-delta tertiary 
grounded wye-wye-delta tertiary 
grounded wye-grounded wye-delta tertiary without 
zero sequence core loss 
Generators or linear elements (KJ = 3) 
KJP node number at one end of the element 
KJQ node number at the other end of the element. For generators or if 
the linear element is connected in shunt to ground, use KJQ =O. 
KCT circuit number 
RRl series resistance for generator or linear elements in % 
XXl positive/negative sequence reactance for generator or inductive 
element in % 
: positive/negative/zero sequence reactance for capacitive element 
in % (enter a negative value for capacitors) 
XCl c zero sequence reactance for generator or inductive element in % 
c ignored for capacitive element 
RRO = ignored 
XXO = ignored 
XCO = ignored 
208 
KK f 1 for generator or inductive element 
1 for capacitive element 
XLM ignored 
Loads (KJ~4) 
KJP node number of load 
KJQ 0 (connected to ground) 
KCT circuit number 
RRl power in MW 





KK type code 
KK ~l residential, 50% motor load 
KK = 2 commercial, 60% motor load 
KK ~ 3 industrial, 70% motor load 
XLM ignored 
The end of the power system element specification card images is determined 
by a card image with KJP = 9999. All other fields on this card image are ignored. 
Card Image 114 
The fourth type of card image specifies the location and other information 













JF harmonic source bus number location 
NAME = bus name at harmonic source 
lOPT analysis option code 
IOPTLO 
!OPT= 1 
print harmonic analysis for elements adjacent to the 
harmonic source bus only. 
print harmonic analysis for all elements in the system 
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With either of these options, up to four different card images may be 
inserted to analyze the system with the harmonic source in different locations. 
To end the harmonic source specification card images, the last card should 





combined analysis of two harmonic sources 
combined analysis of two harmonic sources 
Identical harmonic sources may be placed at two separate locations 
simultaneously with these options. IOPT = 2 card image specifies the first 
location, and the IOPT = 3 card image specifies the second. lt is not necessary 
to follow these cards with an end card with JF c 9999. 
PHA = phase angle of the harmonic source waveforms 
This field is intended for use with the combined analysis option to specify 
a phase difference between the two sources. 
FUND = the complex magnitude of the fundamental component of the harmonic 
source waveform in per unit. 
This field is required to achieve a reasonable plot of the harmonic source 
waveform . If no plot is to be made, then this field may be left blank. 
Size Limits 
This program will accept up to 500 nodes. A node is any place where two 
or more elements connect (usually a bus). However, each transformer requires 
one internal node in this program. Therefore, the number of buses plus the 
number of transformers will be the number of nodes required. 
With this program, each transmission line is represented as three elements, 
each transformer is represented as three elements, each generator or linear element 
is represented ai one element; and each load is represented as one element. 
Therefore, the total number of elements need will be: 
Total Number of Elements = 3 X (number of transmission lines + number of 
transformers) + number of generators + number 
of linear elements +number of loads. 
This program will accept up t o 4000 elements. 
The size limits are determin ed by the array dimensions in the program and 
could be increased or decreased. The limits selected above were arbitrarily 
chosen as large enough to accomodate most studies of harmonic propagation in 
power systems. 
Distribution Systems 
The same techniques used for harmonic analysis of transmission systems ~ay 
be used to analyze distribution s ystems. The program has been used to determine 
where harmonic resonance occurs on industrial plant distribution systems, and 
to verify the effectiveness of corrective actions. 
210 
NOTES: 
1. On the connection code for transformers, the program 
assigns the first bus number entered to correspond to 
the first type of winding. The second bus number 
entered corresponds to the last type of winding (see 
Page 4). 
As an example: KK = 0 and 0.9 ~XXO ~ 1.0 
The first bus number entered would go 
with the DELTA winding. The second 
bus number entered would go with the 
grounded wye. 
2. The program as it is currently set up uses a 
100 Mega-voltampere base. 
211 
XVII. APPENDIX 
J . SAMPLE PROGRAM OUTPUT 
212 
The out put data shown in ~his appendix correspond 
to the case where the harmonic source values ar€ entered 
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